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PREFACE
 

This assessment of the status of journalism apl journalism education in the Andean Pact 
nations is a continuation of research started in 1986 ... the Schcol of Journalism and Mass 
Communication of Florida International University. 

That year a three-member assessment team began a study of how journalism is practiced in 
Central America, and how journalists are trained, which led to a massive professional 
development program in that region funded by the U.S. Agency for International 
Development. 

Not long after that original assessment was finished we began to receive suggestions that 
a similar evaluation be made of journalism in the Andean countries of Bolivia, Colombia, 
Ecuador, Perd and Venezuela. But the size and demands of the training program in 
Central America forced us to delay undertaking an assessment of this scope. We did 
conduct additional assessments in Panam6 and Nicaragua as part af the Central American 
program but it was not until late 1993 that #he Latin American Journalism Program was 
able to expand its research into South America. 

This assessment, like its predecessor in Central America, was funded through AID's 
Office of Democratic Initiatives as pa. of its efforts to strengthen democracy in Latin 
America in the belief that no democracy c,.n survive without a strong, free and 
responsible press. 

Drafts of various sections of this report have been read by nationals of the five Andean 
countries who were not interviewed as part of the assessment. They agree with the 
substance of the report. The report pulls no punches. It reflects the good aspects of 
journalism and journalism education in the region. But it also reflects the problems. 

This assessment, and all components of the Latin American Journalism Program, are 
driven by one overriding axiom stated clearly in LAJP documents: "All of the training, 
education, researchand technical assistanceactivities will be based on the professional
standardsof thefree press operatingseparatelyfrom and independent of the state in the 
democraciesof the modern world." 

Neither the assessment, nor the program itself, would have been possible without the 
financial assistance of AID. Neither would have been undertaken by the School of 
Journalism and Mass Communication without assurances from AID that the agency 
would allow them to develop under that axiom. 

J. Arthur Heise, Ph.D. Charles H. Green 
Dean Director 
Director General 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 

The news media are a critical agent of accountability in emerging democracies in Latin 
America. This is due to the lack of an effective system of scrutiny of government in many
countries and to the weakness of civil society as a whole. Although the equivalent of the 
U.S. government's General Accounting Office exists in Latin America -- la contralorfa
it is an agency that is often intimidated or accommodating. The Latin America media, 
therefore, have a far greater watchdog role to play than do the media in the United States. 
There are no strong democracies without a vigilant press. 

Are journalists in the five Andean Pact countries of South America adequately equipped
for this role as political reform and privatization sweep the region? Are the journalism
schools properly preparing the students? Does colegiaci6n, the licensing of journalists,
strengthen or weaken the professional level of journalism? Are the media perfecting the 
skills of their reporters and editors? Are journalists given a free hand to use these skills to 
investigate abuses and corruption, both in the private and public sectors? Are the media 
making proper use of the investigations done by their reporters? Do journalists have high
ethical standards? Are journalists paid in accordance with their responsibilities? Do 
journalists feel they can work in safety? 

The Latin American Journalism Program (LAJP) at the School of Journalism and Mass 
Communication of Florida International University attempted to find the answers to these 
and other questions. 

Over a five-month period an assessment team interviewed 461 working journalists, media 
executives and academics in Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Pero and Venezuela.' The 
team was given an enthusiastic welcome by management and working journalists alike 
and in the schools of journalism it visited. 

Are the journalism schools properly preparing the students? 
Management in the media is almost unanimous in giving a failing grade to the schools of 
social communication. The executives find the graduates ill-prepared for a career in 
journalism because the schools emphasize theory rather than journalistic practice. Most 
working journalists agree. Some executives also find the courses politicized. 

Does colegiacidn, the licensing of journalists, strengthen or weaken the professional 
level of journalism? 
Proponents say the requirement of a journalism degree in order to work strengthens
professionalism; opponents ;ay colegiaci6n lowers levels by limiting the pool of potential 
journalists to graduates of journalism schools. 

All of those Interviewed are listed by name and media affiliation InAppendix I. 
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Are the media perfecting the skills of their reporters and editors? 
Although management voices dissatisfaction with the professional level of newsroom 
personnel, few media organizations have implemented in-house training to remedy the 
situation. The reason generally given is lack of financial resources. All take advantage of 
seminars and other training activities offered by international organizations. 

Are journalists given a free hand to use their skills to investigate abuses and 
corruption, both in the private and public sectors? 
The answer is "no" in all five countries. Journalists in Bolivia, Ecuador and Venezuela 
say the major problem they face is interference in the newsroom operation, mainly by 
management. Journalists in Colombia and Pert put lack of newsroom independence 
second, after personal security. 

Are the media making proper use of the investigations done by their reporters? 
The watchdog role of the media is absent in most of the Andean countries, with the major 
exception being the opposition press in Peni. Reporters tell of stories being killed because 
they might have been embarrassing to the authorities or to powerful advertisers. The 
impression left is that most media owners want to remain on good terms with the 
government. 

Do journalists have high ethical standards? 
Journalists cannot effectively investigate corruption if they themselves are corrupt. Yet
 
the working journalists, for the most part, have a poor opinion of each others' ethical
 
standards. Most know a colleague who has accepted a bribe. The most common ethical
 
infraction is the acceptance or solicitation of bribes to write, distort or suppress a news
 
story.
 

Are journalists paid in accordance with their responsibilities?
 
Most journalists cannot live on their media salary alone. This opens the way to conflicts
 
of interest through second jobs or the acceptance of bribes. Journalists are not unique in
 
receiving low salaries, but in their case they have a role to play that requires high ethical
 
standards.
 

Do journalists feel they can work in safety?
 
Not everywhere. The fear is greatest in Pert6 and Colombia, where 300 journalists have
 
been killed by drug traffickers, guerrillas and state security forces in the paqt decade. It is
 
also a concern in Ecuador, but is not mentioned as a major worry in Bolivia or Venezuela.
 

Are attempts made to silence or control journalists and the media where they work?
 
Yes. Journalists tell of threats -- including death threats -- and of colleagues being
 
controlled through bribes.
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CONCLUSIONS
 
Democracy is relatively new in some Andean countries. It is only a decade old in Bolivia. 
It is now taking root in Ecuador. Per was under military control as recently as 1980. 
Venezuelan democracy dates from 1958 and was threatened by a military takeover in
1992. Democracy in Colombia has had to face the twin threats of the drug trade and 
guerrilla movements. 

Is democracy being well served by journalists and their media? With a few exceptions,
the media do not delve into abuses and wrongdoing of the government. The media often 
feel beholden to the government for official advertising, import permits, operating
licenses, special exchange rates, and the like. Self-censorship is often practiced to avoid 
conflicts with authorities and to help the owners' business and/or political interests. 
Reporters are often told to write stories for non-journalistic reasons. 

Journalists do not have many of the required skills and tools, especially in the area of
investigation. They are often unfamiliar with investigative techniques and of the resources 
available to them. Help and guidance from their superiors are deficient. 

News stories are often a mixture of fact and opinion, misleading readers, listeners and
viewers. Publishers and owners complain that reporters do not know how to conduct an 
interview or produce a well-written story. 

The schools of social communication receive most of the blame for the poor performance
levels of the journalists. Owners, publishers, editors and many working journalists find 
the courses are too theoretical and often politicized. 

Journalists recognize that they need more training. Few media companies invest in 
programs to improve the skills of their news staffs. 

Journalists blame poor education for their low salaries. Salary levels are given as reasons 
why many journalists accept bribes. Unethical behavior is common and accepted or 
tolerated in many newsrooms. 

Journalists lack a clear vision of their professional obligations to the public. Too often 
they feel their fist loyalty is to their colleagues. 

Journalists often lack the support and encouragement of the media where they work. 

The need for training is greatest, in descending order, in Bolivia, Ecuador, Peri,
Venezuela and Colombia. The first three are contiguous countries with struggling
democracies, so they would be ideal for regional training. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS
 

These recommendations are made by the assessment team based on an analysis of the 
interviews with media representatives and on the problems identified by the owners and 
their news staffs. Despite differences in the five countries, the major taining needs of the 
journalists are similar: 

* Understanding the professional obligations of the media and their journalists. 

* Improving reportorial skills, especially those of the investigative reporters. 

* Reinforcing ethical values.
 

These objectives can be met through round tables and seminars on the role of the press,
 
writing, investigative reporting and ethics. This would be applicable to print, radio and 
television. 

Such undertakings would provide a base upon which specialization could be developed. 
Specialization would include seminars on coverage of: 

* Electoral campaigns 

* The judiciary 

• The legislature 

* The economy 

• The environment 

• Human rights 

* Public opinion polling.
 

There must be more cooperation between the schools of social communication and the
 
media so that the journalism graduates will have more useful skills when they enter the 
workplace. 

Whatever is done to enhance journalism training must lead to self-sufficiency, must 
involve a long-term commitment and must allow for the adaptation, modification and 
even rejection by journalists of the Andean region of techniques and standards developed 
outside the region. The objective should not be to impose a system of journalism but 
rather help the media strengthen, improve and, where necessary, refocus the one they now 
have. This would require a continual and critical examination of how journalism is being 
practiced and whether the media are meeting their role in a democratic society. 
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INTRODUCTION 

PURPOSE 

When the assessment team from the School of Journalism and Mass Communication of 
Florida International University visited Gat Martfnez Merchdn, the publisher of the 
newspaper Expreso in Guayaquil, Ecuador, he told the members that he had been waiting 
a long time for their visit. "You may be the solution to my problems," he said. "Our 
journalists don't know how to write, they have no initiative and they have no creativity." 

Martfnez Merchdn, who is also president of the Ecuadorian Publishers' Association, 
blamed the open-admissions policy of the state universities for graduating "thousands of 
so-called professionals" lacking in basic skills. 

Like many other news media executives in South America, Martfnez Merchdn had heard 
positive reports about FIU's Latin American Journalism Program in Central America. 
Whenever LAJP members traveled, they would constantly be asked, "When are you going 
to extend your program to our countries?" 

The purpose of the assessment, carried out by a team of journalists and journalism 
educators, was to determine the status of journalism and journalism education. The LAJP 
team wanted to know if the region's journalists and the media for which they worked 
were fulfilling their roles in a democracy or if they needed additional training to do a 
more effective job. 

Between October 19, 1993 and March 2, 1994, the team conducted interviews with 461 
working journalists, media owners, executives and journalism professors and deans from 
18 cities in the five Andean Pact countries. The respondents represented 104 media 
companies 2 and 18 schools of social communication. 3 

Of those interviewed, 328 responded to a questionnaire administered by the assessment 
team. The questionnaire included 64 questions on age, sex, experience, media jobs held, 
current position, salary, etc., as well as on the media and the media's role in society.4 

To ensure frankness, those interviewed -- both with and without the questionnaire -- were 
told their responses were anonymous and confidential. Those quoted by name in this 
report either held posts where they were spokespersons, such as presidents of journalistic 
organizations, or their permission to be quoted was later obtained. 

The assessment was financed by the U.S. Agency for International Development. 

2 See Appendix II. 

3 See Appendix II1. 

4 See Appendix VI for the complete questionnaire. 
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BACKGROUND
 

Originally known as the Central American Journalism Program, the program began April 
1, 1988, following a needs assessment, with the goal of strengthening journalism and 
journalism training in Central America and PanamA. The program operates on the belief 
that democracy can flourish only if there is a free, independent, economically viable, 
vigilant press. 

" 	 The program gives up to 45 professional seminars a year, many of them carried out in 
the newsrooms of newspapers and broadcasters. 

• 	 More than half of Central America's journalists -- 1,800 -- have participated in one or 
more of the program's seminars. 

" 	 The LAJP offers a unique Spanish-language master's degree in journalism. The 
second class will graduate in 1994 after completing the last of three, three-month 
summer sessiuns at FIU's North Miami campus. 

" 	 A three-month certificate program in Spanish-language journalism started in 1993 
was so successful that some media companies not eligible for scholarships enrolled 
their journalists on a paying basis for the program. 

• 	 The first of 20 planned text books, written especially for the program, were publJ.shed 
in 1994. 

That the program has had a positive impact in Central America can be attested to by some 
results attributed to it in 1993 and 1994: 

* 	 President Ramiro de Le6n Carpio of Guatemala wrote to the director general of the 
LAP, J. Arthur Heise, Ph.D., on December 4, 1993, praising the program. He said it 
had trained Guatemala's journalists so well that they played L key role in the 
preservation of democracy when then-President Jorge Serrano attempted a self-coup 
in May of 1993. 5 

" 	 Representatives of Central America's print and broadcast media approved a regional 
Code of Ethics on June 12, 1993. The code grew out of a discussion at a round-table 
for general managers and editors as part of the LAP's program of activities.6 

* 	 The newspaper Tiempo of San Pedro Sula, Honduras, on January 5, 1993, denounced 
government payoffs to journalists, a policy that previously had been tacitly accepted 

5 See Appendix VII for the original Spanish-language letter and atranslation. 

6 See Appendix VII for acopy of the code of ethics. 
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by all parties.7 The news editor of Tiempo, who received death threats, said she would 
not have publicized the payoffs had it not been for the support of the LAJP. 

Central American media owners recognized the long-term benefits of the LAJP 
training program when they pledged funds for the establishment of a permanent 
training center in Panamd. 

As part of FlU's agreement with AID, the program was subject to an evaluation by an 
outside team. The team determined that the program was meeting its objectives. 

THE ASSESSMENT TEAM 
The assessment team was organized by Charles H. Green, director of LAJP. John Virtue, 
the associate executive director, was the team leader. The other members were Agatha 
Ogaz6n, Ana Cecilia With, Roy E. Carter, Ph.D., Mario Diament and Sandra Navarro. 

Virtue, a Canadian, had responsibility for Venezuela, Colombia and Ecuador during 17 
years with United Press International in Latin America. He was later executive editor of 
the daily newspaper El Mundo of San Juan, Puerto Rico, during which time he was also a 
director of the Inter American Press Association. He was a member of the FlU team that 
assessed the Panamanian media in 1990 prior to the establishment of a special training 
program in that country. Virtue is the author of this Andean assessment report. 

Ogaz6n, a native of Cuba, is the coordinator of LAJP. Before joining LAJP, she was an 
international civil servant with experience in Latin America. She holds a master's degree 
from Hofstra University. She prepared the questionnaire and analyzed the results. 

With, a Costa Rican who also holds U.S. citizenship, worked in radio and television in 
Central America and as a stringer for several U.S. publications under her maiden name, 
Ana Cecilia Aird. This was her fourth assessment for Florida International University. 
She was a member of the teams that assessed journalism in Central America in 1987, in 
Panam, in 1990 and in Nicaragua in 1991. 

Carter is a retired University of Minnesota professor of Journalism and Sociology. In 
addition to his work as a newspaper reporter, editor and editorial writer, he has published 
numerous research articles about journalism and journalists and has worked extensively 
in Latin America. He currently liv;-s in Uruguay. 

Diament, an Argentine citizen, is the Spanish-language editor-in-residence at FIU's 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication. Before accepting the post, he was editor 
of the daily newspaper El Cronista of Buenos Aires. He has worked as a foreign 
correspondent based in the United States and the Middle East. He is also a playwright 
whose works have been performed in the United States, Latin America and Europe. 

7 See Appendix VII for an Illustration of the series. 
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Navarro, who has dual Venezuelan and Panamanian citizenship, is currently the director 
of the LAJP's special, one-year program in Nicaragua. She was the advance person who 
set up the interviews for the assessment team. 

Virtue and With carried out interviews in all five countries. Navarro did so in four 
countries and Carter and Diament in two each. 

The assessment was based on a questionnaire designed by J. Arthur Heise, Ph.D., director 
general of the LAJP and dean of the FIU School of Journalism and Mass Communication. 
Heise is also the director of the Institute for Public Opinion Research. The institute 
conducts a number of public opinion surveys each year, including the highly respected 
FLU/Florida Poll. 

THE REDONDENTS 

Of the 461 persons interviewed, 328 responded to the questionnaire. Those who were not 
asked to respond to the questionnaire were mainly executives. The 328 consisted of 318 
journalists and 10 journalism educators. Some of the journalists also taught as adjunct 
professors. 

Of the 328 inerviewees, 60.6 percent were men, 39.4 percent were women. That 
probably mirrors the gender distribution in the media as a whole. 

The average age of those interviewed was 33.6 years, which is likely close to the average 
age of those wor!ing in the news media in the Andean region. Men averaged 36.1 years 
and women 29.7.8 The average age of journalists in the United States, according to a 
1981 survey, was 32.4 years. 9 

Of the men, 63.9 percent had one or more children under the age of 18, while 38.7 
percent of the women did. 

The breakdown by country of those who responded to the questionnaire is as follows: 

Bolivia 42 

Colombia 62 
Ecuador 59 

Perd 69 
Venezuela 96 

8 See Table 9A. 

9 Weaver, David. H.and Wilholt, G. Cleveland (1986). The American JournalisL Bloomington, Indiana, 
Indiana University Press. p.19. 
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The respondents represented the following media: 

Print 73.7 percent 
Radio 13.6 percent 
Television 12.7 percent 

The above distribution is believed to be representative of the news media as a whole. 

Some of the interviews in Colombia were conducted by telephone from BogotA. Luz 
Maria Helguero, managing editor of El Tiempo of Piura, Peri, agreed to distribute and 
collect completed questionnaires among print and broadcast media in Piura and Trujillo. 

All the interviews took place in the newsroom or an adjacent conference room or waiting 
room. The assessment team usually interviewed all the reporters or editors available at the 
time of the visit. Two newspapers, one in Colombia and the other in Bolivia, selected 
those to be interviewed. One managing editor in Bolivia summoned all his newsroom 
personnel near deadline and told them they had to drop what they were doing and answer 
all of the team's questions. 

Only one newsroom executive refused to allow the assessment team to interview his 
personnel, although he talked openly himself. That was Jairo Garcia Uribe, managing 
editor of El Mundo in Medellin, Colombia, who said all of his reporters and editors were 
busy, even though about eight people were milling around the newsroom and chatting at 
the time. Only one journalist refused to talk to the team, a reporter-announcer in his 60s at 
a small radio station in Lima. 

The assessment team had a calling card which facilitated the setting up of appointments 
with media owners and executives and made journalists receptive to interviews: Pulso del 
Periodismo, the quarterly journalism magazine published by the LAJP. Often, when 
appointments were being sought, someone would ask, "Are you the people who publish 
Pu!so?"The appointment would be forthcoming. 
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THE FINDINGS
 

Latin America is undergoing changes the likes of which have not been seen since the 
wars of independence in the last century. State-owned businesses, once the pride of most 
nations, are being sold to private interests. Subsidies are being reduced or eliminated on 
foodstuffs and goods produced locally while tariff barriers on imports are coming down. 
Democratic governments are in office in all but two nations, Cuba and Haiti. But the 
economic changes have had social consequences in various countries, such as Venezuela, 
where two attempted military coups were put down in 1992, and in southern Mexico, 
where Indians rose up against the government in 1994. Modern communications such as 
satellite television news, faxes, computers and modems have made it impossible for 
governments to keep unfavorable news from reaching their citizens. 

Are journalists in the five Andean Pact nations -- Bolivia, C3lombia, Ecuador, Peri and 
Venezuela -- equipped to report and write on these and other news events in their 
countries and to carry out the role of the press as a watchdog of government? 

How do journalists and the media for which they work stack up against the following 
description made by Homero Alsina Thevent, editor of El Pats Culturalin Montevideo, 
Uruguay? 

"... as anyone who has edited a paper in Latin America knows, not only are 
journalists poorly trained, the media themselves are badly equipped and 
hampered by political and commercial pressures. The ideal newspaper is 
one that is economically strong enough to withstand pressure and pay its 
reporters a living wage. The actual newspaper, in most of these countries, 
toes a party line or that of a particular senator or deputy; it depends on a 
company that has links with the government to get its essential supplies 
like paper or import licenses for machinery, and must toe the line to ensure 
that it keeps its broadcasting rights for radio and television. The 
investigative journalist on a major newspaper -- especially one working on 
the political, economic or police desk -- knows how often there are 'orders 
from above' not to touch this or that subject, to drop mention of a name 
rather than run the risk of annoying a political supporter, the government 
or an important commercial backer."' 10 

The answers are in the following pages. 

JOURNALISM EDUCATION AND TRAINING 
The media owners and their top executives interviewed by the assessment team are 
almost unanimous in criticizing the journalism, or social communication, schools for 

10 Alsina Thevent, Homer (1993). "Notes from a Pessimist." Index on Censorship. London, Writers & 
Scholars International Ltd., vol. 5 & 6, p. 35. 
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being "theoretical" and not "practical" in their courses and, in some instances, 
ideologically biased. This report uses the English equivalent of the words used by the 
owners, executives and working journalists: te6ricoand prdctico. 

"There's a Marxist tendency, including support for the old New World Information 
Order, and this tends to confuse young journalism students," says a Bolivian publisher. 
"They're told that journalism should have a social character, that journalists should 
change the world and be promoting causes." 

Antonio Peredo, vice-dean of the school of social communication of the Universidad 
Mayor de San Andrds in La Paz, agrees. He faults the philosophy of the Centro 
Internacionalde Estudios de Comunicaci6n (CIESPAL), the Quito-based training center 
once heavily backed by UNESCO. It promoted social involvement of journalists and the 
New World Inforrmation Order backed by Cuba and the former Soviet Union. Many social 
communication schools in Latin America followed its lead. 

"In my opinion, we have to retuin to the pre-CIESPAL stage," Peredo told the assessment 
team. "The CIESPAL philosophy of communication was too theoretical and rep.esented a 
loss of many years, so we have to clean the slate and start again." 

The schools were found to have very few full-time instructors. Most have never worked 
in the news media, so they bring little practical experience to the classroom. Some 
instructors say the courses are theoretical because the schools lack funds to buy 
equipment for practical courses. 

Journalism education is so bad in Ecuador that working journalists and some executives 
praise the journalism training given by the armed forces. 

The newspaper El Tiempo of BogotA gave the 10 best 1993 graduates from seven of 
Colombia's schools of social communication 16 weeks of intensive training. Only three 
were later judged up to El Tiempo's requirements and offered jobs. 

Those schools rated as good were invariably private universities and economically 
inaccessible to most students. 

Editors complain that reporters have poor syntax, cannot spell, do not know how to 
interview and lack knowledge and expertise about many of the subjects they cover. "Our 
newsroom executives have to spend a lot of time teaching the graduates what they should 
have learned in school," said a Venezuelan publisher. Edwin Tapia, president of the 
National Chamber of Communication Media in Bolivia, tells of giving a speech on 
economics before a business group and realizing that the journalists covering the event, 
including his own reporter, had no idea what he was talking about. 

Other executives say journalists lack initiative and sit around waiting for stories to come 
to them, rather than going out after the news. "Look around you," the managing editor of 
a major newspaper said, pointing toward the newsroom. 'There are 25 reporters out there 
at their desks. Come back in three hours and they'll still be sitting there." 
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Although the media -managers point to failures of the journalism schools and the 
shortcomings of their personnel, very few organizations have instituted their own training 
programs. The main argument against doing so is lack of money. 

TRAINING, PAY AND ETHics 

Most journalists interviewed -- 56.6 percent -- say the journalism schools are poor. "The 
professors are frustrated communicators who have failed in their careers," said a 33-year
old Colombian journalist. "Some of my classmates were hired as professors upon 
graduation without ever having media experience." 

Those interviewed were asked what five subjects they would select if they could plan a 
series of seminars. Here are the top five preferences: 

" Investigative reporting 818 points 

" Writing and editing 401 

" Newsroom management 245 

" Television production 222 

" Ethics 214 

Many blame low salaries -- 61.8 percent of those interviewed earned $400 or less a month 
- on their lack of training, in school and out. "Our low salaries are a result of our poor 
education and training," said a 36-year-old female reporter in Guayaquil, Ecuador. 

A publisher in Guayaquil more or less agreed. "We want to pay the journalists better 
when they better themselves," he said. "We have already begun with some basic writing 
and grammar classes, but the problem is a human one." 

Low salaries contribute to the solicitation and acceptance of bribes and payoffs to make 
ends meet. Of those interviewed, 58.1 percent say they know a colleague who has 
accepted a bribe. Four percent view corruption among journalists as the most serious 
problem the profession faces. 

Those interviewed point to governments and politicians as the main corrupters of the 
press. 

Some journalists say the amount of money offered depends on where you are in the media 
hierarchy. "The higher your rank, the more likely you are to be bribed," said a 31-year-old 
male newspaper reporter in Cali, Colombia. "Editors are worth more than buck privates." 

Many of the young, university graduates blame the ethical violations on the empiricos,or 
self-taught journalists. However, the assessment team was told that corruption is 
widespread, among non-graduates and graduates alike. "Half the journalists don't have 
ethics," said a 26-year-old television editor in Ecuador. 
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Few journalists are the sole lage-earner in the family. Of the male journalists 
interviewed, 72 percent said their wives worked outside the home. More of the wives 
worked as journalists -- 17 percent -- than in any other activity. 

COLEGIACION 
Journalism education must be viewed in the context of colegiaci6n, the licensing of 
journalists to work in the news media, a policy in effect in varying degrees in the five 
Andean countries. By law, the media can only employ journalists with a degree in 
journalism. Therefore, the journalism schools have a great responsibility to provide an 
excellent education because the media, in theory, depend solely on them for their 
newsroom personnel. 

Opponents of colegiaci6ncontend the policy infringes on free speech by limiting access 
to newspaper pages and the airwaves. They also fear it opens the door for government 
control or manipulation of the press since colegiaci6n is legislated and the Colegios, the 
administrating bodies, are therefore indebted to the authorities. 

Proponents say colegiaci6n raises professional levels, but management makes a 
convincing argument that the opposite is true. Professional levels are lowered because the 
media are limited to a pool of journalists produced by schools which are not prepared for 
the mission. Before colegiaci6n, they hired the most promising prospects, no matter their 
discipline. "The new generations have produced no outstanding journalists," said an 
Ecuadorian publisher. 

The issue in Venezuela, the only Andean country where colegiaci6n is strictly enforced, 
has been divisive, creating an us-against-them atmosphere in many newsrooms. Many 
media owners, especially of newspapers, refuse to give their employees time off to attend 
training seminars sponsored by the Colegio Nacional de Periodistas. They say the 
Colegio is politici7ed and has a leftist ideological bias. 

Requirements for colegiaci6n are often ignored by management in the other four 
countries. 

ROLE OF THE MEDIA 
Eighty-four percent of the journalists interviewed say the media should report on errors 
and abuses by the government, the watchdog role of the press in a democracy. But with 
few exceptions, that role is not being fulfilled by the news media in the Andean region. 

Sometimes there is little tradition, as in Bolivia and Ecuador. Sometimes the political 
situation inhibits the media, as in Perd, where only the opposition press, at considerable 
sacrifice, regularly questions the government. Sometimes the media decide, for one 
reason or another, to rally round the administration, as seems to be the case in Colombia. 
Sometimes the media join forces with those they should be scrutinizing, as in Venezuela, 
where 20 journalists or media executives sit in Congress. 
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"The press now has a tremendous role to play in strengthening democracy in Bolivia," 
Gustavo Deheza, director of the social communication program at the Universidad 
Cat6licaBoliviana in Cochabamba, says. "But we don't have much experience in many 
things, such as ethics. We're just learning." 

Eighty-three percent of the journalists interviewed say the media should be independent 
of political parties. The reality of the media is different. The exception is Colombia, 
where there is an unwritten law that journalists or media executives elected to office or 
appointed to government positions must resign their media posts. 

The role of the press is also influenced by a growing tendency of conglomerates or 
individual businesspersons buying media properties. There is then a temptation to use the 
media to defend and promote one's other business interests. 

As a result, there are media organizations in all five countries that are not economically 
self-sufficient; they are being subsidized by the owners' other interests for reasons not 
strictly journalistic. 

Shortly after the turn of the century, William Peter Hanilton, editorial page editor of the 
Wall Street Journal,wrote the following: "A newspaper is a private enterprise owing 
nothing whatever to the public, which grants it no franchise. It is therefore affected with 
no public interest. It is emphatically the property of the owner, who is selling a 
manufactured product at his own risk...""I 

The news media in much of Andean region still subscribe to Hamilton's purely 
mercantilist role of the press. 

Therefore, there is little serious investigative reporting being done, even though this is the 
No. I area in which journalists interviewed would like more training. Some reporters 
complain that their media do not want to upset authorities with tough investigative 
reporting. The assessment team was told of the suppression of investigative reports ready 
for publication or broadcast. 

SERVING THE PUBLIC 

Much of the news coverage in the Andean region is focused on three areas: the 
Presidency, Congress and the labor movement, where a strong one exists. Not enough 
attention and space or air time are given to topics of more immediate community interest 
to the average reader, listener or viewer, topics like transportation, schooling and garbage 
collection. One Colombian newsroom executive suggested journdists do not know how 
to cover the community and will have to be taught. 

11 Slebert, Fred S., Peterson, Theodore, and Schramm, Wilbur (1956). Four Theories of the Press. 
Champagne, Illinois, University of Illinois, p.73. 
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INDEPENDENCE OF THE NEWSROOM
 

One Latin American publisher used to point to the floor outside the newsroom entrance 
and say there existed an invisible line that no one but the journalists working inside could 
cross. That type of independence shielded his editors and reporters from pressure from the 
newspaper's business side and from advertisers, politicians and government officials. 

The journalists interviewed by the assessment team indicate that the invisible line, if it 
existed outside their newsrooms, is being trampled on. Lack of editorial independence is 
the major problem stated by journalists in all countries except Colombia and Pert, where 
it was edged out by concerns over personal safety. Region-wide, 28 percent of the 
journalists say it is their No. I problem, followed by salaries, 19.8 percent; personal 
safety, 15.5 percent; training and professionalization, 11.2 percent; respect, seven percent; 
and ethics, four percent. 

The journalists feel that they are unable to produce impartial news reports because they 
are subjected to pressure from the owners, either voicing concern for their own interests 
or reflecting the interests of the government, politicians, friends or the business 
community. 

"The most serious problem is censorship by management itself," said a 28-year-old 
female newspaper reporter in Guayaquil, E.uador. "The media are in the hands of 
powerful economic and political monopolies. The news can be well documented, but if 
they don't want it to come out, it won't come out." 

Venezuelan journalists find that the owners often order stories killed or written, either 
because of their political or business interests, or else because of pressure from the 
government, politicians or advertisers. 

A 48-year-old reporter in Bolivia said that if the subject of a news story does not like 
what has been written and is a friend of the owner or publisher, he will complain, and the 
reporter runs the risk of being reprimanded, shifted to another beat or fired. "If a person is 
not a friend and can't get satisfaction from management," said the reporter, "he'll try to 
buy you off." 

DRUG TRAFFICKERS AND THE MEDIA 
The news media are affected in many ways by the drug trade, especially in Bolivia and 
Perd, the two coca producing countries, and Colombia, the processor and marketer. 
Journalists are bought off, intimidated or killed. But media ownership itself is at risk. 

Media executives in Colombia say the drug cartels own possibly a dozen radio properties 
in that country. But it has been suggested that ownership might be more extensive. 

"...not only are political and economic activity being adversely affected by the drug trade, 
but also journalism and the communication media. There has been speculation about the 
possibility that drug traffickers and their associates could have acquired television 
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channels, radio stations, newspapers and magazines. In fact, and from the point of view of 
infrastructure, this would be relatively easy for people who possess such enormous 

2
resources."' 

PERSONAL SAFETY 

Personal safety is the major concern of journalists in Colombia and Perfl, countries where 
about 300 journalists have been killed in the past decade, by drug traffickers, guerrillas 
and state security forces. The death of Medellfn cartel leader Pablo Escobar in December 
1993, was expected to lessen, but not eliminate, this threat in Colombia. He was 
responsible for the killing of many journalists. 

One veteran Colombian editor explained to the assessment team a typical approach to a 
journalist by a drug trafficker. First the offer of a bribe. If that does not work, there will 
be a telephone call complaining about a story. If that does not work, there will be threats. 
"If you receive a package with a small coffin inside, it's time to get a bodyguard," he said. 
"The final stages are the kidnappings and killings." 

LACK OF RESPECT 

Lack of respect by owners, those they report on and the public as a whole is considered a 
major problem by some journalists in all the Andean countries except Ecuador. 

"The most serious problem we face is the lack of respect from politicians and the 
owners," said a 32-year-old reporter for a Bolivian newspaper. 'They treat us like 
laborers." 

Some journalists in Colombia link what they feel is a lack of respect to the image created 
by veteran colleagues who accept bribes and payoffs. 

"We have to fight to overcome the bad impression left by the old-time journalists," said a 
27-year-old lifestyle section editor in Bogoti. 

"Journalists get no respect from society," said a 23-year-old female magazine reporter in 
Lima. 

"I believe the biggest problem is the low regard in which we journalists are held, despite 
the importance of our role in informing the public," said a 44-year-old sports writer for a 
Caracas newspaper. "Many times we're the victim of abuse by various sectors of society." 

12 Torrico Flores, Gonzalo (1993). Un desaffo pars el siglo XXI. La Paz, Bolivia, Edeorial Los Amigos del 
Ubre, p.338. 
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ROLE OF WOMEN 
There now appears to be more women than men in the schools of social communication 
in the five Andean countries. They also make up half of the newsroom personnel in some 
media, but they do not hold management positions commensurate with their numbers. 
The reason given is that most are relatively new arrivals in the newsroom and are still 
moving up the corporate ladder. For instance, 96.8 percent of the women interviewed by 
the assessment team had less than 10 years experience. 13 

Most of the women who serve as publishers and editors do so on newspapers owned by 
their families. However, the assessment team met a female editor in Caracas who had 
been hired for the post: Ibeyise Pacheco of El Nuevo Pats. Women hold key editorial 
positions in several television stations in Ecuador. 

Many women, especially in radio, are hired at lower salaries than men. Married women run 
the risk of being dropped because of lengthy paid maternity leaves written into the law. 

Men and women interviewed agree on several points: women are more responsible than 
men and are not prone to showing up late or missing work because of a carousing lifestyle. 

JOURNALISTS' OPINIONS ON THE MEDIA 
The following are opinions of journalists in all five countries given in response to 
multiple-choice questions asked by the assessment team. 

Does the government have the right to censor political and economic news? 
Ninety-seven percent disagreed. 

Should the news media report on errors of abuses by the government? 
Ninety-nine percent agreed. 

Should the news media defend the right to disseminate news? 
Ninety-nine percent agreed. 

Does the government have the right to censor news about the armed forces? 
Ninety percent disagreed. 

Should the news media be independent of political parties? 
Ninety-four percent agreed. 

Should journalists write impartially even if the news conflicts with their Ideology? 
Ninety percent agreed. 

13 See Table 9B. 
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Does the credibility of a news media depend on its journalists? 

Eighty-five percent agreed. 

Is it the function of the news media to stimulate honesty in government posts? 

Sixty-eight percent agreed. 

Do journalists in the region have little prestige? 

Eighty percent disagreed. 

The following chapters provide the team's detailed assessment of the media in the five 
Andean countries and the needs of the journalists. 
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BOLIVIA
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Population: 7,524,000 
Area: 424,165 square miles 
Population density: 18 per square mile 
Life expectancy: 59 years 
Annual income per capita: $630 
Illiteracy: 22.5 per cent 
Currency: boliviano 

Daily newspapers: 17 
Total circulation: 90,000 

Circulation per 1,000 population: 12 
Radio stations: 280 

Radio sets per 1,000 population: 572 
Television stations: 76 

Television sets per 1,000 populatiun: 55 
Estimated number ofjournalists: 800 
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BOLIVIA 

"I studied radio in the university and not once did I see a microphone. 
There was no equipment, notfor radio norfor television. There were no 
computers, just old typewritcrs. There were no practicalexercises. And 
therestill aren't.What we got was lots of theory andbooks to read. 

"When I graduated,I went to Radio Fides to .ipplyfor a job. The news 
directortook one look at me and said, 'I'll give you 10 minutes to write a 
news story. If! can understandwhat you write, I'll hireyou.' 

"I got the job and stayed there five years. Really, the only thing my 
university studies and degree were good for was getting me the 
interview." 

BACKGROUND
 

Two events that coincided in the mid-1980s changed the nature of journalism in Bolivia. 
One was hyper-inflation that reached 24,000 percent a year, causing a loss of buying 
power that led to a 50 percent drop in newspaper sales. The other was the end of military 
rule and the advent of commercial television in 1984, prompting broadcasters to rush to 
get stations on the air even before Congress passed regulations to govern the industry. 

Faced with competition from television news programs, Bolivia's daily newspapers never 
regained the circulation they had before hyper-inflation struck. There are now 17 dailies, 
seven published in La Paz, the seat of government; the official capital is Sucre. 

Meanwhile, television -- previously limited to state and university channels -- grew to 76 
stations, of which only 27 have their permits completely in order, according to Edwin 
Tapia, president of the National Chamber of Social Communication Media. Aiother 43 
permits are in various stages of the process, while six channels are operating illegally. 

The proliferation of television -- there are 11 channels in La Paz alone -- can be 
appreciated by this fact: according to a 1991 study by Rail Rivadeneira, dean of the 
School of Social Communication at the Universidad Cat6lica Boliviana,'4 Bolivia had 
10 percent of all the television channels in Latin America but only 1.2 percent of the 
population. He said there were only 400,000 television sets in the country, or 55 for every 
1,000 residents, the lowest ratio in Latin America. This compared to 200 for every 1,000 
people in Argentina, C'ile and Colombia. 

Rivadeneira said in the same study that in 1991 only 81,000 newspapers were being 
printed daily in all of Bolivia, about half the total of 1980. He estimated that only one of 

14 Rivadeneira, Raul (1991). Diagn6stico de la incomunlcaci6n en Bolivia. La Paz, Bolivia, Ediciones 
Signo, p.16. 
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28 potential readers bought a newspaper every day, compared to one in 3even in 
Argentina, one in 10 in Mexico and one in 13 in Peru. 

The department of investigation of Quito's Centro Internacional de Estudios de 
Comunicaci6n para Am6rica Latina, better known by its acronym, CIESPAL, estimates 
that Bolivia, with 12 newspaper copies sold for every 1,000 residents, has the lowest rate 
of any Latin American country.15 

Nobody knows for sure how many radio stations there are in Bolivia. Tapia told Co.!gress 
in January 1994 that there are 415, of which only 174 havc all of their permits in order. 
Ronald Grebe L6pez, executive secretary of the educational radio organization Educaci6n 
Radiof6nica de Bolivia (ERBOL), told the assessment team that his organization, after 
considerable research, "believes" there are 280. 

Lupe Cajfas, president of the Bolivian Association of Journalists, estimates the number of 
working journalists in Bolivia to be 800. 

ECONOMY 
No discussion of the news media can ignore the economy and the demographics of 
Bolivia. Inflation in 19)3 dropped to 9.3 percent, the lowest rate in 17 years, and the 
economy grew by four percent despite weather problems in the agricultural sector and 
world price declines for zinc and tin, Bolivia's top minerals. The new government of 
President Gonzalo Sdnchez de Lozada plans to privatize 49 percent of the telephone 
company, railroad, state airline, oil company and others. The remaining shares would be 
held in a govermnent trust and then distributed to every adult Bolivian. This concept has 
been widely hailed as a model for other privatizations in Latin America. Cultivation of 
coca leaves for eventual cocaine production remains a serious problem, despite crop 
substitution. About 60 percent of the population are Aymara and Quechua Indians, for 
many of whom Spanish is a second language. 

ROLE OF THE PRESS 
Democracy is just a decade oM :n a country that previously averaged a new government 
every other year since independence, mainly because of intervention by die military. 
Seldom has the Bolivian press been able to exercise the traditional role of defender of 
democracy and the rights of the citizenry. 

"The press now has a tremendous role to play in strengthening democracy in Bolivia," 
Gustavo Deheza, director of the social communication program a! the Universidad 
Cat6licaBoliviana in Cochabamba, told the assessment team. "But we don't have much 
experience in many things, such as ethics. We're just learning." 

15 L6pez Arona, Ana (1993). Inventanio de medios de comunlcaci6n on Amdrca Latlna. Quito, Ecuador, 
Editorial Quipus, p.57. 
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Edwin Tapia, of the National Chamber of Social Communication Media, echoed 
Deheza's sentiments in a slightly different way. "Are we in the media prepared to help 
form the culture of future generations?" he asked the assessment team. "Unfortunately, 
the 	great majority of new journalists is not equipped to carry out this transcendental 
mission." 

"Democracy is just 10 years old in Bolivia and many people don't know of their rights," a 
53-year-old news editor said. "The press has to look out for those rights." 

But the role of the watchdog press is not very highly developed in Bolivia. 

'There's a scandal every week, but there's no follow-through by the media," said one 
academic. "The guilty are never caught, tried and sentenced." 

Media owners are accustomed to pressure from the government to promote or suppress 
news stories. One publisher from the interior of Bolivia expressed relief that his 
newspaper was not located in La Paz. "It's not as easy for the president to call and ask us 
to kill a story," he told the assessment team. 

Asked what was the goal of the media in Bolivia, an academic said the newspapers and 
radio and television stations existed for four reasons in the eyes of their owners: 

* 	 As a source of advertising income. 

" 	 As a vehicle to promote their non-media business or financial interests. 

" 	 As a means of supporting the business and financial interests of relatives, 
friends and associates. 

" 	 As a vehicle for supporting the political party of their choice. 

He said many editors curry favor with the government in order to obtain for friends and 
relatives a government post or an ambassadorship or other diplomatic appointment. 

Gonzalo Serrate of the newspaper Hoy in La Paz told an investigator that newspapers 
advance the owners' political agenda and, for that reason, most of them lose money 
because making a profit is not their prime purpose. He said that Hoy and La Raz6n have 
black lists of people who are never given coverage.16 

SALARIES 
Seventy-one percent of the 42 journalists who noted their salary range for the assessment 
team earned $400 or less a month.' 7 

16 Gross, Liza (1993, August). Bolivia Journalism Report. United States Information Service, p.4. 

17 See Table 8B. 
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Only 14.3 percent of the 42 said their salary was adequate. The rest said it was not. 

Ninety-three percent said their salary was not commensurate with theji education and 
professional training. 

How much does a family of three need to be able to live reasonably well in La Paz, with 
aspirations to at least the lower middle class?' 8 That wouid lift journalists above the two
thirds of the Latin American population classified as poor.' 9 Talks wit journalists, 
media executives and people outside the media indicate the hypothetical figure to be 
about $400 a month. 

But salaries fall far short of that figure. Sandro '. , a, executive secretary of the 
Newspaper Workers' Union, told the asse ssment team that some of his members make as 
little as 200 bolivianos a month, or about $45, in the department -- the equivalent of a 
state or province -- of La Paz. A member of management at one radio station in La Paz 
said a salary of $70 a month was normal for his reporters. The lowest salary observed for 
a newspaper reporter was $150 a month, paid to a 25-year-old woman in La P. A 
former employee said the highest paid ieporter at one leading La Paz newspaper received 
the equivalent of $350 a month. 

Based on answers of those interviewed, $250 is probably the average salary earned by 
reporters in all the news media. Salaries are highest in television and lowest in radio. Top 
editors in print and television earn mor- than $1,000 a month. 

Lo,v salaries have forced many journalists to hold two or e,.en three jobs in the media. 
Many editors and news directors set quotas for their reporters. Six stories a day may be 
the average, quotas that are impossible to meet without cooperation among competing 
journalists. One editor explained how this worked. 

"What is increasingly happening is that reporters who cover the same beat w. ! combine 
their efforts. One will tape a press conference, another will transcribe the tape -nd a third 
will make copies," he said. "The same basic story will appear in three media." 

"There's no competition between reporters because their biggest problem is economic," 
one reporter told the assessment team. "Ifyou have more than one job, it's impossible to 
meet your quotas unless you cooperate." 

Two-income families are on the rise in Bolivia. Statistics compiled from the 
questionnaire showed that 76 percent of the wives of journalists interviewed worked. 

18 A family of three Is not typical inthe Andean region. In Bolivia, for exaimple it t five. The question oi hm.n 
much it would cost for a family came up originally in acasual conversation. Since two of tte team mmbers 
were from families of three, that number was used as a basis of comparison. When the team uxcded to 
incorporate in its findings the cost of living, the figure three stuck. 

19 Castafneda, Jorge G. (1993). Utopia Unarmed. New York, Alfred A.Knopl, p.402. 
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COLEGIACION
 

Bolivia does -- and does not -- have colegiaci6n,the licensing of journalists. Presidential 
decree 20225 of May 9, 1984, states: "No communications mcdia, be it daily newspapers, 
periodicals, weeklies, magazines of permanent circulation, radio stations, television 
channels and correspondents of news agencies, national and international, will be able to 
use for specific journalistic tasks personnel who do not possess a professional degree and 
are not inscribed in the National Registry of Journalists." 

Those eligible for registry were journalists with degrees in communication sciences and 
emptricos, or self-taught journalists, who could prove their experience and years in the 
media. Since then, journalists can also obtain registry if they take a series of extension 
courses administered by the School of Communication Scierices of the Universidad 
Cat6licaBoliviana. 

Although the decree calls for sanctioning those who work as journalists without a degree, 
no charges have ever been laid against anyone. Some media executives interviewed by 
the assessment team professed ignorance of the decree, such is the level of non
compliance. 

Lupe Cajfas of the Association of Journalists concedes that the decree is ignored. "If in 
one or two years everyone isn't registered, we'll have to seek legislation in Congress,' 
she told the team. "We can't permit the existence of a law if it's not obeyed." 

She estimates that 25 percent of Bolivia's 800 working journalists are not registered. 

UNIONIZATION 

Bolivia is a country with a strong tradition of unions. By law, all newspapers have 
collective bargaining agreements with the Newspaper Workers' Union and all non
management employees automatically become union members when they go on the 
payroll. Radio and television members must seek membership. Dues are about $1 a 
month, deducted at the source for those who work on newspapers, billed to others. 

Union executive secretary Sandro Vaca said there is a committee at each media outlet 
which proposes and negotiates annual salary increases. 

Strikes are infrequent, although there was a brief walkout at the news department of one 
television station while the assessment team was in La Paz. Vaca said the station was 
behind in salary payments. 

MEDIA OWNERSHIP 

There had been support in a key committee of the previous Chamber of Deputies for a 
constitutional reform bill that sought to prohibit monopoly ownership of the media. 
However, the complexion of the Chamber changed with the election of August 1993 and 
such a reform has lost its support. 
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The owners of Bolivia's media are a varied lot to begin with. The most powerful media 
group is the Catholic Church. The government itself is a media owner, as are cooperatives 
and business associations, politicians and families, plus shareholder groups. 

Presencia, a standard-sized newspaper founded in 1952, is owned by the Catholic 
Church's Bolivian Episcopal Conference. Radio Fides, a leading news station, and four 
non-news stations in La Paz, are owned by the Jesuit Order. The Agencia de Noticias 
Fides, the leading news agency, is run by a Jesuit. Educaci6n Radiof6nica de Bolivia 
(ERBOL), which started off as educational radio but now also provides a news service, is 
operated by the Church. 

Considered one of the best newspapers in Bolivia, Presenciahas a 70-person newsroom 
and a circulation of 15,000, according to a former advertising executive. 

The state owns a radio station and Channel 2, La Paz, where it leases time to independent 
producers as well as having its own news programming. 

El Diario is a traditional newspaper, founded by the Carrasco family. General manager 
Jorge Carrasco in 1994 won a dispute with his two sisters for control of the newspaper. It 
has a circulation estimated at 20,000 and dominates the area of classified advertising. 

Some newspapers are owned by entrepreneurs turned politicians, others by politicians 
turned entrepreneurs. Ultima Hora is owned by former Senator Mario Mercado, but a 
minority shareholder was supposed to inject more capital in 1994. Two ministers in the 
current government have investment in La Raz6n. Hoy was founded by Carlos Serrate, 
who has his own minor political party, but shortly after the assessment team visited him 
he sold the newspaper to two ex-ministers of former President Jaime Paz Zamora. They 
belong to the social democratic Movimiento de Izquierda Revolucionario (MIR) party. 

Los Tiempos of Cochabamba is owned by the Canelas family, which also owns Correo 
del Sur of Sucre. Opini6n, also in Cochabamba, is owned by a 30,000-member 
cooperative which started with a cement plant in 1974 and has since branched out into 
bricks, ceramics, plaster and cattle raising and will soon open its own bank. 

El Mundo in Santa Cruz was founded in 1979 by the local Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry in an attempt to change its image with the public, according to publisher Hugo 
Paz M6ndez. He says the newspaper's thrust has changed over the years with 
"pluralization" of society, that is, a greater acceptance of diverse ideas. 

An interesting newspaper is El Deber, also in Santa Cruz, which claims to have the 
largest circulation in Bolivia: 22,000. Those knowledgeable about newspaper circulation 
dispute the figure, placing it at 16,000, which would still make it the second-highest 
selling newspaper, after El Diarioof La Paz. 

Managing editor Guillermo Rivero, a member of the owning family, credits El Deber's 
success to the newspaper's non-partisan line. "We have an independent line of conduct 
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that reflects the community," Rivero told the assessment team. "We are not indebted to 
any sector or aligned with any political or economic group." 

Besides Radio Fides, the other leading radio stations in La Paz with news programming 
are Radio Panamericana and Radio Altiplano. Both are owned by businessmen who also 
own recording companies. Executives of both stations concede they heavily promote their 
own records on the air. 

For the most part, television stations do not have their own news programming, but rather 
lease time. The exception is Channel 4, whose owner, Carlos Palenque, rose from humble 
beginnings. He anchors a news program and hosts a popular show where common folks 
can express their gripes. His wife, M6nica Medina, is mayor of La Paz. 

JOURNALISTS' MOST SERIOUS PROBLEMS 

Asked what was the most serious problem they faced, here is how the 42 Bolivian 
journalists who replied to open-ended questions rated them: 

" Independence of the newsroom: 29 percent 

" Lack of respect from politicians, the public in general and even from their own 
bosses: 28 percent 

" Low salaries that lead to multiple jobs and/or corruption: 27 percent. 

o Access to news: nine percent. 

" Training and professionalization: seven percent 

Independence of the newsroom 

What protects the integrity and veracity of the news report is independence of the 
newsroom, that is, freedom from outside pressures. The pressure can come from the 
owner, who wishes to protect his private or political interests, his non-media businesses 
or his friendships. The pressure can also come from government, politicians, security 
forces or the private sector. It can also come from other departments of the media that 
want to tailor the news report to please advertisers or other influential groups. Journalists 
in Bolivia feel the newsroom lacks such independence. 

"If a reporter writes something that a politician or someone else doesn't like, that person 
will threaten to call the owner or publisher," said a 48-year-old reporter. "If he's a friend 
of the owner or publisher, you'll be reprimanded, maybe transferred to a new beat or have 
your salary reduced. If a person is not a friend and can't get satisfaction from 
management, he'll try to buy you off." 

"The owners and the top editors will make a reporter change his article because of their 
interests. 'This is a friend of so-and-so,' they'll say. 'You can't say that,' "said a 24-year
old reporter for a leading newspaper. 'This is very disillusioning." 
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"I receive pressure from the business community all the time," said a female business 

editor. "When I write something a businessman doesn't like, he'll come and see the 
owner, and the owner will order me to write another, softer story." 

"The owners impose a policy that must be followed by the reporters and editors," said a 

28-year-old copy editor at a newspaper in the interior. "The editors censor the reporters 
and make them conform to the policy. If the reporter insists on not following the policy, 

he is fired." 

Lack of respect 

Many journalists feei like second-class citizens, looked down upon by the public, by 

those they cover, and even by their bosses. They crave respect. 

"The most serious problem we face is the lack of respect from politicians and the 

owners," said a 32-year-old reporter for a provincial newspaper. 'They treat us like 

laborers." 

'There is no social recognition of the journalist and little remuneration," said a 36-year

old reporter in La Paz. "Journalists are looked down on." 

"The public doesn't understand the sacrifices we make," lamented a 53-year-old copy 

editor in la Paz. 

"The major problem is the little importance shown journalists by businessmen," said a top 

editor at a radio station. "When you dignify the profession, you have better journalists." 

"Above all in television, there's no respect for the profession," said one reporter/anchor in 

La Paz. 

The Newspaper Workers' Union has even taken up the cause, issuing a statement 

expressly calling on authorities to show greater respect for the work of journalists. 20 

Salaries 

Many journalists feel that low salaries lead otherwise ethical journalists to accept bribes. 

'The media prefer to hire four students rather than one professional," said a 27-year-old 

television reporter. 

'The owners who pay less to non-professionals think that journalism is grabbing a 

microphone or a tape recorder," said a colleague. 

on Bolivia to the Freedom of the Press Committee of the Inter American Press Association,20 Report 

Guatemala, March 13,1994.
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"The biggest problem is low salaries, which lead to corruption," said a 53-year-old news
 
editor, echoing the sentiments of other journalists.
 

Even some members of management agreed. "The most serious problem facing
 
journalists in Bolivia today is the low salaries, which lead to the high level of corruption
 
in the profession," one general manager told the assessment team. "It is difficult to find
 
qualified reporters with high moral and ethical standards."
 

The editor of one newspaper chided the media owners on the question of salaries.
 
"Almost all -- I'd say 90 percent -- of journalists in Bolivia have a second job, usually
 
with the government or a politician," he said. "The second jobs are a result of low
 
salaries. The owners know this. They know they'll have to pay higher salaries to solve the
 
problem."
 

Several people blamed the low salaries on the great number of emptricos, or self-taught,
 
journalists. 'The emptricos sell their services cheaply and this holds down the salaries for
 
everyone," a 26-year-old foreign editor said.
 

Access to the news
 
Many reporters also complained about the lack of access to news about the government.
 
Only four Latin American countries have laws guaranteeing access to official news:
 
Colombia, Costa Rica, Guatemala and Honduras. 21 Such laws do not work effectively in
 
all of those countries, but Bolivian journalists would not mind having similar legislation
 
to help them in their news coverage.
 

"You can't do investigations because there's a limit as to how far you can go as there's no
 
access to information," said one political editor.
 

Training and professionalization
 
Others complained about training for journalists. "The biggest problem is a lack of
 
training for both journalism school graduates and emptricos," said a 36-year-old key
 
editor at a newspaper. "Salaries are low as a consequence of poor training."
 

One 33-year-old female reporter on a newspaper blamed editors whom she said are rooted
 
in ways of the past and are not assigning coverage of things of interest to the public.
 
'There's a mind-set among top executives," she said. " 'This is the way journalism has
 
been done in the past and this is the way we're going to do it now,' they say. It's a vice."
 

21 Trotti, Ricardo, ed. (1994). Press Freedom In the Americas. 1994 Annual Report. Miami, Inter American 

Press Association, p. 95. 
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JOURNALISM EDUCATION
 

Journalism schools -- or social communication or communication science schools, as they
 
tend to be called -- are relatively new in Bolivia. The school of the UniversidadCat6lica
 
Boliviana was the first to open, in 1969, in La Paz. There are now 11 schools, five of
 
them state schools that offer free tuition, and six private ones.
 

Visits to journalism schools in three cities showed similar patterns. Most students -
probably 60 percent -- complete all of their studies but do not write their thesis. Radil
 
Rivadeneira, dean of the School of Social Communication at the UniversidadCat6lica in
 
La Paz, gave two reasons:
 

" The students fear the thesis is too difficult.
 

" The demand for journalists is such that it is a disincentive to further study.
 

There are 10 semesters for a licenciatura,normally a five-year degree in Latin American
 
universities. Rivadeneira said that by the fifth semester half of his students are working
 
part- or full-time in the news media, government or public relations.
 

Another similar pattern is the makeup of the student body. Women outnumber men in the
 
journalism schools by about two to one. Students come from the middle and upper
 
classes. They graduate as social communicators, rather than journalists.
 

The schools visited were:
 

The Universidad Cat6lica Boliviana is generally considered the best in Bolivia. Its
 
School of Social Communication has 700-800 students. About 12 students graduate each
 
year in journalism, but twice as many finish their studies without doing their thesis.
 

There is no full-time faculty, except for the dean. There are 22 part-timers paid by the
 
hour. Some work in the media.
 

The school has virtually no equipment for radio or television and still uses typewriters for
 
print media. The dean says he hopes to work out an arrangement with other departments
 
for access to computers.
 

Tuition is about $1,000 a year.
 

Dean Rivadeneira said the school is in the midst of revising its study plan in order to
 
place more emphasis on practice and less on theory. Even so, there are many theoretical
 
courses such as Theory of Interpersonal Communication, Theory of Mass
 
Communication, Pfiilosophy of Communication, and Psychology of Communication.
 

The university has a fully independent branch in Cochabamba. Its journalism school
 
opened in 1990 and the first graduating class was in 1993. Three students graduated;
 
another nine completed their studies but did not submit a thesis.
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The student body at the Cochabamba school numbers 352 and there are 26 on the faculty, 
all part-timers except the director. 

The Universidad Mayor de San Andris in La Paz is a state institution with 2,500 
students in the School of Social Communication. The elevators were not working the day 
a member of the assessment team visited Antonio Peredo, vice-dean of the school, so she 
had to walk up six flights in La Paz's thin air at 12,500 feet above sea level. 

Peredo says his job is to change the curriculum and introduce more practical courses to 
the school. "In my opinion, we have to return to the pre-CIESPAL stage," he told the 
assessment team, referring to the Quito-based training center that promoted the New 
World Information Order. "The CIESPAL philosophy of communication was too 
theoretical and represented a loss of many years, so we have to clean the slate and start 
again." 

The New World Information Order, sponsored by UNESCO and backed by the Soviet 
bloc and Cuba during the Cold War, called for controls on the flow of information to and 
from developing countries and for uncritical media support of governments in those 
countries. It envisioned journalists as social communicators. 

Peredo would impose exams for entrance to the state universities. He said students are 
three years behind those who go to private universities, because the state had to lower the 
academic level to accommodate everyone because of its open-registration policy. 

"We don't deal with any actual case studies in the school," he said. "Our study of 
Bolivian history ends 50 years ago. We don't have any ethics courses and we don't 
require the study of a second language." 

He said few professors at the school are full-timers and that very few have any 
professional journalism experience. 

"We recently advertised the post of professor of newspaper design," he said. "There was 
not a single candidAte. There are no experts." 

The Universidaddel Vale opened its journalism school in Cochabamba in 1989 and will 
graduate its first class this year, 12 students, if all submit their theses. 

The student body is 100, sixty percent of them women, and all the women want to be 
television anchors, according to director Gustavo Soto. 

There are 15 on the faculty, three of them full-time. Soto said most professors have their 
master's degree or Ph.D. in journalism and mass communication from foreign 
universities. 

Tuition is about $1,000 a year. 
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Soto said the courses are practical rather than theoretical, by a ratio of eight to one. He 
said the school is equipped with Macintosh computers and has its own small television 
studio. The school has a working arrangement with a local television station and the 
Opini6n newspaper. 

The Universidad Pivada de Santa Cruz de la Sierra was opened with $38,000 in 1984 
in a downtown office building. The impetus came from the local Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry, which wanted to increase the level of worker capability in Bolivia's 
industrial center. 

The university moved into a new, brick, two-story campus in 1993. 

There are 130 students taking social communication, but only four in the journalism 
sequence, said academic head Ingrid Steinbach. She estimates that 65-70 percent are 
women. 

She said the faculty numbers 32, with six full-time professors, the only full-time 
professors in the whole university. 

Tuition is $1,060 a year. 

The study plan for 1994 calls for 73 hours of theory, 71 hours of practice and 136 hours 
of study. It is less theoretical than the Cat6lica, from which Steinbach graduated. 

The school has computers and radio and television studios. 

OPINIONS ON JOURNALISM EDUCATION 
Those who attended journalism schools, as well as top management, were almost 
unanimous in their criticism of the training received. Of those journalists who answered 
the questionnaire, 65 percent rated the journalism schools as poor, 28 percent said they 
were average, while only seven percent considered them good. The main complaint: too 
much theory and too little practice. The students listen to lectures and read books but 
spend very little time reporting and writing under professional guidelines that would 
better prepare them for the work place. 

Working journalists 
"The education is theoretical and not geared to reality," said a 34-year-old female 
reporter. 

"It is generally very deficient, more so for the audiovisual media than for the written 
press," said a 39-year-old male business editor. "The students who graduate in social 
communication almost never go to work in journalism but rather in public relations, 
advertising, social investigation, etc." 

"The courses are too theoretical," said a 27-year-old female reporter/anchor on television. 
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"I studied a semester here and then I had the opportunity of a scholarship to study in 
Cuba. I jumped at it." 

"The schools don't produce journalists, they produce public relations types or 
communicologists," said a 33-year-old male reporter/anchor on television. "They produce 
degrees, but they don't produce journalists." 

'The fundamental error of the schools is they produce graduates who don't know how to 
report or write," said the political editor of one newspaper. "There's just too much 
theoretical baggage." 

"It's a failure," said a 30-year-old female newspaper reporter. "The graduates know 
nothing." 

"It's bad. Private education is better than public, but the professors don't know anything," 
said a 28-year-old entertainment editor. "The instructors are not specialists and they're 
not investigators." 

"The professors aren't professionals, they're self-taught journalists," said another. 

One 27-year-old female reporter said the schools have very little contact with the media 
and do not know what training is needed by them. 

Some who defended the schools pointed out that journalism education is relatively new in 
Bolivia and will improve. "We've only had it since the 1970s," said a 39-year-old male 
reporter. 

'The students are well prepared academically," said a 42-year-old male reporter in 
Cochabamba. "The real academe is in the newsroom, the real school is in the street." 

Management 
One veteran managing editor, lamenting the quality of present-day journalists, noted that 
some of the most prominent journalists produced in Latin America have come from 
Bolivia. Juan Carlos Gamucio, the Middle East correspondent of El Pais of Madrid, is 
Bolivian. So are Harold Olmos of the Associated Press in Rio de Janeiro and Inter Press 
Service bureau chief Jos6 Luis Alcazar and Deutsche Press Agenur bureau chief Juan 
Carlos Salazar, both based in Mexico City. Jos6 Quiroga, now retired, was the top foreign 
correspondent for Brazil's 0 Estado de Sao Paulo. Ted C6rdova-Claure, after a career 
abroad working for newspapers from Mexico to Argentina, returned home to edit Ultima 
Hora in La Paz. Juan Javier Zeballos retired after 25 years with the Reuters news agency, 
much of the time in Mexico and Ecuador, to become managing editor of Ultima Hora. 
After many years abroad with Reuters, Ren6 Villegas was named bureau chief in his 
native Bolivia. 

Those journalists have two things in common: they are veteran male journalists and 
almost to a man they never studied journalism in a university. They are emptricos. 
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Executives in the media feel that the emphasis on journalism schools -- as evidenced by 
the 1984 presidential decree on registration -- has lowered the level of journalism by 
discouraging potential journalists studying other disciplines, like law, from entering the 
profession. The managers would not feel this way if they were satisfied with the 
journalism schools. 

"Some journalism schools are ideological," said one publisher. "There's a Marxist 
tendency, imxluding support for the old New World Information Order, and this tends to 
confuse young journalism students. They're told that journalism should have a social 
character, that journalists should change the world and be promoting causes." 

The editor of another newspaper agreed. "The journalism schools are very politicized," he 
told the assessment team. 

'The universities are still operating as if they were in the 1930s," said Edwin Tapia of the 
National Chamber of Social Communication Media. "Many professors still know Marx 
by heart but don't know anything about reality." 

"The universities have developed a lot in the last 10 years, but they're still way behind 
those in other countries," said a desk editor at another newspaper who finished his 
education in Mexico after a strike closed the UniversidadCat6licain La Paz. 

One editor at a newspaper in the provinces said he has hired journalists educated at 
schools in Argentina, Paraguay and Brazil because he found them better trained than 
those in Bolivia. 

Another editor said a major problem -- not just in Bolivia but elsewhere in Latin 
America -- was that computer programs for ncwspapers are designed for what he called 
"Anglo Saxon" newsrooms, not those in Latin America with their different copy flow. He 
said the structure of Latin American newsrooms must change if newspapers are to take 
full advantage of the computer and not just use it as a typewriter. 

He said many university graduates do not know how to write. "There's a young kid 
writing for the children's page in our newspaper who writes better than many of the 
graduates who are coming out of the schools," he told the assessment team. 

"The fundamental problem we have in the newsroom is the lack of training," said the 
publisher of a newspaper located in the provinces. 

A two-week study of major Bolivian newspapers, radio stations and television stations by 
Argentine journalist David F. Hume found that journalists: 

" Include their own opinion in news stories. 

* Give opinions that in most cases are not based on facts. 

" Do not check facts in news stories before publication. 

" -Slant news stories. 
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" 	 Make no effort to provide readers with all sides of a story. 
* 	 Seldom check figures and correct spelling of names, whether of persons, cities or 

organizations. 
" Lack organization in their writing, with most important facts buried inside the story. 
" 	 Seldom go after the news, but rely too much on news releases or statements from 

politicians and labor union leaders. 

" 	 Use poor judgment in the selection and value of news. 
" 	 Use poor judgment in selection and importance of news sources. 
* 	 Show a serious lack of interviewing skills. 22 

EMPIRicos VERSUS GRADUATES 
Since the schools are so relatively new in Bolivia, there are still more empfricos -- or self
taught jo,.rnalists -- than journalism graduates in the newsrooms. Tapia, of the National 
Chamber of Social Communication Media, estimates that slightly more than half of the 
nation's 800 journalists did not study journalism. 

This virtual parity in the newsroom has created tension, especiaJ'y when the editor is an 
empirico and the reporter is a journalism graduate, or has studied journalism. "The 
graduates feel superior to an editor who is an empirico until they sit down at a typewriter
and realize they don't know how to write," one such editor told the assessment team. 
"The graduates have more prejudices against us than we do against them." 

'The empiricos don't know what the role of the press is," said a 33-year-female 
newspaper reporter who graduated from university. 

"The graduates don't have a calling, they don't have respect for the profession," said a 
42-year-old self-taught journalist in Cochabamba. "The emptricos have love for the 
profession." 

"Graduates are more ambitious and look to the future," said a 27-year-old male news 
editor. "The empiricosjust live day to day." 

"Graduates are not as susceptible to taking bribes as the emptricos," said a 36-year-old 
section head. 

"A lot of emptricos sell their services cheaply and drive down the salaries for everyone," 
complained a foreign editor in Cochabamba. 

"From a practical point of view, the emptricos are better journalists," said an empirico
working in a radio station. "They're more subtle and have more calling." 

22 Hume, David F.(1993, May). Journalism Professionalization Program for WorkingEditors and Reporters 
InBolivia. United States Information Service. 
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ETHics
 
"How can you expect journalists to be ethical when all the institutions in Bolivia are 
corrupt?" one journalism professor asked the assessment team. 

The ethical violations mentioned by those interviewed mainly included bribes to suppress 
or distort a news story and conflict of interest occasioned by work on the side for a 
politician or the government. The impression left was that of acceptance cf corruption as 
an inevitable part of Bolivian journalism. 

The reply to the question of whether those interviewed knew any journalist who had 
received a bribe tends to confirm this impression. All told, 52.4 percent said they knew 
one. The majority of young reporters who had graduated from journalism school said they 
knew colleagues who had accepted bribes. But many of the empiricos in their 50s said 
they did not know any journalist who had accepted a bribe, probably because they are 
more tolerant of unethical acts or had accepted bribes themselves and were being 
defensive about it. 

The issue of ethics sharply divides the young graduates from the older emptricos. The 
former blame the latter for much of the corruption there is in the profession. 'There are 
two groups in Bolivian journalism, one ethical and one not," said a 26-year-old reporter. 
"One has gone to university, the other has not." 

"It's normal in Bolivia for journalists to accept bribes, especially the older generation," 
said a 36-year-old editor. "But now the corruption is extending to the younger 
generation." 

A 30-year-old graduate says that all reporters assigned to cover the Presidency or 
Congress get paid regularly by those about whom they write. One publisher agreed. "The 
government buys off journalists," he told the assessment team. A radio executive also 
agreed. "The majority of journalists is corrupt, in one degree or another, due in great part 
to the low salaries paid," he said. 

"All the institutions manage to control the news in Bolivia," said a 30-year-old female 
reporter. 'Those who cover Congress and the Presidency receive payments from their 
sources. Gove1'nment ministries and agencies buy off the press. Economic interests 
control the press through management. You can't uncover corruption here because those 
involved will pressure the media not to pui icize the issue. Even drug traffickers will buy 
off the press." 

It is said that journalists often are not aware, that some of the bribes they receive come 
from drug traffickers. The payments are channeled through politicians. 

Those interviewed say corruption is more widespread in radio than in other media 
because the salaries are the lowest there. "You see a radio reporter wearing a new suit and 
tie and driving a car," said one reporter. "You know he can't afford to do so on his 
salary." 
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According to those interviewed, it is common for some radio reporters to work for no 
salary and sell ads on the side for their income. Others rent time for radio programs and 
then charge a fee to those who want to be interviewed. 

Some journalists questioned the ethics of two of the leading news producers and anchors 
on television who freely mix commentary and opinion with their news reports. One uses 
many visual aids, such as dressing up in a referee's shirt to interview a soccer coach. 

Those who find the practice unethical hold that opinion should be separated from the 
news so that the public can draw its own conclusions based on fact. Those who defend 
the practice say much of the audience is unsophisticated and needs guidance to 
understand the news. 

While such comments were made in private, this type of criticism is never or seldom 
made in public. The reason? "There's a lot of turnover in the Bolivian media," said one 
young reporter who epitomizes the trend, "and you never know where you're going to end 
up working, so you watch what you say." 

Lupe Cajfas, president of the Association of Journalists of La Paz, finds lack of self
criticism by the media disturbing. "We should be more self-critical," she told the 
assessment team. "We should question someone who writes a story and only quotes one 
source, or a newspaper that carries an off-the-wall story. We're going to have a problem 
and lose public confidence if we don't do something." 

TRAINING 

There is currently no in-house journalism training by the Bolivian media, that is, training 
organized and paid for by the news organizations themselves. 

Under the presidency of Edwin Tapia, the National Chamber of Social Communication 
Media, which includes all of Bolivia's newspapers, would like to establish a training 
institute. Tapia, the publisher of Opini6n in Cochabamba, had originally envisioned a 
building with offices and seminar space and a permanent staff. Given a lack of funding, 
he has been downsizing the project. 

Some media, like the newspaper Presencia in La Paz, take advantage of all opportunities 
offered by international organizations to train its newsroom personnel. 

Hugo Paz Mdndez, the publisher of El Mundo in Santa Cruz, offers an incentive to those 
who attend training seminars. He gives them a raise, a policy that he says has generated 
enthusiasm for seminars. 

The newspaper Correodel Sur in Sucre is seeking investigative reporting seminars prior 
to launching a daily supplement which will chronicle the flow of cases through the 
Supreme Court and lower courts. Editor Jorge Su~.rez said the fact the Supreme Court is 
located in Sucre means it is not as subject to scrutiny by the press as it would be were it 
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located in ]a Paz. He wants to remedy the situation, making the supplement available to 
newspapers elsewhere in the country. 

Juan Carlos Arana, news director of the ABC newscast on Channel 6, told the assessment 
team he was willing to pay for an instructor to train his newsroom personnel. 

The newspaper Ultima Hora will be celebrating its 65th anniversary in 1994. It plans to 
refurbish its building, providing facilities for seminars, which it would like to co-sponsor. 

Educaci6n Radiof6nica de Bolivia (ERBOL) is, by the very nature of its name, in the 
education business. Operated by the Catholic Church, ERBOL is an association of 18 
radio stations, most of them outside the regional capitals, and backed by 24 institutions in 
Bolivia. Besides teaching its listeners to read and write, it also trains the employees of the 
radio stations to be journalists, since none is a professional journalist. ERBOL sends an 
instructor to a station for a week or 10 days and also brings reporters to La Paz for 
training. It also gives seminars in Quechua or Aymara if that is the language used by the 
reporters and station. 

ROLE OF WOMEN 

Women now make up 60 to 70 percent of the student body in Bolivia's journalism 
schools. The director of one of the schools is a woman, Ingrid Steinbach of the 
UniversidadPrivadade Santa Cruz de la Sierrain Santa Cruz. 

Women are also moving into leadership roles in the newsroom. Ana Marfa R. de 
Campero was named editor of Presencianewspaper in 1988. She worked on United Press 
International's Latin American desk in the news agency's Washington headquarters in the 
mid- 1980s. 

The recognized top investigative reporter in Bolivia is Amalia Pando of the PAT 
television news program on Channel 7. The two-pe-rson investigative team of Presenciais 
composed of women. 

INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING 
Investigative reporting is not highly developed in Bolivia for two reasons: 

" Many in the media say they cannot afford to dedicate one or two people full-time to 
investigation. 

" They do not say so, but many obviously do not want to suffer the economic and 
political consequences of denouncing corruption. 

However, there are several very well known investigative reporters in Bolivia. The best 
known is the previously mentioned Amalia Pando. She is allowed up to 10 minutes of air 
time for her investigative reports. The other is Wilson Garcfa Mdrida of Los Tiempos, 
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Cochabamba. He was knifed in 1990, presumably by drug dealers because of one of his 
investigations.23 

The newspaper Presenciaof La Paz set up a two-woman investigative team in April of 
1992 to investigate government corruption. It won a National Press prize the following 
year for its efforts. 

Investigative reporting got a bit of a black eye in 1993 when a new English-language 
weekly, Bolivian Times, published a story hinting sabotage in the crash of a commercial 
airliner on which deposed President Luis Adolfo Siles was supposed to have flown on the 
day of a military coup in 1969. Managing editor Winston Moore told the assessment team 
the weekly had two good sources but then a third source started making up events that 
caused a credibility problem when the story was published. However, the story turned out 
to be false. 

Some media interviewed by the team reacted with glee to the Times' discomfiture. Others 
said it was proof that investigative reporting was not worth the effort. 

NATIONAL NEWS AGENCIES 
There are three national news agencies in Bolivia. The oldest is the Agencia de Noticias 
Fides, run by the Catholic Church. It has a news-gathering staff of 12. In 1991 ERBOL 
started to file news reports to its affiliates, giving birth to what was to become a news 
agency employing seven reporter/editors in La Paz. A group of reporters banded together 
in 1993 and started a third agency, JATHA, with 10 employees. It plans to add a picture 
service. 

Most newspapers use the services of all three. This has given rise to complaints that they 
are reducing their staffs and depending on the news agencies to such an extent that 
sometimes they all use the same news item. 

JOURNALISTS' OPINIONS 
The following are opinions of journalists given in response to closed and open-ended 
questions asked by the assessment team. 

Does the government have the right to censor political and economic news? 
Ninety-three percent disagreed. 

Should the news media report on errors or abuses by the government? 
All agreed. 

23 Torrico Flores, Gonzalo (1993). Un desaflo para en siglo XXI. La Paz, Bolivia, Editorial los Amigos del 
Ubro, p.338. 
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Should the news media defend the right to disseminate news? 

All agreed. 

Does the government have the right to censor news about the armed forces? 

Eighty-six percent disagreed. 

Should the news media be independent of political parties? 

Ninety-five percent agreed. 

Should journalists write impartially even if the news conflicts with their Ideology? 

Eighty-eight percent agreed. 

Does the credibility of a news media depend on Its journalists? 

Eighty-eight percent agreed. 

Is it the function of the news media to stimulate honesty in government posts? 

Eighty-one percent agreed. 

Do journalists in Bolivia have little prestige? 

Eighty-six percent disagreed. 

Is journalism a profession or a trade? 

By a margin of three to one they say it is a profession. One of those who considered it a 
trade, a 35-year-old radio editor, gave the following explanation for his position: "Many 
journalists in Bolivia have been self-taught; only in the last three years can you say that 
journalism can aspire to be a profession." Another who thought it was a trade said, "It's 
not a science and you shouldn't have to study for five years, least of all with social 
communication programs mixed in." 

Do you think academic preparation should be obligatory for journalists? 

Yes, by a margin of four-to-one. "There are certain things you only learn in a university," 
said a 27-year-old female television producer. 

Would you want your son/daughter to be a journalist? 

Despite complaints about low salaries, poor hours, too much sacrifice and lack of 
appreciation, those sur,,eyed by a margin of two to one said they would like a son or 
daughter of theirs to be ;i journalist. "Yes," said one 28-year-old man. "Journalism is 
poverty, sweat and magic, and being poor isn't the worst that can happen to someone." 
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CONCLUSIONS 

" 	 Schools of social communication are relatively new and few students are in the 
journalism sequence; there is such a demand for graduates, especially since the 
proliferation of television, that there is little incentive for the students to complete 
their education before entering the job market. 

* 	 Journalism education is very theoretical, leaving the graduates with few or deficient 
professional and practical skills. 

* 	 Virtually all instructors in the schools are part-timers with little professional 
experience. 

" 	 Since the first school was only founded in 1969, half of the working journalists are 
still emptricos,or self-taught. This has created friction between those with university 
training and those without. 

* 	 Journalists often mix opinions and facts in their news stories, do not check those 
facts, and make little effort to provide both sides of the story. 

* 	 Although owners and managers complain about their journalists' lack of professional 
skills, no media organization at present offers any training to its employees, although 
there are several newspapers that say they want to do so. 

" 	 Journalists see lack of editorial independence in the newsroom as their most serious 
problem. They complain of pressure from owners and media executives to tailor their 
news stories to meet the demands of special interests, whether political or economical. 

" 	 The news media tend not to challenge authority. They go along with the government 
of the day. 

" 	 Because there is so little investigation done, the watchdog role of the news media is 
not being fully realized in a country where democracy is just a decade old. There is no 
follow-up to scandals. 

" 	 The solicitation and acceptance of bribes for writing distorted -,es or suppressing 
unfavorable ones are widespread, especially by those assigned to , .er the Presidency 
and Congress. 

" 	 Many -- some say most -- journalists hold a second or even third job, often working 
for the government or a politician. This invites conflicts of interest. 

" 	 The drug trade channels bribes to journalists through third parties, such as politicians, 
according to officials in a position to know. 
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* 	 Salaries are low, as little as $45 a month, according to the president of the Newspaper 
Workers' Union. 

* 	 Journalists feel they lack respect of those they cover, from their own media managers 
and from the public as a whole. 
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COLOMBIA
 
Barrffxli 

J VENEZUELA 

S mMM:nLLI'N 

Population: 32,978,000 Daily newspapers: 32 

Area: 439,735 square miles Total circulation: 1,250,000 

Population density: 75 per square mile Circulation per 1,000 population: 38 
Life expectancy: 69 years Radio stations: 491 

Annual Income per capita: $1,260 Radio sets per 1,000 population: 150 

Illiteracy: 13.3 per cent Television stations: 7 

Currency: peso Television sets per 1,000 population: 108 
Estimated number of Journalsts: 7,500 
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COLOMBIA 

The week after drug lord Pablo Escobar was slain in Medellfn on 
December 2, 1993, journalistMarta Jimena Duzdn, whose reportersister 
was killed by drug traffickers and who fled into exile herselfamid death 
threats,wrote a column in the newspaperEl Espectador. She did not write 
about the end of her nemesis but ratherthe fact that residents of Bogotd 
envy those in Medelltn because the municipalservices in Escobar'shome 
town arefarmore efficient. 

Violence has been a daily constant in Colombian life for so many years -
almost half a century -- that one leading newspaper editor said that 
journalistshave forgotten about the news that is most important to the 
public, such as garbage collection. He said they will have to be taught 
how to reporton theircommunities. 
"Until December 2, the biggest problem for journalistsin Colombia was 

violence from the drug trade," said a 28-year-old magazine reporter in 
Bogot6. 

The Cfrculo de Periodistas de Bogot,, the nation's largest journalists' 
association,surveyedjournalists in Bogotd, Barranquilla,Bucaramanga, 
Cali, Medellin and Manizales in 1991 about their biggestproblem. Ninety 
percent of the respondents said it was fear, mostly of the drug trade, but 
also of the guerrillas,armedforces and police. 

"Afearful journa!ist is a mediocre journalistbecause he practices self
censorship," saida 38-year-old television news directorin Medellin. 

BACKGROUND
 

A drastic change is coming to the media in Colombia in 1994. Congress is due to approve 
the establishment of the first private television channels in the country, breaking the state 
monopoly. There are currently three channels in BogotA and four regional channels, all 
government owned, that lease air time. Veteran broadcasters predict that between 80 and 
100 channels could go on the air once Congress acts. 

The most powerful and successful radio networks in Latin America are those in 
Colombia. They are successful in part because of the topography of Colombia -- caly 
radio has been able to unite the mountainous country -- and because television seldom 
carries breaking news. Since the government television stations lease time slots to 
independent programmers, a news producer cannot break into someone else's program to 
carry a news bulletin. He must wait for his own slot. For instance, the news of Escobar's 
death was transmitted on television in Bogot6 four hours after the fact, while it was on 
radio within minutes. 

Radio listenership is destined to drop once television becomes competitive, but the two 
major radio networks -- Caracol and Radio Cadena Nacional (RCN) -- are in line for 
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television channels, so they will more than compensate for any revenue loss. Leading 
newspapers have in-house training to improve the skills of their reporters in the face of 
increased competition from television. 

The advent of private television will be the latest wave in the development of 
newspapers, radio and finally television. Newspapers were born in the 19th century as 
political gazettes. Although the political affiliation of newspapers has lessened, almost all 
recent former presidents consider themselves journalists and have affiliation with 
newspapers or magazines and write occasionally. They are Alberto Lleras Camargo, 
Carlos Lleras Restrepo, Misael Pastrana, Alfonso L6pez Michelsen and Belisario 
Betancur. 

There are 32 daily newspapers in Colombia with an estimated total weekday circulation 
of 1,250,000. 

The first radio station opened ;n 1923, but broadcasting as it is known today in Colombia 
really started in 1974 when RCN was purchased by Carlos Ardila Lulle. RCN now has 
103 stations in 32 cities and a newsroom in BogotA with 120 employees. Besides RCN, 
the Ardila Lulle group owns Colombia's biggest soft-drink bottler and the leading textile 
company, among other holdings. 

The Ardila Lulle group's business rival, the Santodomingo group, bought majority 
interest in Radio Caracol in 1986. It has since expanded its radio operations to include 
stations in Miami, France and Spain. The Santodomingo group's holdings include 
Avianca Airlines and the Bavaria brewing company. Caracol is the whole or partial owner 
of 75 stations while another 100 are affiliated. 

Between them, Caracol and RCN in 1990 held 88 percent of the radio audience in 
Bogota, Medellfn and Cali. 24 

All told, there are 491 radio stations, all but a handful members of RCN, Caracol or eight 
other nationwide networks. There are also an estimated 500 illegal stations. 25 

Besides the three government-owned television stations in Bogoti, there are regional 
stations in Barranquilla, Cali, Manizales and Medellfn. 

Gloria Tamayo, president of the Crculo de Periodistasde Bogotd, estimates that there 
are 7,500 journalists working in the media. 

24 Herren, Maria Teresa (1991). La industria de los medios masivos de comunicacldn en Colombia.
 
Bogota, Colombia, Fescol, p.78.
 

25 Ibid. p.158.
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ECONOMY
 

Colombia has a relatively strong economy by Latin American standards. The Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) grew 5.2 percent in 1993, due to growth in construction, trade 
and transportation. Similar growth was predicted in 1994. Coffe,- Colombia's traditional 
export, declined in value due to reduced world prices. Inflation dropped to 22.6 percent in 
1993 and was expected to decline to 19 percent in 1994. Unemployment dropped in 1993 
to 7.9 percent, the lowest rate in 12 years. The government privatized the seaports and 
state-owned gasoline stations in 1993 and followed up by privatizing 75 percent of the 
stock of the Banco de Colombia. Major foreign investment was expected in the oil 
industry. Drug traffickers are said to control an enormous number of otherwise legitimate 
businesses. 

ROLE OF THE PRESS 

Few media in the world have suffered violence to the degree of the media in Colombia. 
There have been assassinations, kidnappings and bombings. Gloria Tamayo of the 
Circulo de Periodistassays that about 250 journalists have been killed in the past 10 
years. Those carrying out the violence have been, for the most part, drug traffickers and 
guerrillas. News organizations were punished for the stands they took. 

After decades of bloodshed, the media as a whole are supportive of the government, as is 
the business community. "Leaders in the media and the business community think alike," 
said one knowledgeable journalist. 'They cooperate among each other and go along with 
the government in the belief that this is the best policy to follow at this juncture." 

"The newspapers aren't as good as they used to be because the big ones don't want to 
rock the boat," said a veteran news executive who moved from print to radio. 'They want 
to get along with the government of the day." 

"We ha\'z freedom of the press in Colombia," said a veteran newsroom executive and 
university professor. "We can insult the president of the republic, but we can't publish 
anything negative about a major advertiser. We do not have commercial freedom of the 
press." 

'The owners of the great journalistic companies are members of powerful families with 
commitments to the political parties," he continued. "So legally they restrict us with laws 
they have managed to pass with their old boys' network. If we manage tn report on some 
things, they'll cut their advertising." 

So the press as a watchdog of government is being held on a short leash. 

Complicating the situation is the fact that President Csar Gaviria brought many 
journalists into his administration. Some people see this as a positive sign that he sought a 
broader based government. Others say news organizations will be even less inclined to 
question an administration in which their former executives or journalists are serving. 
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SALARIES
 

Half of the 62 journalists who noted their salaries earn $400 or less a month.26 

Twenty-four percent of the respondents consider their salary adequate. 

Over 68 percent feel their salary is not commensurate with their education and 

professional training. 

How much does a family of three need to be able to live reasonably well in Bogotd, with 

aspirations to at least the lower middle class? The answer from those in the media and 

outside was generally $1,000 a month. The assessment team was told that this would 

place a family in the Colombian middle class. 

The lowest salary encountered among those interviewed in the 18 media companies 

visited was $200 a month in Bogoti. The highest salary paid in print was $1,000 a month 

for a section head. 

Findings indicate that $500 a month is probably the average salary earned by a veteran 

reporter. 

The percentage of wives of journalists who worked was 81. 

COLEGIACI6N 

Since 1974, all journalists have had to obtain a carnet, or identification card, from the 

Education Ministry in order to legally work in the news media and as government press 

officers. Those with a degree in journalism automatically received the card. Others had to 

go before a judge with three witnesses and swear that he or she had been a journalist for 

at least five years. Since 1980, everyone receiving a card has needed a journalism degree. 

The result? The government requires the card for its press officers but many in the news 

media ignore the requirement. 

Gloria Tamayo of the Circulode Periodistassays there is not much effort made to force 

journalists to have the card. 

"The various journalism associations realize that colegiaci6n is limited," said one 

television executive. "If you hire someone with no university training, they'll complain. 

But if you hire a lawyer or an economist, they won't complain because they realize you're 

not doing it to save on salaries." 

Said an executive of one large newspaper: "I'dbet that half the people in this newsroom 
don't have a card." 

26 See Table 8B. 
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One top editor said Us publication employs very few people who studied journalism in 
university, including himself. "I think the best journalist would be someone who has a 
degree in another discipline and then studies journalism for a year," he said. 

"You can buy a card from the crooks at the Education Ministry," said one radio reporter. 

UNIONIZATION 

There are no nationwide unions in the media. Some have in-house or company unions. 
Journalists interviewed said there have been some half-hearted attempts at unionization 
but that these failed because of lack of solidarity among news people. 

MEDIA OWNERSHIP 

Increasingly, there is a trend in Colombia toward media ownership by conglomerates, as 
well as concentration of various media under one owner. This will increase with the 
advent of private television channels. 

The major newspapers are still family owned and operated. The most prosperous is El 
Tiempo, owned by the Santos family. The paterfamiliaswas Eduardo Santos, president 
of Colombia from 1938 to 1942. El Tiempo claims a daily circulation of 270,000 and has 
80 journalists in BogotA and 70 elsewhere in the country. El Tiempo also publishes some 
weeklies in the interior of Colombia. Ei Tiempo is also shareholder in a television 
programming company and is involved in cable television. 

El Espectador,El Tiempo's rival in prestige if not revenue, has suffered more than any 
newspaper. Its editor, Guillermo Cano, a member of the owning Cano family, was 
assassinated in 1986. Its installations were blown up in 1989, driving it to the verge of 
bankruptcy. El Espectador '- adaily circulation estimated at 150,000. 

Three other Bogotd newspapers are also family-owned. One is El Nuevo Siglo, which 
belongs to the Uribe, G6mez and Palou families. It claims a daily circulation of 38,000, 
about half of what it once had when it was known just as El Siglo and before falling on 
hard times. It employs 35 people in the newsroom. 

La Repliblica is a conservative newspaper ownea by the Ospina family. Mariano Ospina 
was president of Colombia from 1946 to 1950. About 0 years ago La Repablica became 
a business newspaper and now has 45,000 subscribers and employs 40 journalists. 

The other is La Prensa, a brash tabloid owned by the family of former President Misael 
Pastrana. Two of Pastrana's sons, Juan Carlos on the news side and Jaime on the business 
side, run the newspaper. Another son, Andr~s, sought the nomination of the Conservative 
Party for the i994 presidential election. Started in 1988, La Prensaclaims a circulation of 
25,000 and -mploys 30 journalists, most of them very young. It is known in journalistic 
circles for its snappy headlines. 
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Approaching El Tiempo in revenues is the newspaper El Colombiano of Medellfn, whose 
majority shareholder is the G6mez Martfnez family. The newspaper advocates a policy of 
negotiation with the drug traffickers. It has a circulation of 120,000 and has a newsroom 
staff of 48. 

El Pals of Cali is owned by the Lloreda family. Current publisher Rodrigo Lloreda has 
had presidential ambitions in the past. El Patsclaims a daily circulation of 100,000. 

As mentioned above, there is a trend that is becoming increasingly common in the media 
in Latin America: conglomerate ownership. Caracol is owned by the Santodomingo group 
and RCN by the Ardila Lulle group. Caracol receives about half of its advertising revenue 
from other companies owned by the Santodomingo group. RCN's dependence on sister 
companies is a bit less. Both have been accused of tailoring their news reports to suit the 
overall business interests of the owners. 

Nor is the influence of the Santodomingo and Ardila Lulle groups limited to radio. The 
Santodomingo group owns the Cromos weekly news magazine. Rumors in 1993 that the 
Santodomingo group was going to buy El Espectadorprompted the newspaper to publicly 
deny it. Both the Santodomingo and Ardila Lulle groups are said to hold some of the det 
of Colombian newspapers. As well, they are in line to receive permission to open private 
television channels. 

A third economic power, the Sarmiento group, which is into banking and finance, also 
owns television news shows. 

Enrique Santos Calder6n, managing editor of El Tiempo, had the following to say about 
this trend: "It is no longer a question of political leadership as such but of the owners of 
non-journalistic companies who see in the increasing economic control of the 
communications media a soUrce of multiple power." 27 

Pending passing of legislation scheduled for 1994 by Congress, all television stations are 
owned by government and time slots are leasrd to those who put on the news programs 
and sell the advertising. Two of the most interesting of such shows are in Medellfn and 
Cali, El Informativode Antioquia and 90 minutos, respectively. 

El Informativo de Antioquia is the oldest regional newscast in Colombia. It was founded 
in 1985 in Medellfn by 20 journalists who banded together in a cooperative in the hope of 
bettering salaries of reporters and editors. There are now 80 members of the co-op, of 
whom 25 work on the television program and a companion radio program. Salaries are 
above the national average. 

27 Santos Calder6n, Enrique (1989). "El periodismo on Colombia." Nueva Historla &,eColombia, Tomo IV. 
BogotA, Colombia, Planeta. 
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90 minutos in Cali is owned by a non-profit foundation formed by six other foundations. 
Founded in 1988, it reinvests whatever profits there are to improve programming. It has 
five reporters in Cali and stringers in six cities. 

Many people fear that the advent of nationwide commercial television will kill regional 
programs like those in Medellfn and Cali. 

The drug cartels are said to own at least a dozen radio stations. The Cali cartel was 
reported to have once made a bid to buy the newspaper Occidente, but the owners did not 
want to sell. 

JOURNALISTS' MOST SERIOUS PROBLEMS 
Not surprisingly, in a country where 250 journalists were killed in one decade, personal
security is the major concern of Colombian journalists. Here is how the 62 journalists
who answered open-ended questions rated their problems: 

" Personal safety, that is, threats from drug traffickers, guerrillas, etc.: 39 percent
 
" Independence of the newsroom: 24 percent
 
" Low salaries: 18 percent 

* Training and professionalization: nine percent 
" Ethics: seven percent 
" Lack of respect from politicians, the public in general and .even their own bosses: 

three percent 

Personal safety 
The death of Pablo Escobar in December 1993 signified the disappearance of one of the 
most sinister threats to the freedom of the press in Colombia in recent years. Escobar and 
the so-called Medellifn cartel, which he led and personified, had attempted to impose a 
veritable dictatorship of terror on the Colombian media. They were 10 years of 
intimidation, kidnappings, attacks and threats against journalists and the media. 28 

The assessment ttam carried out its interviews in Colombia the week following the 
killing of Escobar in Medellfn by a special anti-drug unit. 

A veteran journalist in BogotS outlined to the assessment team the various stages of 
pressure from drug traffickers: "First comes the offer of bribes, especially in Cali, where 
the cartel is very intelligent. The cartel will have three or four 'public relations men' 
among the journalists in each media in Cali to try to influence their colleagues. If that 
doesn't work, you can get a call complaining about a story. Gilberto Rodriguez of the 
Cali cartel has called me personally to complain. If the complaints don't work, you start 

28 Report by Enrique Santos Calder6n of El Tiempo of Bogotd to the Freedom of the Press Committee of 
the Inter American Press Association, Guatemala, March 13,1994. 
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getting threats. If you receive a package with a small coffin inside, it's time to get a 
bodyguard. The final stage are the kidnappings and killings." 

A young reporter on a newspaper related being 2pproached by a "public relations man" 
when he was covering the crime beat for a radio station in Cali. He had reported the 
discovery of a downed plane loaded with cocaine. "I received a telephone call from a 
journalist who worked in another media," he said. "He told me that there was money for 
me if I declined to cover such stories in the future." The reporter asked for a transfer to 
another beat and shortly thereafter left the station. He said he was afraid. 

"You run risks whenever you cover the drug trade," said a 51-year-old newspaper reporter 
in Cali. "You also run risks when you cover the guerrillas." 

"We journalists are afraid," said a news director in Medellfn. "We look carefully at what 
we write and we change words to soften the impact and not make someone angry 
unnecessarily." 

Nor are the drug traffickers and the guerrillas the only source of worry for journalists. "If 
you have an exclusive story about the excesses of the armed forces and publish it, you 
don't know what the reaction of the military will be," said a 27-year-old male reporter in 
Medellin. 

"When a journalist is dealing with stories about violence he can become the target of 
violence," said a 48-year-old newsroom executive in Medellin. "My neighbors are 
Mafiosi and drug dealers. They know where I work." 

"Insecurity generated by the drug trade, the guerrillas and administrative corruption make 
journalists the constant targets of threats," said a 26-year-old male reporter in BogotA. 

"Because of fear we have imposed on ourselves strict self-censorship," said a 38-year-old 
business writer in BogotA. 

"If you can't accept the risks, don't become a journalist," a news executive in Medellin 
said philosophically. "Danger comes from the drug dealers, but also from the military, the 
police and common criminals." 

He quoted a Jesuit priest named Francisco de Roux, editor of Cien Dias magazine in 
Bogota: "A journalist is like a grain of wheat to be planted. If he doesn't die, he can't 
produce anything." 

Independence of the newsroom 
The complaint of many journalists is that pressure from owners, top editors and outsiders 
prevents them from doing an impartial job. When the assessment team mentioned this to 
several executives, they agreed. "Journalists are naive when they complain about the lack 
of independence," one of them said. 'Th,. lack of independence exists in all media." He 
explained that on the publication where he worked reporters were not allowed to write 
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anything that reflected ill on the owner, his family or the political party he supported. He 
then proceeded to name all the major media in Bogota and the sacred cows that were off 
limits for their reporters. 

Another executive blamed growing influence of journalists' associations for what he said 
were unrealistic demands for independence. "Some reporters want to go as far as being 
allowed to write stories opposing the editorial line of the newspaper," he said. 

"Many business managers now sit in on editorial meetings and tell the journalists what 
articles they should write in order to help the business side," said a 28-year-old male 
reporter in BogotA. 

"If you want to report on something that is related to the interests of the media where you 
work, the story will be killed," said a 26-year-old copy editor. "The interests of 
management and the moral considerations of the journalists are in conflict." 

'There's no independence in the newsroom," said a 21-year-old reporter on his first job. 
"Economic and political groups influence the news content." 

A 50-year-old business writer in BogotA describes what he says new reporters are told 
when hired by one radio station: "You can write about anything except these 40 
companies." 

Another business reporter told of writing about a major advertiser being accused of not 
paying enough income tax. The story was killed. 

The Crculo de Periodistasin 1987 surveyed journalists in nine cities about newsroom 
independence. 29 Here were the results: 

* 90.4 percent said the Colombian press was not free of pressure or censorship. 

* 53 percent considered themselves subject to pressure and censorship at work. 
* 77.9 percent said they practiced self-censorship. 

Of the journalists polled by the Crculo: 

* 27. 9 percent said the pressure came from advertisers. 

* 25.8 percent said it came from the owners. 
The other sources of pressure, in decliring order, were: 

" Armed forces 

" Police 

" Civil authorities 

29 Herrnn, Maria Teresa (1991). La Industria de los medios masivos de comunicacl6n en Colombia. 
Bogota, Colombia, Fepnol, p.158. 
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" Drug traffickers 

" Politicians 

* Clergy 

* Guerrillas
 

" Public in general
 

Low salaries 
Many journalists feel that low salaries lead to unethical behavior on the part of 
journalists. 

'The biggest problem we face is the low level of salaries," a 28-year-old female radio 
reporter in Bogota said. "That obliges you at times to write stories that benefit yourself." 

"Low salaries open the way to second jobs, like being an advisor to a politician or 
working in public relations," said a 31 -year-old male newspaper reporter in Cali. 

"The best journalists aren't in journalism," said a radio executive. "They're in public 
relations because the salaries are so much higher there." 

"There are truck drivers in Colombia who earn three or four times more than a 
journalist," said a television reporter in Medellfn. 

Ethics 
Journalists interviewed believe that the profession suffers a black eye when colleagues 
accept bribes. 

"The biggest problem we face is the corruption of journalists and their partiality toward 
certain sectors of society, like the government and the armed forces," said a 25-year-old 
male newspaper repor,'ter in Bogota. 

Training and professionalization 
Many contend that their low salaries are a reflection of the training they lack. 

'The media end up paying low salaries because of a lack of professionalism," said a 29
year-old male radio reporter in BogotA. 

Lack of respect 
Some link what they feel is a lack of respect to the image created by veteran journalists 
who accept payoffs. 

"We have to fight to overcome the bad impression that the old-time journalists have left," 
said a 27-year-old lifestyle-section editor in Bogota. 
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JOURNALISM EDUCATION
 

The Universidad de los Andes' Center for Studies of Journalism was scheduled to start a 
master's program in 1994 that would be a direct challenge to the camel system in 
Colombia. The program is aimed not only at journalists seeking an advanced degree but 
also at other professionals, like lawyers and economists, who are already working as 
journalists or want to do so. The university, located in Bogotd, does not offer an 
undergraduate degree in communication. 

Admission criteria include grade average, research experience and English-language 
skills. The program was to be limited to 45 applicants meeting these conditions in 
addition to earning high scores on an admission exam. 

Lisbeth Fog, general coordinator for the project, said those completing the program will 
be able to work either as generalists or as specialists in areas covered by the curriculum: 
economics, politics/government, social development, legal systems and research methods. 
Those who do not have undergraduate degrees in social communication will be trained to 
work as journalists specializing in their field of expertise. 

There were to be 10 full-time faculty members at the beginning. 

Tuition is the equivalent of $4,500 a year, a figure, the assessment team was told, that is 
inhibiting enrollment. 

The program is being backed by the Santodomingo group, which owns the Caracol radio 
network, Cromos magazine and is expected to be awarded one of Colombia's first private 
television channels. The Center's director, Maria Cristina Mejia de Mejfa, is a 
Santodomingo group executive and board member. 

Dean Marcela Uribe of the Faculty of Communication at the Universidad de la Sabana 
outside of BogotA says her school has an advantage over other schools because it requires 
an internship in the ninth semester of study. Like other private universities in Colombia, 
the Sabana charges "high" tuition, making some modifications for the less affluent. 
Typical tuition is the equivalent of $625 a year. 

The university, which was founded in 1974, has a student body of 7,000, of whom 800 
are studying communication. Of the 45 faculty members of the communication school, 18 
are full-time, a high figure in Latin America where some schools have no full-time 
faculty. 

The undergraduate program involves five years of study. The university already offers a 
postgraduate degree involving economic news coverage and will initiate a similar venture 
in "organizational communication" in 1994. 

Vice dean Patricia Asmar Amador said the big problem with journalism in Colombia is 
that journalists are not real professionals, just having what she called a "varnish" of 
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knowledge about many things. She said they are also superficial and have little sense of 
responsibility. 

Asmar has a doctorate from the University of Navarra in Spain. Other faculty members 
have degrees from Navarra and from the Complutense University, also in Spain. In short, 
Spain is seen as the preferred country for advanced study. 

Dean Joaqufn Sdnchez of the Social Communication Faculty of the Jesuit Universidad 
Javeriana in BogotA is committed to the general philosophy of the largely theoretical 
"social communication" concept. For him, the practical aspect of journalism is to be 
obtained "externally" in the media. 

The Javeriana offers a social communication degree with a fourth-year specialization in 
Advertising, Organizational Communication, Educational Communication or Journalism. 
Fewer than 10 percent of the students opt for journalism. 

The Universidaddel Valle in Cali opened its School of Social Communication in 1975. It 
now has 13 full-time and 20 part-time instructors. Dean Alejandro Ulloa said that eight of 
the full-timers are engaged in major research efforts. Ulloa told the assessment team that 
many schools overemphasize technology and how-to-do-it skills without teaching 
students to think. He said his institution does a better job of the latter. 

The school has two postgraduate programs, one in audiovisual communication and the 
other in a more general communication track. They are divided into two sections of two 
semesters each, the first part heavy on theory. 

Medellfn's Universidadde Antioquia, under coordinator Juan Josd Hoyos, is setting up a 
p-)stgraduate program at the School of Social Communication, scheduled to start in 
August 1994. The emphasis, at least during the first years, will be on investigative 
reporting. 

One critic of the universities suggested that the schools gave more emphasis to public 
relations and advertising because these professions paid far more than journalism and that 
was where most of the graduates would end up. 

OPINIONS ON JOURNALISM EDUCATION 
It is said that when an aide rushed in on a November day in 1903 to tell President Josd 
Manuel Marroqufn that PanamA had declared independence from Colombia, he was 
turned away. The scholarly head of state was involved in something more important and 
could not be disturbed: he was reading an article on grammar. Colombians have such a 
love of the Spanish language that there are regular columns on grammar in the 
newspapers. A grammatical point can prompt prolonged debate among readers. 

Given this tradition in Colombia, what do leaders of the news media think about the 
quality of the graduates who are entering the profession from the nation's journalism 
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schools? "Young journalists don't know how to write a grammatical sentence or to spell," 
one owner told the assessment team. 

El Tiempo brought to Bogota in 1993 the 10 best graduates from seven of Colombia's 
journalism schools for 16 weeks of training. They were taught by a journalism professor 
on staff as well as four journalists from the newspaper itself. Experts from other media 
were brought in as lecturers. At the end, only three of the 10 were judged to meet the 
newspaper's standards and were offered jobs. 

Working journalists and management alike give the schools a failing grade. Of those 
interviewed, 60 percent said the schools were bad, while just seven percent said they were 
good. The seven percent figure represented the same low opinion that Bolivian and 
Ecuadorian journalists had of schools in their countries. The other 33 percent of 
Colombians interviewed said they were average. 

Working journalists 
"Journalism education is terribly deficient," said a 33-year-old science writer who 
switched to journalism on an athletic scholarship. "The professors are frustrated 
communicators who have failed in their careers. Some of my classmates were hired as 
professors upon graduation without having media experience." 

"Increasingly, journalism graduates are ill prepared," said a 25-year-old male reporter in 
BogotA. 

'This is a profession that needs practice, which now has to be obtained in the newsroom 
because the schools only teach theory," said a 32-year-old male newspaper reporter in 
Bogoti. 

"The situation is serious," said a 23-year-old metropolitan editor in Cali, commenting on 
the schools of social communication. "Everyone thinks he can become a journalist, but 
many lack love of the profession." 

"The curriculum has to be more in tune with reality," said a 37-year-old television news 
director in Cali. "There has to be more debate and discussion in the universities. Many 
students don't have any idea what they're being trained for." 

"About 80 percent of those who are giving the classes have never worked a day in the 
media," said a 32-year-old copy editor in BogotA. "There are cases as absurd as those of 
graduates who don't know what a lede (opening paragraph) is." 

'The vocation of the Colombian journalist is very strong," said a 28-year-old male 
reporter in BogotA. 'This helps him overcome the poor education in the journalism 
schools." 
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Several journalists said that the schools were motivated by profit and not the desire to 
turn out journalists. "The greatest problem is that journalism education has become one of 
the best businesses in the universities," said a 38-year-old business editor in BogotA. 

"Many of the faculties have become commercialized," said a 28-year-old female 
television anchor in Cali. "There was a boom in social communication and journalism 
and many of the programs were poorly structured." 

"Education is a business," said a 28-year-old female radio reporter. 'This sometimes 
affects the quality of the education." 

"The schools are factories," said a 38-year-old male reporter for a radio station in BogotA. 
'They're not interested in education but only ir getting people, getting their money and 
then, boom, you're out." 

"Poor journalism schools are one of the bad things about Colombia," said a 50-year-old 
business writer. "If the education were better and there were more journalists who resisted 
bribes, this would be a better country." 

Management 

Executives in print, radio and television complain that courses in the schools are 
theoretical rather than practical, forcing editors and news directors to teach graduates in 
the newsroom what they feel should have been taught in the classroom. 

"Journalism education is very theoretical, not practical, and a lot of time is wasted trying 

to teach graduates to be journalists," said the editor of a BogotA newspaper. 

"We have a vice in Colombia," said a television executive. "We're very theoretical." 

Others feel that the schools do not stimulate debate and give graduates enough confidence 
and poise to deal with authorities. 

"Journalism schools should go back to reality," said another television executive. 
"There's no debate or discussion in the schools." 

"Journalists don't have a high opinion of themselves," said a managing editor. 'They 
don't know how to deal with people in authority because of a lack of education." 

Others question the role of journalists and why they studied journalism in the first place. 

"Students look upon journalism as a means of getting influence, rather than to be 
journalists," said a newsroom executive. 

"Journalists don't have any pride in their profession," said another BogotA editor. 'They 
don't know what their role is." 
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"If I want someone to cover the law beat, I'll hire a lawyer and train him to be a 
journalist," said a managing editor. 

"Colombian journalists are ethical and courageous but ill-prepared," said a news director 
of a radio station in Bogot. 

Academic 

"The main problem is that the schools and the media are apart and their positions are 
almost antagonistic," said a 32-year-old journalism professor in Bogoti. "But the 
academic training has served to elevate the performance level of Colombian journalists." 

EMPfRicos VERSUS GRADUATES 

There are no available figures or estimates on the percentage of journalists in Colombia 
who are self-taught, or emptricos.However, there are emptricos in all news organizations. 

"I'm told there used to be many clashes between journalism graduates and empfricos," 
said a 23-year-oid section head in Cali. "Now the graduates realize they have to learn 
street smarts from the emptricos and the emptricos realize they have to educate 
themselves." 

"The empfricos are too close to their sources," said a 32-year-old female news editor in 
BogotA. 'They have a Bohemian perception that to be a journalist is to go to cocktails and 
parties." 

"Empiricoshave a better nose for news," said a 31-year-old night editor on a newspaper. 
"I like the empfricos." 

"The empiricos are more agile and more dynamic than the university graduates and they 
have knowledge of the streets," said a 25-year-old reporter with a degree. 'The graduates 
have more trouble adapting to the newsroom." 

'The graduates are more reflexive, more analytical, better able to understand the 
ramifications of a story," said a 48-year-old graphics editor who studied in the United 
States. 

"The emptricos are better rounded because they're self-taught," said a 26-year-old copy 
editor. "But the graduates have more imagination." 

The managing editor of one newspaper said half of his staff consisted of emptricos and 
half journalism graduates. 'The empfricos are realists, the academics cerebral. I have the 
empiricos getting facts; the academics analyze them. The universities bureaucratize the 
academics. They're eight-hour journalists. When the newspaper goes to press, the 
empfricos are still here." 
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ETHics 

All journalists who replied to open-ended questions during the interviews found some 
ethical problems among their colleagues. Some 78 percera found serious problems, while 
22 percent said ethical standards were high with a few exceptions. 

"Journalists who can't afford a car on the salary they're earning buy a nice one after 
working on the side for a politician," said a top magazine editor. "Then they've 
compromised themselves as journalists and they're hooked for the rest of their careers." 

"Many journalists live in very expensive homes," said a 38-year-old business writer in 
Bogoti. "You ask yourself, 'how can they afford such a house on the salary they earn?' 
There should be investigations of journalists for illicit enrichment. This is especially true 
of sportswriters." 

'The influence of the drug trade is felt, especially in covering the judicial beat," said a 25
year-old female reporter in Cali who is assigned to that beat. 

"There are many journalists in Colombia who have been bought off," said a 32-year-old 
male newspaper reporter in BogotA. "Money moves many things in this country." 

"The ethical situation is not good," said a 3 1-year-old male newspaper reporter in Cali. 
"Bribes to journalists depend on their status in the media. The higher your rank, the more 
likely you are to be bribed, or offered bribes. Editors are worth more than buck privates." 

"A majority of journalists has been invited to become part of the great windmill of 
corruption," said a young reporter in Cali who stated he had been offered and rejected 
bribes. "There are corrupt journalists who act as intermediaries for drug dealers trying to 
bribe the press." 

'There are two ethics in Colombia: the ethics of the working journalists and the ethics of 
the owners," said a magazine reporter. 'They are very different. The ethics of the working 
journalist are based on his education and moral training. The ethics of the owners respond 
to business interests." 

"We cover fixed news beats and there is no rotation, so this means the journalist ends up 
being compromised with his source over time," said a 34-year-old deputy section head in 
a BogotA newspaper. 'This affects the integrity of the news coverage." 

"Journalists are put to the test every day, but their honor is relegated to second place 
because of the interests involved," said a 26-year-old copy editor. 'They're a tool of 
outside interests, even if they try to be ethical." 

"Journalists are constantly committing unethical acts, especially because of the bias of the 
media, which are politicized," said a 26-year-old female reporter in BogotA. "You have to 
be biased yourself or follow the media political line if you don't want to lose your job." 
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One top radio executive was asked by the assessment team how he could be sure that 
drug traffickers or others were not influencing his news report. "We had to develop
mechanisms to ensure that news wasn't favoring drug traffickers, guerrillas or others," he 
said. "It's now 99.9 percent impossible to bribe a newsperson in our station to distort or 
alter the news. We check the news reports every day to see if there has been any
modification. There's also a lot of mutual vigilance of the news reports. Colleagues check 
on colleagues and on the competition." 

Joaqufn SAnchez, dean of the Social Communication Faculty at the Universidad 
Javeriana,and his assistant dean, Doris Reniz Caballero, said there are serious ethical 
problems in Colombian journalism. They said that there is not enough independence in 
the newsrooms and that some journalists "sell themselves" to politicians. 

The assessment team was told that "checkbook journalism" exists in Colombia, that is, 
news sources being paid for their exclusive stories. While the late drug cartel leader Pablo 
Escobar was a fugitive, a close associate of his was offered the equivalent of $25,000 for 
an exclusive interview. He declined. 

There is one positive ethical area where the Colombian media stand alone among those 
ilhterviewed in the five Andean countries. There is an unwritten rule that if a journalist or 
media executive seeks political office or is named to a government post he or she must 
sever all relations with the media. This extends to spouses. An example came when the 
assessment team was in Colombia. Felipe Zuleta Lieras, the ombudsman of El Tiempo,
revealed in column editor Poly Martinez had herhis Sunday that foreign submitted 
resignation because of potential conflict of interest when her husband was named 
ambassador to Cuba. 30 

"What would happen if there was a touchy incident in Cuba that had to be reported by El 
Tiempo?" he asked. 

Zuleta Lieras said management reluctantly -agreed with Martfnez about the conflict of 
interest and accepted her resignation. 

Maria Teresa Herr n dropped her column in El Espectador when her husband was named 
energy minister. 

Juan Manuel Santos, a member of the family that owns El Tiempo, left the newspaper's 
board of directors in 1993 when he was named foreign trade minister. 

TRAINING 
All major media have in-house training programs of one kind or another. The most 
elaborate is that of El Tiempo, which has a journalism professor on staff full-time and has 

30 El Tiempo, Bogoth, Colombia. December 5, 1993. p.4b. 
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instituted a school for promising university graduates. Instruction is given for 16 weeks 
on premises by a retired journalist who heads the program, by three of the newspaper's 
editors, as well as by the full-time professor. Journalists from radio and television have 
given courses. As well, experts from other fields like religion have been brought in for 
debates. The participating graduates are paid a minimum wage during the training period. 

Radio Caracol and RCN bring in experts several times a year for seminars. 

El Colombiano of Medellfn works with local universities to improve its personnel and 
also brings in experts from abroad for seminars. 

One radio executive said that the media have advanced so rapidly from a technological 
point of view that journalists have not been able to keep up. "Many don't even have the 
necessary vocabulary," he said. "They don't know the difference between a 'work 
stoppage' and a 'strike' or a 'decree' and a 'law.' " 

"We haven't yet reached the point where a headline reflects the content of a news story," 
said a newspaper editor. "I've talked this over with other editors and they have the same 
problem." 

"No one knows how to carry out a good interview," said another editor. 

Many of the media in BogotAi hire journalists from the interior, either journalists who 
moved to the capital to study or are recruited from other media. One radio executive 
estimates that 60 to 70 percent of his BogotA staff comes from other areas of Colombia. 

A top newsroom executive at a Bogoti newspaper said the loss of good journalists has 
impoverished the interior media to such an extent that he felt a "dangerous situation" 
existed. "Journalism is a disaster in the interior," he told the assessment team. "The 
journalists who remain are so poorly trained that they can easily mislead the public, 
especially as they work for prestigious organizations." 

ROLE OF WOMEN 
The leading woman in print journalism in Colombia is Ana Mercedes G6mez de Mora, 
editor of El Colombianoof Medellin and a member of the family that owns the newspaper. 

The president of the Circulo de Periodistas de Bogotd is Gloria Tamayo, a former 
reporter for El Tiempo who later spent 15 years in the diplomatic service. Her prestige 
comes from the fact she founded the National Tribune, an umbrella organization for 
Colombia's 20 journalists' associations. She is the spokesperson for the Tribune and 
lobbyist in Congress on legislation affecting journalists. 

There are no statistics available for the number of women in the newsrooms, but the 
number appears to be growing. 
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The news director of one radio network said that when he arrived in BogotA in the late 
1980s he found no women in the newsroom. He has since hired six women on a staff of 35. 

"I prefer women to male reporters because they work harder, are more responsible and 
don't drink and stay out late at night," he told th.-assessment team. 

INSTITUTO DE ESTUDIOS SOBRE COMUNICACI6N Y CULTURA (IECO) 
Since 1992, there is an organization that checks up on and critiques the activities of the 
media in Colombia. The Institute of Studies of Communication and Culture (IECO) was 
founded by 12 people -- journalists, communicators and lawyers -- who, in the words of 
one of them, "worry about the press." 

IECO explained, in issue No. I of its bi-monthly Boxtn Informativo, its reason for being: 
"Only an organized public that knows what itwants can get the news media to change in order 
to satisfy its needs. For that reason the Institute of Studies of Communication and Culture 
(LECO) was born, making a contribution to the improvement of'the quality of Colombian 
journalism, seeking the creation of a culture of criticism between public opinion and the 
communications media. Today we launch the first number of IECO's bulletin to note the 
successes aird point out the failures of journalism in Colombia and to contribute to the 
strengthening of culture with respect to the social function which the media should fulfil."3' 

Among other things, the Boletin Informativo has critiqued three breakfast-hour radio 
programs, analyzed a libel suit against El Espectador- it concluded the reporter had acted 
ethically and truthfully -- and questioned the ethics of El Tiempo appointing as publisher of its 
weekly newspaper in Tolima the president of the local Chamber of Commerce. 

IECO also does journalistic investigations and gives seminars on ethics and other aspects 
ofjournalism. 

INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING 
Investigative reporting has fallen on hard times in Colombia. "The first death of the past 
decade was investigative journalism. The closing of the investigative units of the 
newspapers signified a defeat for the truth."32-

El 7Tiempo had an investigative unit headed by Daniel Samper that earned the admiration 
of colleagues in other countries. It was disbanded after Samper, who had run-ins with the 
previous government, joined Cambio 16 in Madrid. 

31 Boeltn Informativo (1992, November). Bogota, Colombia, Instituto de Estudios sobre Comunicacl6n y 
Cultura. 

32 Ibid. 
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El Espectador'sdrug investigative team headed by Maria Jimena DuzAn was disbanded 
because of self-exile of its members in the face of death threats and assassinations. 

Investigation is still being carried out, but critics say it is not as aggressive as it used to be 
because of general media support for the current administration. 

NATIONAL NEWS AGENCIES 

COLPRENSA is the only nation-wide, Colombian news agency, formed by La Repilblica 
of Bogota, El Colombianoof Medellin and other interior newspapers. 

JOURNALISTS' OPINIONS 

The following are opinions of journalists given in response to closed and open-ended 
questions asked by the assessment team. 

Does the government have the right to censor political and economic news? 

Ninety-five percent disagreed. 

Shruld the news media report on errors or abuses by the government? 
Ninety-eight percent agreed. 

Should the news media defend the right to disseminate news? 

Ninety-eight percent agreed. 

Does the government have the right to censor news about the armed forces? 

Ninety-two percent disagreed. 

Should the news media be independent of political parties? 
Ninety-four percent agreed. 

Should journalists write impartially even If the news conflicts with their Ideology? 
Eight-seven percent agreed. 

Does the credibility of a news media depend on its journalists? 

Eighty-five percent agreed. 

Is it the function of the news media to stimulate honesty in government posts? 

Sixty percent agreed. 

Do journalists In Colombia have little prestige? 
Seventy nine percent disagreed. 
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Is journalism a profession or a trade?
 
By a margin of four-to-one, they consider journalism to be a profession. "It's been a
 
profession since 1974 when the government started to regulate it," said a 28-year-old

magazine reporter. "It's a trade because of the number of self-taught journalists," said a
 
29-year-old radio reporter. "It used to be a trade but now it's becoming a profession
 
because of the number ofjournalism graduates," said a 51 -year-old emptrico in Cali.
 

Do you think academic preparation should be obligatory for journalists?
 
By a margin of nine-to-one they say yes. Typical was a 50-year-old business editor in
 
BogotA who said, 'The journ list is the one person who needs to have a broad knowledge
 
of things."
 

Wou.d you want your sonddiuftrr to be a jourralist?
 
Despite the low salaries and other problems, 68 percent said they would want a son or
 
daughter to be a journalist. The rest were opposed. "My sons are 16 and 17 and want to
 
become journalists," said a 50-year-old business editor. "I told them that I'd like them to
 
become journalists, but they're not going to earn any money. I've got a problem with that
 
because a drug dealer will say to a journalist, 'Do you want a car? A boat? A plane?' The
 
temptations from the drug dealers are great. I've told my children they should become
 
businessmen so that they might be able to buy for themselves all the things the drug
 
dealers offer."
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CONCLUSIONS 

" 	 The Colombian news media, always eager to improve the quality of their publications 
and newscasts, are highly critical of the schools of social communication. Media 
executives and working journalists alike say the schools ill prepare their graduates for 
the reality of the workplace. 

" 	 Major media have their own in-house training to compensate for the theoretical nature 
of the school courses, but other media lack such training. 

" 	 Media in the provinces lose a lot of promising, talented journalists to the media in 
Bogot, leaving their newsrooms in the hands of poorly trained personnel. 

* 	 The major problem journalists face is personal safety in the face of threats -- oftimes 
deadly -- from guerrillas, drug traffickers and even state security forces. 

" 	 The media have subjects and personalities they will not touch, prompting journalists 
to complain of a lack of independence in the newsroom. 

" 	 Conglomerates play an increasingly larger role in media ownership, creating the 
potential -forconflicts between news coverage and business interests. 

" 	 At least toward the present government, the media have been supportive rather than 
critical, relegating their watchdog role to that of supp,,ting actor rather than lead. 
Investigative reporting has been cut back. 

" 	 There is easy drug money to be made by corrupt journalists, especially in Medellin 
and Cali. 

" 	 All journalists interviewed found ethical probTems in the news media. They are often 
targeted by political and other interests to suppress news or write favorable stories. 

" 	 With a few exceptions, salaries are low. Some veteran reporters in BogotA earn as 
little as $200 a month. 

" 	 Almost 50 years of violence have led to the concentration of news coverage on 
violence, leaving many journalists ignorant of how to cover stories of more 
immediate, community interest. 
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ECUADOR
 

The passengerboardedthe taxi at a standand asked the driver if he knew 
where the University of Guayaquil was located. "Of course," he replied. 
"Igraduatedin Social Communicationfrom the university." 

"Isn't it unusual for a journalism graduate to be driving a taxi?" the 
passengerasked. 

"No," said the taxi driver. "The drivers of the next three taxis waiting in 
line at the standarealsojournalism graduates." 

The School of Social Communication at the university currently has a 
student enrollment of 1,600, a figure surpassing the number of all the 
journalistsemployed in ihe news media throughoutEcuador. 

BACKGROUND
 

Unlike its neighbors, Colombia and Peni, Ecuador has been a relatively peaceful country. 
There are no guerrilla movements, like the Shining Path and Tupac Amaru in Per6, while 
the drug traffickers are not as violent as the Medellifn cartel in Colombia. Although 
Ecuador has had its share of political unrest, dictators and military rulers have treated the 
news media gingerly. The last newspaper closed down was El Comercio of Quito in 1960 
by President Jos6 Maria Velasco Ibarra, who was pressured by the military to take action. 
The closure lasted only a few hours. One of the reas:ins why there has been little harsh 
treatment is that the media have generally practii,,d self-censorship in the face of 
dictatorships -- and even democratic governments -- and avoided provoking the 

authorities. 

Why is Ecuador so relatively peaceful? Former President Galo Plaza had this explanation: 

"....now to explain why the country escapes the violence of the terrorist
guerrillas in the neighboring countries of Colombia and Periu. We're not 
different, nor are we influenced by other cultures. Our historical 
background is the same. The possible explanation is in the result of the 
liberal revolution of 1895. Fought against clericalism, it managed to 
achieve a definitive separation of Church and State, reformed social 
structures, and established an open society, which is the reason why the 
country lives in social peace."133 

Ecuador is the only country in the Andean region that has two cities of equal importance. 
Quito, the capital with a population of one million, is surrounded by mountains at 10,000 
feet above sea level. Guayaquil, with around 1.5 million inhabitants, is a steamy business 

33 Plaza, Galo (1985). 'Ecuador.' Agenda EFE. Nuestro Mundo '85/86. Madrid, Espasa Calpe, p.433. 
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center near the coast. The two areas were not linked by train until 1910. The media are of 
equal importance and numerical strength in the two cities and surrounding areas. 

There are 36 daily newspapers with an estimated circulation of 765,000. They are split 
between the altiplano -- high plains -- and the coast, 19 located in the former and 17 in 
the latter. The largest circulation newspaper is in Guayaquil, El Universo, which claims 
sales of 160,000. The capital's leading newspaper, El Comercio, sells 100,000. 

Quito is formal, Guayaquil informal. So it is not surprising that the two mass circulation 
popular tabloids, Extra and Expreso, are published in Guayaquil, although distributed 
nationally. 

Of Ecuador's 355 radio stations, Quito has 72, including one of the most powerful in the 
world, The Voice of the Andes, run by a U.S. evangelical church. Guayaquil has 65 
stations. 

Ecuador has a greater proportion of educational radio stations -- 14.6 percent -- than any 
Andean country. 

Ecuador's 14 television stations are more than in any Andean country except Bolivia. 
Quito has five stations, Guayaquil four and there are one each in five provinces. 

ECONOMY 
The year 1993 was not kind to Ecuador. Its two major exports, bananas and oil, declined, 
the former because of European quotas and the latter because of falling oil prices. A 6.2 
percent increase in oil production could not offset the lower prices. As a result, the GDP 
grew just two percent, down from 3.3 in 1992. An attempt to privatize several state 
companies failed due to delayed approval by the Ecuadorian Congress, as was the case 
with ENTEL, the communications company, or mismanagement on the part of 
government, as was the case with Ecuatoriana de Aviaci6n. The airline eventually closed. 
Good news was reduced inflation, which was halved from 60 to 30 percent. Inflation was 
expected to drop further in 1994 to 20 percent while GDP was expected to grow just 1.5 
percent. 

ROLE OF THE PRESS 
The watchdog role of the media in Ecuador is almost non-existent, with the major 
exception that of the newspaper Hoy in Quito. It is the opposition press, no matter which 
party is in power. 

Most media prefer to maintain friendly relations with the government and not dig too 
deeply into scandals that might embarrass officials. 

When a scandal broke in the social security administration involving the disappearance of 
about $25 million, one leading newspaper played down the story for months. When other 
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newspapers played the story on page one, this newspaper would relegate the story to the 
inside pages. When the publisher finally ordered a full-page investigative report, it was 
pulled at the last minute, cut in half and watered down. An executive privy to the incident 
said the top editor involved, when confronted, explained, "Think of our good friends at 
the social security administration." 

One executive at a radio station said the government can influence the media through 
commercial as well as official advertising. He explained that many ministers were also 
businesspersons whose companies advertise in the media. He said the ministers will also 
use the threat of withdrawing that advertising as they try to coerce the media owners or 
executives. 

The Ecuadorian Association of Radio and Television, in a statement given to the 
assessment team, said the following about the role of its members: "...their main function 
is to inform, investigate and then communicate the facts which have to do with the 
activity that generates the poles of socio-economic development, recognizing those who 
drive it and denouncing those who feed off unlawful activities, particularly those in the 
public area." 

SALARIES 
Seventy-two percent of the 59 journalists who disclosed their salary range to the 
assessment team earn $400 a month or less.3 

Twenty-one percent say their salary is adequate. Sixty-four percent say their salary is not 
commensurate with their education. 

A radio station owner in Quito was asked how much a family of three needs to be able to 
live reasonably well, with aspirations to at least the lower middle class? He said $500 a 
month, a figure which others in and out of the media agreed upon. The top salary paid to 
reporters by the owner in question was $300. 

A government commission composed of representatives from the media, the employees 
and the labor ministry sets minimum annual raises. Merit raises are not common. 

The minimum salary for a starting reporter in Quito and Guayaquil, as determined by the 
labor ministry, is the equivalent of $99 a month. The top minimum for someone with 15 
years experience is $160 a month. 

The assessment team interviewed a 20-year-old radio reporter in Guayaquil who earned 
$60 a month. That is less than the government-approved minimum of $99 for starting 
reporters. The highest paid reporter interviewed earned $600 a month in television. 

34 See Table 8B. 
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The assessment team estimates that $300 a month is the average paid a veteran reporter. 

Galo Martfnez Merchdn, the president of the publishers' association, said the best 
journalists prefer to work in public relations, preferably with an oil company, or enter 
government service, because of better salaries. 

The wives of 54 percent of the male journalists interviewed work outside the home. 

COLEGIAC16N 

Colegiaci6n, or the licensing of journalists, was made obligatory in 1975 under the 
military dictatorship of Guillermo Rodrfguez Lara. There are 17 Colegios in Ecuador, one 
for each state with a minimum of 10 members. 

The National Federation of Ecuadorian Journalists was created by the 1975 legislation to 
be the umbrella organization representing the Colegios. Federation president Fernando 
Naranjo Villacfs says the Colegios have 3,000 members. Forty percent work in the news 
media, 20 percent in public relations/government and the remaining 40 percent are 
unemployed or work in something else. He estimates that, between Colegio members and 
non-members, there are 1,500 journalists working in the news media. 

Naranjo concedes that enforcement of Colegio membership is very lax. Media executives 
interviewed by the team say they routinely ignore requirements for Colegio membership 
of new people they hire. 

Naranjo himself does not work in the news media. He is public relations director for 
Filanbanco, the leading bank in Ecuador. 

Martfnez Merchdn blames colegiaci6n for what he called a drop in the quality of 
journalism. "When colegiaci6n started we stopped hiring empfricos and started hiring 
only university graduates," he told the assessment team. "But the universities don't 
properly train journalists." 

One television executive says he never hires journalism graduates, preferring to train his 
own people. "I look for people with a good cultural background and an interest in 
journalism and I train them myself," he said. 

A 31 -year-old prize-winning reporter is proud of the fact he has no journalism degree. "A 
couple of years ago I finished first in the investigative reporting category, beating out the 
president of the Colegio, so he couldn't say he was better than I was," he said laughingly. 

The National Union of Journalists, founded in 1940, had assumed it would be placed in 
charge of the colegiaci6n. It has the reputation of being a social club, since its early 
members were media executives, but its current membership is of journalists who work in 
the media and public relations. President Luis Castro placed membership at 2,200, less 
than half of whom work in the news media. 
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UNIONIZATION
 
There are no nationwide unions in the media. Some newspapers have company, or in
house, unions. 

MEDIA OWNERSHIP 

Increasingly, the name of the Isafas family of Guayaquil comes up when the subject of 
media ownership in Ecuador is discussed. They own Gamavisi6n and Telecentro, 
television stations .i Quito and Guayaquil, La Raz6n newspaper in Guayaquil, Otra 
magazine, plus several radio stations. Individual second-generation members of the 
family -- brothers Roberto and William -- hold shares in other media companies. The 
family owns Filartbanco, the largest bank in Ecuador, and the Republic Bank, the largest 
Hispanic-owned baak in the United States. 

The largest newspaper in Quito, El Cornercio, is 82 percent owned by the Mantilla 
family, who founded it in 1906. The other 18 percent is held by 286 outsiders. The 
publisher is Guadalupe Mantilla de Acquaviva, who left the newspaper during a family 
dispute and founded Hoy in 1982 with her cousin, Jaime Mantilla. She was invited back to 
El Comerciowith a promise of a seat on the board. She subsequently sold her shames in Hoy. 

Ultimas Noticias is an afternoon newspaper published by El Comercio. It claims a 
circulation of 50,000. 

El Comercio established a foundation that started to give national journalism awards in 
1989. Some journalists consider them to be the most prestigious such awards in Ecuador. 

El Comercio also owns Ecuadoradio, a news service whose only paying client is Radio 
Quito, an AM station. Ecuadoradio's programming is picked up by 20-30 interior 
stations. Radio Quito leads all AM news operations in ratings. 

El Comercio used to own Ecuavisa television station, which Roberto Isafas tried to buy in 
1986. The board of directors did not want to sell it to him, so it offered the station to 
businessman Javier Alvarado Roca, a former partner in Ecuavisa. Alvarado also owns 
Vistazo, the leading weekly news magazine. 

Although founded by the two Mantilla cousins, Hoy has no shareholder with more than 
10 percent ownership. Roberto Isaias is said to be one of Hoy's shareholders. It claims a 
circulation of 60,000. 

El Universo of Guayaquil is a general manager's dream. All ads are pre-paid and it has no 
returns, or unsold newspapers, which can run up to 10 percent for some newspapers. 
Newspaper vendors order and pay for their copies in advance during the day before 
publication. Editor/owner Carlos Pdrez Perasso said the policy started because some of 
the vendors were being mugged at night. The newspaper is also one of the few that has a 
commissary where non-perishable foodstuffs and merchandise are sold to employees, the 
cost deducted from their paychecks. 
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Founded in 1921, the El Universo is owned by the Prez family. The newspaper's new 
riverside facilities, built on a lot the size of several football fields, was opened in 
November of 1993. 

When Galo Martfnez Merchdn founded Expreso in Guayaquil in 1973, he wanted to call 
it El Expreso, which means "the ex-prisoner" as well as "the express." Martinez Merchn, 
a former political prisoner, was denied the use of the El before Expreso by the 
government when he registered the name. The tabloid is aimed at the masses. 

Martfnez Merchdn also has an interest in Extra, a tabloid that is printed in the same plant 
as Expreso. Aimed at the working class, it publishes pictures of bare-bosomed women 
and scandal stories. It claims a daily circulation of 160,000, rivaling that of El Universo. 

El Teligrafo of Guayaquil is, at 110, the dean of Ecuadorian newspapers. It is owned by 
the Ant6n family, one of the wealthiest in Ecuador. It carries little advertising and is said 
to sell fewer than 30,000 copies a day. 

Radio Centro, a Quito FM station with seven repeater stations that blanket Ecuador with 
5 1/2 hours of newscasts per day, is owned by Edgar Ydnez. It leads all FM news 
operations in ratings, as Radio Quito does in the AM field. It has an operating agreement 
with the Caracol network of Colombia. 

Radio Bolfvar, also of Quito, is owned by Jorge Aguilar. Radio Bolfvar is part of a four
station FM chain, the other outlets under different ownership. 

As its name indicates, Radio Cat6lica Nacional of Quito is owned by the Catholic 
Church. It has four hours of newscasts daily, including 30 minutes in Quechua. Its signal 
reaches the interior by repeater. 

JOURNALISTS' MOST SERIOUS PROBLEMS 

Asked in open-ended questions what was the most serious problem faced by Ecuadorian 
journalists, 59 persons interviewed had these replies: 

* Independence of the newsroom: 24 percent 

" Low salaries: 20 percent 

" Training and professionalization: 18 percent 

" Access to news: 11 pei'cent 

" Ethics: nine percent 

" Personal safety: seven percent 

" Employment opportunities: seven percent 

" Lack of solidarity among journalists: two percent 

" Others: two percent 
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Independence of the newsroom 
The journalists feel that they are unable to produce impartial news reports because they 
are subjected to pressure from the owners, either voicing concern for their own interests 
or reflecting the interests of the government, politicians or business community. 

"The most serious problem is censorship by management itself," said a 28-year-old 
female newspaper reporter in Guayaquil. "The media are in the hands of powerful 
economic and political monopolies. The news can be well documented, but if they don't 
want it to come out, it won't come out." 

'"here's no freedom of the press but rather freedom of business," said a 28-year-old male 
radio reporter. 'There are restrictions on all reporters. You're told what subjects and 
which people are off limits. For instance, when I was working on a magazine six years 
ago I had a scoop which affected the family of the owners. The story was killed, so I quit." 

"Sometimes we kill ourselves getting a news story and the owners decide not to publish it 
because of the economic and political interests of the company," said a 36-year-old 
female reporter in Guayaquil. 

"Many times the advertiser is also a corrupt politician who will pressure the media into 
not carrying an unfavorable news story," said a 23-year-old female newspaper reporter in 
Guayaquil. 

"We don't have sufficient freedom of expression," said a female newspaper reporter in 
Guayaquil. "We always have to face the policies of the media and outside pressure. 
There's always censorship and threats." 

Low salaries 
Journalists feel that low salaries make the temptation of bribes acceptable to some 
colleagues and thus leave them open to being used. 

"The main problem is low salaries," said a female special reporter in a Quito newspaper. 

"It's a global problem which has its roots in the poor educational system and results in 
low salaries and the manipulation of underpaid journalists." 

'The problem is salaries," said a top journalist in Quito. "Management should take the 
initiative because if it doesn't improve salaries there is a possibility that corruption will 
increase." 

"The few good journalists in Ecuador are working in public relations because the salaries 
are much higher there," said a 34-year-old news director for a radio station. 

Training and professionalization 
Many journalists believe they are being thwarted in their careers because they have not 
received enough training, either in the classroom or from their employers. 
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"We can't deal with the country's problems because the lack of training has left us 
without the weapons to do so," said a 36-year-old male newsroom coordinator. 

"Our big problem is lack of education and training," said a 24-year-old television 
reporter. "It is one of the reasons why journalists are not accepted as professionals." 

"We're ill-trained," said the news editor of a radio station. "We write without knowing 
how to write." 

"The low salaries are a result of our poor education and training," said a 36-year-old 
female reporter in Guayaquil. "I believe that the owners could not deny us a decent salary 
if we were better prepared." 

Access to news 
The National Union of Journalists, as well as some media, has expressed concern that 
some government authorities were not fulfilling constitutional guarantees of free access 
by journalists to information sources. Police, military and security agents have interferred 
with the work of journalists. 35 

This preoccupation was reflected by some of those interviewed. 

"The biggest problcm is lack of access to news sources," said a news editor at one 
television station. "Congress should pass legislation giving access to government 
information and indispensable guarantees of freedom to inform." 

"There's little access to government news. When you get a good story, the government 
pressures the owner, the owner pressures the news editor and the news editor pressures 
the reporter so that the news doesn't get out," said a 26-year-old male television reporter. 

Ethics 
Some journalists feel the lack of ethics on the part of some of their colleagues is the most 
serious problem they face because it reflects ill on them. 

"There are journalists who put their own personal interests above those of the public and 
sell out by accepting bribes," said a 31-year-old reporter in Quito. 

'Those sectors of society involved in the destiny of the country try to bribe the journalist 
so that he will falsify reality in their favor," said a 33-year-old news editor in Guayaquil. 
"Given the poor salaries that the journalist receives, it is easy, very easy, to bribe him." 

35 Trotti, Ricardo, ed. (1994). Press Freedom In the Americas. 1994 Annual Reporl. Inter American Press 
Association, Miami. 
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Personal safety 
Although Ecuador does not have the problems of internal violence that neighboringColombia and Per have, many .journalists express concern for their own safety. 

"When you publish the truth, you're persecuted, your name is blackened, there arethreats," said a 36-year-old police reporter in Quito. 

"Many times a journalist will not risk reporting something in a story because of lack ofsupport from management," said a newspaper reporter. 'There should be some protection
to permit a reporter to work safely." 

Employment opportunities
 
As the vignette at the opening of the 
 report on Ecuador indicated, there are morejournalists being produced than there are job openings. 

"There are too many journalists and not enough Jobs," said a 46-year-old copy ed.or in 
Quito. 

Lack of solidarity among journalists
 
Some journalists believe there should be a union to look after their interests.
 

"We lack a sense of companionship, organization and unity," said a 29-year-old
sportswriter in Guayaquil. 

Some of those interviewed added a second or third mrjor problem. Their answersincluded the issue of lack of respect by politicians, the public and media owners. 

Only one of those interviewed, a 46-year-old news editor in Guayaquil, said journalists in
Ecuador did not face any serious problems. 

JOURNALISM EDUCATION
 
There are 14 journalism schools in Ecuador, spread among nine cities. Thee were visited

by the assessment team.
 

If you closed your eyes at the Univer:':dadSan Franciscode Quito in Quito and justlistened, you would think you were at Florida International University in Miami. Youwould hear a mixture of Spanish and English spoken. The dean of the School ofCommunications and Art, Donald W. Thomas, is an American. The university hasagreements with three U.S. institutions, the University of Illinois, the University of NorthCarolina and Kalamazoo College, Kalamazoo, Michigan. 

Chancellor Santiago Gangotena, a graduate of the University of North Carolina, foundedSan Francisco de Quito in 1987. It now has a student enrollment of 900 and a faculty of150, including several other America. professors. 
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Gangotena thinks that the undoubted success of the university, which caters to Ecuador's 

elite, is a direct consequence of the failure of higher education throughout the nation. 

When you walk in to the office of the dean of the School of Social Communication at the 

see a wall decorated with pictures of Latinstate-run Universidad de Guayaquil, you 

American revolutionary Ernesto (Che) Guevara. Exterior walls are adorned with slogans 

about Cuba and Sandinista Nicaragua. 

Associate dean Germin Cobos Herrera cautions that the graphic display might be 

misleading. He concedes that the school had been influenced by Marxist philosophy in 

the past but that things were changing since the end of the Cold War. He describes the 

display as foldoric. 

The school has 1,600 students. The journalism sequence takes five years, six in order to 

obtain a licenciaturadegree. 

The School of Social Communication at the UniversidadLaica Vicente Rocafuerte in 

Guayaquil opened with much fanfare. It was supported by the newspapers El Universo 

and Expreso, which still give it financial support. However, those in the media do not 

speak highly of it. It has 270 students and a faculty of 15, most of whom teach on a part

time basis. 

Rodriguez Riquelme, appeared reluctant to be
The dean of the school, Leonor 

interviewed for fear of saying something that might annoy the recto,, Dr. Elsa Alarc6n 

Soto. The dean was asked by the assessment team to set up a meeting with the rector, but 

did not do so. 

OPINIONS ON JOURNALISM EDUCATION 
on his

The executive was interviewing a young graduate to fill a reporting vacancy 
looked confused,newspaper. "'",at do you think of Aristide?" he asked. The candidate 

amed when an answer to the question came to mind. "Oh, you mean the
hesitated, ther 

new perfume they're announcing?"
 

"My degree is not in journalism, yet I run a newspaper," said the executive. "But even if I 

had the time and the inclination I would never go to a journalism school in Ecuador. They 

are real monuments to stupidity." 

Every single media executive interviewed by the assessment team in Ecuador brought up 
were poor training and

the subject of journalism schools and lamented what they said 

ideological bias. Nine out of 10 working journalists interviewed agreed with their bosses 

poor in the schools. Only seven percent said the education was good,
that training was 

while three percent said it was average.
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Working journalists 
"It's tragic that the media have to train the journalists who graduate from university, from 
the comma, to the period to whether a word is spelled with ar. s or a z," said a 36-year-old 
newsroom coordinator. "We don't get professionals. They're not training them 
intellectually or in the workings of a newsroom." 

"The schools are poor," said a 36-year-old female newspaper reporter in Guayaquil. 
"Most professors nave never worked in the media. The few who have worked in the 
media had poor bosses who never taught them anything." 

"The journalism student is not motivated to read, investigate or question," said a 59-year
old copy editor in Guayaquil. "The schools don't have the resources or elements to 
prepare a capable and saitable journalist." 

"The curriculum should be reformed," said a 29-year-old male newspaper reporter. "It's 
too theoretical and not in accord with present technology. The computer isn't taken into 
consideration." 

"I believe that the schools are about 500 years behind the times," said a 23-year-old 
female newspaper reporter. 

"The problem is the great number of students who enter the schools and the poor 
selection of those who graduate," said a 39-year-old male news editor. 

"It's possible to graduate knowing everything about Karl Marx but not knowing how to 
write a lede (opening paragraph)," said a 31-year-old reporter who never finished his 
studies. 

"There are no good professionals teaching, especially in radio and television," said a 43
year-old male television reporter. 

'The training in the schools is practically zero," said one female reporter in Quito. 

"We're just taking our first baby steps in the schools," said one female copy editor in 
Guayaquil. "But much has to be done. The professors who give us classes aren't well 
prepared." 

"Many of the professors are self-taught but don't know how to teach," said a 32-year-old 
television producer. 

"There's a lot of politicization in the classes," said a 37-year-old radio reporter in Quito. 

"If nothing else in a society works well, why should the universities be an exception?" 
asked a 32-year-old news director in radio. 
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Management 
"We seldom get people who are worth anything from the universities," one television 
executive said. 'They don't know how to write and they have a low cultural level." 

'The worst problem we have in the media is the journalism schools, because they're
infested with Communists," said another television executive. "The training is theoretical 
and the instructors are poor." 

"Journalism graduates have no initiative," said a newspaper executive. "They're not self
stark'ers." 

(An example of lack of initiative occurred when the assessment team was in Ecuador. 
When the Flight Attendants Union struck American Airlines, the newspapers carried 
news agency stories datelined in the United States. Some played the story as prominently 
as page three. But no one bothered to call the American Airlines offices in Ecuador to see 
how the strike affected flights in and out of Quito and Guayaquil.) 

"Our universities have become politicized by the far left," said one radio owner. 'There is 
an incredible Marxist presence." 

"The schools are politicized and the education is theoretical," said one television 
executive in Quito. "The students don't graduate with the tools they need." 

"We have a one-hour meeting every Monday to plan the week and to critique stories from 
the previous week," said one newspaper executive. "When we single out a journalist for 
constructive criticism we are giving him more training in that one hour than he had ever 
received during a full year at university." 

Academic 
"There's a lot of improvement needed before the students can organize and write a good 
news story," said a professor in Quito. 

EMPIRICOS VERSUS GRADUATES 
There are still many emptricos,or self-taught journalists, in Ecuador, but numbers are not 
available. However, judging from the comments made to the assessment team, there is a 
lot of bitterness between them and the university graduates. 

"Young journalists think they're better than the empiricos since they've been to 
university," said a 20-year-old radio reporter who's still studying. 

"At the beginning there were clashes between the emptricos and the graduates in the 
newsrooms," said a 59-year-old self-taught news editor. "There are now fewer and fewer 
empfricos in the newsrooms, but there were once some excellent ones who never had the 
advantage of a tape recorder. Technology has converted journalism into an easy career for 
those academics who so hated those of us who learned the hard way." 
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"The emptricos are those who don't know what they're saying nor are aware of what 
they're writing about," said a 26-year-old television news editor. "The graduates see more 
clearly what they want to do and do it with fewer vices." 

"The empirico gets his job because he has pull or is someone's godchild," said a 29-year
old male newspaper reporter in Guayaquil. "We graduates have had to make sacrifices in 
order to study and get ahead." 

"There are empfricos who hate us graduates because they think we know nothing about 
journalism," said a 21-year-old female reporter in Guayaquil. 

Some graduates accuse the empfricos of dragging down salaries because they sell 
themselves cheaply. But not all are in agreement. "The emptricos are better paid than we 
are for their experience because journalism education in the universities is so poor," said 
a 26-year-old female news editor in a radio station. 

"Many empiricosget rich through extortion, giving us all a bad name," said a 33-year-old 
male radio reporter. 

"The graduates don't have enough experience and the emptricos don't have enough
education, so there are clashes," said a 36-year-old self-taught news editor at a Quito 
station. "But lately there's been more understanding." 

"Since university education is so bad here there's not much difference between empfricos
and graduates," said a 61-year-old self-taught newsroom executive. 

ETrHics 
The top editor at one newspaper was complaining to a luncheon companion that he has to
constantly rotate his reporters who are assigned to news beats. "If I don't," he said, "the 
sources start buying them off." 

One media executive told the assessment team this story about which he said he had 
personal knowledge: 

A newspaper in Ecuador granted permission for a reporter to work a second job doing
public relations for the police department. He was soon named press spokesman. Then 
the newspaper received a letter from the police department. The reporter had been 
overpaid and the department wanted the newspaper to recover and return the money. The 
reporter remained with the newspaper until he left of his own will. 

The same executive says he knows a sports reporter who would tell those he would 
normally be covering that he would not do so unless they paid him. He said many paid up. 

Another executive told the assessment team that in 1993 a politician showed him a list of 
journalists he said he was buying off. 
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"There's an ethical crisis in Ecuador that affects all levels of society," said a 47-year-old 
television executive. 

Of the working journalists who responded to the questionnaire, 62.3 percent said they 
knew journalists who had taken bribes. 

"One politician at Christmas asks reporters what they want as gifts," said a 28-year-old 
radio reporter in Guayaquil. "He either buys them the gifts or gives them money to do so 
themselves. He's buying their consciences." 

"When a reporter writes a favorable article about a government agency he has criticized 
in the past, there are rumors of payoffs," said a 42-year-old television editor. 

'The level of ethics depends on the media," said a 21-year-old male radio reporter in 
Guayaquil. "It's highest in television, average in print and worst in radio." 

"Ethics are totally non-existent," said a 33-year-old radio editor in Quito. 

"There are journalists in all media who allow themselves to be bought," said a 23-year
old female reporter in Guayaquil. "I think it's because of low salaries and lack of personal 
honesty." 

"Maybe only 20 percent are dishonest," said a 20-year-old female radio reporter. 

'Those most disposed to accept bribes and those who are terribly irresponsible are the 
emptricos in radio," said a 36-year-old female newspaper reporter in Guayaquil. 

"In general terms, the lack of education and professionalism leads many journalists to 
commit unethical acts," said a 24-year-old male television reporter in Quito. 

"Many journalists don't have a clear idea about what are professional ethics," said a 37
year-old female reporter. 'The universities don't orient the future journalists about ethics." 

'There are people, but not in the great majority, who have deep ethical commitments," 
said a 36-year-old newsroom coordinator. "We have to make ethics contagious." 

"It's easy to know about the moral failures of journalists in a country as small as this 
one," said a 32-year-old television producer. 

TRAINIG 

There is a recognized need among media owners in Ecuador for journalistic training and 
they say they want to do something about it. 

Ironically, the media have available a training center in Quito funded in part by the 
Ecuadorian government. The Centro Internacionalde Estudios de Comunicacion para 
Amdrica Latina, better known by the acronym CIESPAL, says that 5,700 of the 8,000 
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journalists who have received training at the center since its was inaugurated in 1954 
have been Ecuadorians. Besides funding from the Ecuadorian government, CIESPAL also 
receives financial support from UNESCO and the Friederich Ebert Foundation of 
Germany. CIESPAL has 75 people on its payroll in Quito. 

But CIESPAL's reputation among media owners in Ecuador suffered because of its support 
for the Soviet- and Cuban-backed New World Information Order during thd Cold War. 

"CIESPAL has not fulfilled its role," said Gat Martfnez Merchdn, publisher of Expreso 
of Guayaquil and president of the Ecuadorian publishers' association. "Most of the 
budget goes to pay highly paid employees. They are of no benefit to the journalists in this 
country. The courses are no good; they're too theoretical. Lately they have done a lot of 
research and given almost no seminars." 

Martfnez Merchd.n said the Inter American Press Association gave a seminar in Ecuador 
in 1993. "It was a good seminar, but too short. Five days are not enough with the kind of 
training our journalists are needing. Ii is very difficult to change the thinking of these 
journalists in just five days." 

Speaking as president of the publishers' association, Maqtnez Merchdn said that the 
owners are willing to sponsor training seminars. "I am willing to invest in my personnel," 
he said. "And so are the other owners." 

El Universo and El Comercio occasionally bring in instructors for seminars and have sent 
people abroad for training. 

P6rez Perasso, the owner of El Universo, told the assessment team he plans to refurbish 
the newspaper's old, downtown building and make it into a press center. He would invite 
journalistic organizations to take up space there and would also have an equipped, 
.working newsroom for seminar use. The center would operate undei a foundation that has 
been set up. 

Louis Hanna M., past president of the Ecuadorian Association of Radio and Television, 
told the assessment team that his organization would also like to set up a training 
program. He is president of Telecentro, the television station owned by the Isafas family. 

The National Federation of Ecuadorian Journalists and the National Union of Journalists 
give occasional training, but the heads of both organizations said they did not have 
funding for such activities. 

ARMED FORCES TRAiNING 
More than 100 journalists have undergone training by the Ecuadorian military. The 
training was started in 1992 presumably for "war correspondents" but has obviously gone 
past that category. 
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"The training given by the armed forces is a good example of journalism training," said 
the manager of one radio station. 

Other executives and working journalists spoke highly of the training, which consists of 
eight weekends or two weeks of continuous courses. The participants go into the field and 
do military exercises, but there is also classwork, including ethics classes. 

"Whoever in the armed forces conceived this idea was brilliant," said one executive. "The 
military has won the sympathy of many journalists." 

ROLE OF WOMEN 
The leading female journalist in Ecuador is Guadalupe Mantilla de Acquaviva, publisher 
of El Comercio of Quito and granddaughter of Carlos Mantilla JAcome, co-founder with 
his brother, Cdsar, of the newspaper in 1906. She was named president of the board of 
directors in 1985 and publisher (presidentaejecutiva) in 1989. 

During an interview with Pulso del Periodismomagazine in 1992, she was asked about 
the difficulties of being a woman boss. 36 

"The machismo prejudices have not been 100 percent overcome, but one can appreciate 
lately that the atmosphere has improved notably and women are more respected when 
they work in an area in which they have proved their worth," she said. 

The No. 2 ranking is held by Maria Teresa P6rez, managing editor of El Universo of 
Guayaquil. She is the daughter of editor/owner Carlos P6rez Perasso. 

A rising star in Ecuadorian journalism is Maricarmen Ramirez, national news director for 
Ecuavisa, Channel 8 in Quito. She studied journalism at the University of Miami and 
worked for nine years at Univisi6n in Miami before returning home. 

"The changes we do today we can see in all the other television stations tomorrow," she 
said of the innovations she has brought to the Channel 8's news programs. 

Another graduate of a U.S. journalism school who has a key position in television is Gina 
Jal6n of Telecentro in Guayaquil. Holder of a master's degree from the University of 
Ohio, she is now the station's executive producer. 

While Ramfrez and Jal6n are well paid, that is not the case with most women in 
journalism in Ecuador. 

The owner of one radio station said that single women were the ideal employees because 
they lived at home so did not need to be paid as much as men. He said married women of 

36 Larenas, Femando (1992, January/March). "Entrevista con Guadalupe Mantilla de Acquaviva." Pulso del 
Peniodismo.Miami, Florida International University, p. 22. 
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child-bearing age were the least desirable because maternity laws call for paid leave of up 
to seven months. 

INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING 

For all intents and purposes, there is no investigative reporting in Ecuador. Maricarmen 
Ramfrez hopes to do investigative reporting on a new program, Dentro y Fuera. She 
aspires to make it the 60 Minutes of Ecuador. 

NATIONAL NEWS AGENCIES 

There is none in Ecuador. 

JOURNALISTS' OPINIONS 

The following are opinions of 59 Ecuadorian journalists given in response to closed and 
open-ended questions asked by the assessment team. 

Does the government have the right to censor political and economic news? 

All disagreed. 

Should the news media report on errors or abuses by the government? 

All agreed. 

Should the news media defend the right to disseminate news? 

All agreed. 

Does the government have th2 right to censor news about the armed forces? 

Eighty-eight percent disagreed. 

Should the news media be independent of political parties? 

Ninety-eight percent agreed. 

Should journalists write impartially even If the news conflicts with their ideology? 
Eighty-eight percent agreed. 

Does the credibility of a news media depend on its journalists? 
Ninety-three percent agreed. 

Is it the function of the news media to stimulate honesty in government posts? 

Seventy-seven percent agreed. 

Do journalists in Ecuador have little prestige? 

Eighty-three percent disagree. 
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Is journalism a profession or a trade?
 
By a margin of almost nine to one, they say journalism is a profession.
 

"It's a profession like that of an engineer," said a 24-year-old television reporter in Quito.
 
"I'm not glorifying journalism. We're professionals like all the others."
 

Do you think academic preparation should be obligatory for journalists?
 
The answer is "yes" by a margin of nine-to-one. "It's the only way to ensure that the journalist
 
has the real solid knowledge needed to fulfill the job," said a copy editor in Guayaquil.
 

Would you like your son/daughter to be a journalist?
 
Seventy-one percent say they would like their offsp."ing to be a journalist, while 29
 
percent were opposed.
 

"Yes," said a 46-year-old copy editor in Quito. "My 17-year-old daughter wants to be a
 
journalist, but I want her to study humanities firat and then specialize so she won't be like
 
other graduates and have holes in her background.
 

"I'd prefer that he be a mechanic or a plumber because he'd never earn as much being a
 
journalist," said a 43-year-old television reporter in Quito.
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CONCLUSIONS 
" Working journalists have such a low opinion of the schools of social communication 

that they consider training to be their major problem, after lack of newsroom 
independence and low salaries. Many of the schools lack knowledgeable instructors 
and are theoretical rather than practical. 

" 	 The schools are politicized, many of the professors following the far-left teachings of 
the New World Information Order. 

" Journalism education is so bad that working journalists and some executives praise 
the journalism training given by the armed forces. 

" There is a recognition on the part of management that the professional levels of their 
news staffs must be raised, although few organizations have instituted in-house training. 

" There is friction between journalism graduates and self-taught journalists. 

* 	 Working journalists feel they are being held back in their careers by lack of 
professional training. 

" Colegiaci6n has iowered the professional level as management increasingly hires ill
trained graduates rather than those from other disciplines who might have more 
aptitude as journalists. 

• 	 The news media, especially in Guayaquil, are so frustrated in their search for qualified 
personnel that they hire journalists from neighboring Colombia. 

" 	 There is a lack of newsroom independence as news reports are tailored to meet 
political and financial ends. Self-censorship abounds. 

" 	 The watchdog role of the news media is practically non-existent. Almost all media 
support the government, no matter who is in power. 

" 	 There is little investigative reporting for fear of upsetting the government or business 
interests. 

" 	 There is a lack of understanding among many journalists of what ethics are. 

" 	 There are serious ethical problems as evidenced by the fact that one editor has to 
constantly change his beat reporters because sources buy them off and a politician 
shows off a list of journalists he has bribed. 

" 	 Salaries are low, with some reporters earning as little as $60 a month while the legal
minimum is $99. Some blame their low salaries on poor education. 
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PERU 

The editorcalled in the members of his investigative reporting team and 
told them that it was in the best interest of the pub.... ion to reveal the 
names of the sources who hadgiven them information in an ongoing probe 
of alleged human rights abuses by the military. The reportersrejected the 
editor's request. But over the next few days the editor continued to insist 
that the sources be given up. 

"We were getting very angry with the editor and were preparedto resign 
if it meant protecting the sources," one of the reportersrecalled. "Some of 
the reportcrswere preparedto take out theirangeron the editor." 

Then the editor revealed what was behind his request: he was testing 
them. He then congratulatedthem on their refusal to betray theirsources. 

"There was great reliefat that meeting," the reportersaid. "We realized 
more than ever the lengths to which the editor was prepared to go to 
protect the sources -- andto protectus. " 

BACKGROUND
 

When President Alberto Fujimori dispdtched troops to Lima's newsrooms on April 5, 
1992, media owners and editors could have been excused for thinking this was ddja vu all 
over again. The last time the armed forces had mounted a similar operation was 18 years 
earlier and it had heralded a unique experiment by Perni's then leftist military dictatorship: 
the media were to be given to and managed by various sectors of society. 

Upon overthrowing President Fernando Belatinde Terry in 1968, Gen. Juan Velasco 
sought to redistribute Per''s income and decision-making powers. As president, Velasco 
launched an agrarian reform plan and made the state and workers co-owners in the 

37
industrial sector. The next goa! was to effect "structural changes" in the press. 

The first newspaper expropriated was Expreso in 1970. It was turned over to pro
gove:nment joumalisL and quickly became a key supporter of the military regime. 

Then, on July 27, 1974, the city's other eight leading newspapers as well as radio and 
ttlevision stations were seized by troops. El Comercio, the No. I newspaper then as now, 
was assigned to the peasant sector. La Prensa, the No. 2 newspaper which has since 
closed, was given to the reformed industrial sector. The newspapers, as well as some of 
the radio and television stations, were not returned to their rightful owners until Belatinde 
regained the presidency in 1980 in general elections. 

37 Gorti, Gustavo (1993, Summer). "Living Dangerously: Issues of Peruvian Press Freedom.' Journal of 
Intemational Affairs. New York, Columbia University, p. 223. 
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Fujimori interrupted 12 years of democratic government when he carried out his self-coup 
in 1992 and shut down Congress, as well as occupying news media installations. Within 
48 hours of sending the troops to the newsrooms, Fujimori ordered their withdrawal, 
presumably because a sampling of public opinion showed most Peruvians backed his 
actions and he had nothing to fear from the media.38 

On August 13, 1992, the government passed a decree which defined terrorism as a crime of 
treason and included the dissemination of subversive iro.nmation as grounds for 
imprisonment. Since then, several journalists have been charged under the anti-terrorism laws. 

A new Constitution drawn up in 1993 by a new Congress guarantees the principles of 
freedom of ideas, opinion and expression, but a new guarantee known as "Habeas Data" 
has stirred controversy in the media. While designed to allow the revelation of facts of 
public interest, it also provides a mechanism under which a citizen can eliminate 
information that is incorrect or illegal from files of public and private entities. 

Reporting on the controversy, the Inter American Press Association says: 

"However, in the Peruvian case the scope of the 'Habeas Data' has been 
broadened. It leaves open the possibility that a judge, on the grounds that a 
constitutional right is being threatened, could block publication of any 
information that a person would allege is intimate and personal. The 
experience of the courts in handling constitutional questions raises fears 
that there could be an abuse of requests for 'Habeas Data' and that, while 
the judge is considering the case, many people or public officials could use 
this to prevent publication of information in the public interest." 39 

The Canadian Committee to Protect Journalists based in Toronto says it monitored and 
documented 66 incidents of "serious violations of press freedom in Peni" in 1993. 
'Among them 21 cases of arbitrary detention, 12 incidents of judicial intimidation, the 
closure of five media organizations, the disappearance of one journalist while in 
detention, and the assassination of another." 4° 

The press is still affected by the assumption of power by the military in 1968. As one 
executive told the assessment team, the seventies were a lost decade because the media 
owners knew that something was going to happen to their companies, so they did not 
invest in any improvements. As a result, the newspapers were technologically out of date 
when returned to their owners and management had to play catch-up. As well, many 

38 Silva, Vidal (1992, July/September). 'Las encuestas." Pulsu del Periodismo. Miami, Florida International 
University, p.19. 

39 Trotti, Ricardo, ed. (1994). Press Freedom Inthe Americas. 1994 Annual Report. Miami, Inter American 
Press Association, p.63. 

40 Fragile Freedom of the Press: Continuing Abuses Against the Peruvian Media in 1993 (January 1994).
Toronto, Canadian Committee to Protect Journalists. 
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owners fired journalists who had worked for their companies under the military 
dictatorship, thus costing the newsrooms the loss of years of experience. 

Several people told the assessment team that the Se, . icio de I-teligencia Nacional -- the 
state security agency -- employs some of the journalists who had worked under the 
dictatorship. They said these former journalists spend a lot of their energy and efforts 
leaking unfavorable stories about government opponents and making sure that television 
newscasts do not become too critical. 

ECONOMY
 
Perd's economy got a big boost from the police when it captured Shining Path leader 
Abinael GuzmAn in Lima in September of 1992. The Maoist guerrillas have inflicted 
more than $22 billion in damages and caused 27,000 deaths in their 14-year-old war. Not 
only did Fujimori's popularity rise with Guzmdn's arrest but foiwign investors started to 
return in ever increasing numbers. Becaus of this interest, the Fujimori government 
plans to privatize everything the state owns by the time its ter~a of office ends in 1995 -
everything from the state telephone company, ENTEL, to the state oil company, 
PetroPeri. 41 GDP grew 6.5 percent in 1993, one of the strongest growths in Latin 
America and the best in Per since 198 /. It was expected to grow five percent in 1994. 
Inflation, which reached almost 1,700 percent in 1990, dropped to 41.3 percent in 1993 
and was expected to drop to under 25 percent in 1994. The most dynamic sector was 
fishing, which grew 54 percent, recovering from previous losses due to bad weather. 
Other top growth sectors included construction (12 percent) and manufacturing (10 
percent). The influx of dollars from the drug trade has distorted the economy, overvalued 
the sol and hampered legitimate exports. Unemployment and underemployment are at 80 
percent. 

ROLE OF THE PRESS 
Before Fujimori's 1992 self-coup, every important drug-trafficking operation and every 
human-rights violation had been exposed by the press well before any official 
acknowledgment or action. "At least at the beginning, Fujimori's regime did not need to 
enact any repressive measures against the press. Most of Ehe media collaborated, 
grudgingly or willingly under a grudging appearance, with the coup. All six television 
channels supported the coup. The owners of the television stations had been summoned 
by Fujimori to the army headquarters a few hours before the coup. There they watched 
Fujimori's taped speech announcing the coup and were asked to abet it without protests. 
They agreed." 42 

41 Bowen, Sally (1994, February). "The New Perj. U.SlLatin Trade, p.68. 

42 Gorritl, Gustavo (1993, Summer). Living Dangerously: Issues of Peruvian Press Freedom." Journal of 
InternationalAffairs. New York, Columbia University, p.238. 
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By 1994, the watchdog role of the press had fallen for the most part to the three weekly 
news magazines, Caretas,Sf and Oiga, the daily newspaper La Reptiblica and, to a lesser 
extent, El Comercio. 

Peruvian journalist Gustavo Gorriti, a fellow at the North-South Center of the University 
of Miami, has an explanation for why the media acts as it does: 

"The remaining question is why the Peruvian press as a whole, having the 
benefit of the experience of the traumatic Velasco era, was such a poor 
defender of the constitutional order and democracy, and in all too many 
cases a conniving accomplice of its destruction. The more obvious reasons 
are, of course, those pertaining to the failure of democracy to address the 
key problems of the country. Fear of the growing Shining Path insurgency 
also weighed heavily for some in their decisions to support Fujimori's 
coup. In comparison, however, both these reasons are secondary. 

"Most of the Pervvian press has not even begun to make the crucial 
separation of roles and functions between editor and publisher. All too 
often, a publication or broadcast purposely does not oppose the owners' 
other business interests. In the case of the television channels, for instance, 
most owners have extensive business interests elsewhere that depend to a 
large extent on good relations with the government in order to succeed. 

"In the magazines' case, however, the situation is different. In two of the 
three magazines - Caretas and Oiga -- their owners do not have any 
significant investments outside the magazines themselves; in addition, 
they are full-time journalists. In the third case -- that of Sf -- there has been 
a de facto separation between the editing and publishing parts of the 
magazine. 

"II is in the example set by these publications that there lies some hope for 
democracy and a free press in Perfi. These publications are respected due 
to their history of battling hard with intelligent, fearless journalism. With 
the same approach, the current battle might yet be won in the end." 43 

Almost all media executives say there is freedom of the press in Peril, but there are 
methods that the government can use to coerce the press. 

The broadcast media are subject to renewal of their licenses. Some use state facilities for 
their transmissions. 

43 Ibid. p.240. 
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The print media are subject to an 18 percent general sales tax which none has paid. "If the 
government insists on collecting the tax, all three news magazines and some newspapers 
will be forced to close," one publisher told the assessment team. 

A bill was introduced in Congress that would exempt newspapers and magazines from 
the tax, but it had not been acted upon at this writing. 

SALARIES 

Sixty-three percent of the 69 journalists who disclosed the range of their salaries to the 
assessment team earned $400 a month for less.44 

Eighty five percent said they considered their salary inadequate. 

Seventy-nine percent said their salary was not commensurate with their education and 
professional training. 

How much does a family of three need to be able to live reasonably well in Lima, with 
aspirations to at least the lower middle class? Several journalists claimed it should be 
$700 a month, a figure with which Miguel Calder6n, president of the Colegio de 
Periodistas,was in agreement. However, Calder6n said that $100 -- which is the legal 
minimum of 72 soles a month for journalists -- is very common in Lima. 

The team found even lower salaries. The lowest monthly salary among journalists 
interviewed was $55, paid to a 23-year-old female reporter for a 35-hour week at a 
leading radio station. She said that to help her financial situation she also worked part
time at a competing radio station in violation of company policy. 

Those interviewed said the best salaries were paid by El Comercio, which did appear to 
pay higher than the $700 monthly cited as needed to live reasonably well. 

Based on answers to the assessment team's questionnaire, $400 is probably the average 
salary paid to a veteran reporter. 

Because of the narcodollars being pumped into the economy, the sol is strong compared 
to the dollar, so Lima is a very expensive city when prices are converted to dollars. For 
instance, a daily newspaper costs 49 cents, a price higher than that of many U.S. 
newspapers. 

The wives of 64 percent of the journalists interviewed worked outside the home. 

44 Se Table 8B. 
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COLEGIACION
 
The question of colegiaci6n, or the obligatory licensing of journalists, is a Catch-22 in 
Peri. Law No. 23221 of 1982 says "colegiaci6n is an indispensable requirement" for the 
practice of journalism. However, the law says colegiaci6n cannot infringe on the 
Constitution, which guarantees freedom of expression. Therefore, colegiaci6n has never 
been enforced and the Colegio de Periodistashas rever challenged a non-member for 
working in the media. 

Colegio president Calder6n told the assessment team that legislation is being prepared to 
define what the practice of journalism means and what freedom of expression means. He 
said there would also be other legislation presented requiring that all newspaper editors 
and broadcast news directors be members. 

The Colegio,meanwhile, has a problem with its current list of 4,800 members. Calder6n 
said the Colegio is going to expel about 700 people who obtained membership but are not 
journalists. He said they include politicians, businesspersons and even street peddlers. 

"Some of these people were given memberships while others bought them for around 
$500," he said. "Many real journalists have not wanted to join because of the presence of 
so many non-journalists." 

Calder6n estimated there are 8,000 journalists working in the media. 

Until 1989, all those who had worked eight consecutive years in the media were eligible 
for membership. Now a degree in social communication is required. 

Colegiaci6nwas introduced by Beladnde Terry after he was reelected president following 
the ouster of the military dictatorship in 1980. His policy of "professionalizing" the press 
was part of his return of the media to their rightful owners. Calder6n said Beladinde Terry 
was concerned with improving the ethical standards of Peruvian journalists. 

Besides the Colegio, there are two other press associations in Perd: the National 
Federation of Journalists and the National Association of Journalists of Perid. The latter 
founded the Jaime Bausate y Mesa journalism school in 1958. 

UNIONIZATION 
There are no nationwide journalistic unions. There are some in-house unions, but there is 
no closed shop. These unions negotiate increases for their members only. 

MEDIA OWNERSHIP 
While there are 17 daily newspapers in Lima, only four enjoy a high level of prestige: El 
Comercio, Expreso, La Repdblica and Gesti6n. The first three plus Ojo, a sensationalist 
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publication, account for 80 percent of the circulation of the Lima newspapers. 45 All Lima 
dailies are tabloids except El Comercio, the traditional and most successful newspaper in 
Peril. Because El Comercio'sbulk makes distribution to the provinces costly, the majority 
of its sales are in Lima, while all others have sizable national distribution. 

El Comercio belongs to the Mir6 Quesada family and was founded in 1839. The current 
editor/publisher is 79-year-old Alejandro Mir6 Quesada Garland, while his son, 
Alejandro Mir6 Quesada Cisneros, 50, is the managing editor. It has a newsroom staff of 
180 and claims a daily circulation of 140,000. 

The main shareholder in Expreso is Manuel Ulloa, whose late father lost his senate seat 
when Fujimori closed Congress. Expreso was the first newspaper expropriated by the 
military dictatorship in 1970. However, it supported and still supports Fujimori. Alberto 
Ulloa, Manuel's uncle and also a shareholder, said, "Personally, and as it is known 
publicly, I am in agreement with the general policy and measures taken by President 
Fujimori in this grave emergency of national survival." 46 Expreso claims a circulation 
around 58,000. Extra, which is oriented more toward a working-class readership, says it 
sells around 60,000 copies. 

La Repablica was founded in 1981, after the return of democracy. Its main shareholder is 
former Socialist senator Gustavo Mohme, who recently won a fight with Carlos Maravf 
Gutarra for control of the newspaper. Maravf is also the publisher of S[ magazine and is a 
building contractor. La Repablica claims a circulation around 100,000. 

Gesti6n is a daily business newspaper founded in 1990 by a group of businessmen led by 
Manuel Romero Caro, who resigned as industry minister in the Alan Garcia government 
because he disagreed with nationalization of the banks. Its circulation is 27,000, mostly 
by subscription. The oldest journalist employed is 35. The overwhelming majority of the 
45 newsroom personnel studied economics or a discipline other than journalism. 

Most of the other daily newspapers, like La Mafiana, La Tercera, El Popular,Onda and 
Ojo, are heavy on crime and show-business coverage. 

Caretas magazine was co-founded in 1950 by Doris Gibson, mother of current 
editor/publisher Enrique Zileri. Zileri says it sells around 30,000 copies. 

Oiga magazine is owned by Francisco Igartua, who is the editor. It probably sells 10,000 
copies. 

Channel 2, Frecuencia Latina, is owned by a business group which has interests in 
manufacturing and importing. A car bomb containing over half a ton of dynamite was 

45 D'Omellas, Manuel (1993, August 1-15). "La batalla de las notlcias." VisI6n, Buenos Aires, p.20. 

46 rUloa, Alberto (1992, June 19). Expreso, Uma, Per. 
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detonated in front of the channel's facilities May 4, 1992, killing three people, including a 
top journalist. 

The majority of the stock in Channel 4, Amdrica Televisi6n, was purchased in 1993 by 
Televisa of Mexico for $22 million. 

Channel 5, Panamericana Televisi6n, is owned by the Delgado Parker family, which also 
owns Radio Programas del Per. RPP, as it is known, reaches 37 provincial stations by 
satellite. The Delgado Parkers set up SOLAR,4 7 a grouping of Latin American radio 
stations that exchanges programming. RPP employs 97 in the newsroom. The Delgado 
Parkers also operate a cellular telephone company. 

Channel 9, Andina de Televisi6n, is owned by a group of shareholders. It has a news 
program considered to be among the most daring on television because it at times covers 
touchy subjects. 

Channel 11 is the smallest of the private channels in Peri. One of the shareholders is 
Lima mayor Ricardo Belmont, who has presidential ambitions. Other shareholders are 
Radio Excelsior and RBC Radio. 

Radio Cora is owned by Juan Ramfrez Lazo, who celebrated his 50th year as a 
broadcaster while the assessment team was in Peni. 

Antena 1,an almost all news radio operation, is owned by a businessman with many other 
interests who is said not to worry whether the station makes a profit or not, as lorg as it 
does not lose money. 

JOURNALISTS' MOST SERIOUS PROBLEMS 

"When the anti-bomb squad opened the package addressed to me they found the head of a 
chicken with my picture attached to it with a black ribbon," said the petite, 29-year-old 
investigative reporter. "I've received bouquets of flowers with death threats included. All 
told, I received eight death threats last year, besides obscene telephone calls at 3 am. and other 
harassing calls. Most of the threats come from the state. Some come from the business sector." 

"Someone went to the school of my six-year-old daughter and told the administrator to 
advise me to be prepared for a wake," said the 32-year-old male investigative reporter. "I 
went immediately to the school and took my daughter home. From the description given 
by the administrator, I knew who the person was. It was someone we were investigating. I 
called him and told him I knew he had made the threat. 'Prove it,' he told me and laughed." 

Peruvian journalists are the target of guerrillas, drug dealers and state security forces. So it's 
no surprise that personel security ranks as their No. 1 problem. Miguel Calder6n of the 
Colegio de Periodistassaid 42 journalists have been assassinated in Peri in the past 10 years. 

47 See Appendix Ill. 
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This is how 69 journalists responded to an open-ended question about the most serious 
problem they faced: 

" Personal safety, that is, actions and threats from drug traffickers, guerrillas and 
security forces: 33 percent 

" Independence of the newsroom: 22 percent 
" Training and professionalization: 12 percent 
" Low salaries: 10 percent 
* Employment opportunities: eight percent
 
" Ethics: six percent
 
" Lack of respect from politicians, the public and even their bosses: four percent
 
" Lack of access to news: two percent
 
" Other: one percent
 

Personal safety 
"Without doubt the most serious problem for a journalist is to be accused of being a 
terrorist when he's investigating human rights violations," said a 28-year-old female 
television reporter. "It can be fatal." 

"The biggest problem is safety for those of us who report on human rights violations and 
corruption," said a 30-year-old male reporter on a magazine. 

"When a journalist writes about a touchy subject there will be threatening calls, always 
anonymous," said a 29-year-old copy editor. 

"The big problem is violence, not only from terrorist groups but from the armed forces 
and the police," said a radio reporter in Piura. 

"In many parts of the country we're threatened with death for informing about things
which those affected don't want publicized," said a 31-year-old deputy section head at a 
Lima newspaper. 

"Perhaps the most serious problem facing Peruvian journalists is having to work in a 
society characterized by violence," said a television news editor in Piura. 

"Professional risk is the biggest problem facing journalists in Pero," the Colegio's 
Calder6n told the assessment team. "If the para-military believes you are a subversive, 
you can be arrested and tried in a kangaroo court and jailed, or worse. If you're
considered a leftist or a progressive, you can easily be disappeared. If the Shining Path 
thinks you are promoting the government, you can become a target." 

He said that 32 journalists are currently in jail in Perti and that the Colegio was providing
legal representation to 17 of them. "Most of them have no money for lawyers," he said. 

Families of two jailed journalists have been given temporary lodgings in the Colegio 
building. 
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Independence of the newsroom 
As in other Andean countries, Peruvian journalists feel that pressure from outside the 
newsroom, be it from the owner, government, military or private sector, prevents them 
from producing an accurate, balanced news report. 

'The biggest problem is pressure from management to tailor the news to satisfy economic 
or other interests," said a 32-year-old male newspaper reporter. 

"It's easy for the government or politicians to pressure the media not to touch some 
stories," said a 28-year-old newspaper reporter in Lima. 'They have the power of the 
military and police behind them." 

"Because of the owners' interests, they support whatever the government does," said a 
24-year-old radio reporter. "Therefore, more importance is given to pro-government 
news." 

'There's censorship from management but not from the government," said a 28-year-old 
television producer. 

"The relationship of the media with those who exercise power has forced journalists to 
practice self-censorship," said a 56-year-old newsroom executive. 

"Sometimes the authorities will try to get a news story focused the way they want it," said 
a 31-year-old female reporter. "If you resist, there's always another way. The presidency 
will deal directly with the owner or editor and pressure him." 

A radio station operator in another Andean country who has an agreement with a station 
in Lima for a news exchange said he cannot count on the station to give a full picture of 
what is happening in Peri. He said the station tilts so much toward the government that 
he always precedes the news feed with wire service reports on Peri. 

Training and professionalization
 

Journalists interviewed feel a need for more training.
 

'The biggest problem is a lack of professionalism and specialization, in part because the 
majority ofjournalists are empfricos," said a copy editor in Piura. 

"The big problem is lack of training," said a 37-year-old broadcaster at a provincial radio 
station. "There are no courses for working journalists." 

'The problem is lack of professionalism," said a 27-year-old female business reporter. 
"Many emptricos and others have a low academic level." 

Low salaries 

"It is unjustifiable that a profession that demands so much sacrifice does not pay a more 
dignified salary," said a 32-year-old male television reporter. 
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Employment opportunities 
"The biggest problem is finding a credible media where you can work honorably," said a 
29-year-old newspaper reporter. 

Access to news 
"We're cut off from news sources," said a 48-year-old news editor in Lima. 

The presidential press office does not allow any reporters from the print media to 
accompany President Fujimori when he travels to the provinces, which he does weekly. 
Newspapers and magazines have not been as pro-government as the broadcast media. 

Ethics 
"The biggest problem is ethics, but this derives from the lack of academic training by 
many of the country's journalists," said a 41-year-old section head at a newspaper in 
Piura. 

Lack of respect 
"Journalists get no respect from society," said a 23-year-old female magazine reporter. 

JOURNALISM EDUCATION 
There are 16 schools or faculties of journalism in Perti, three of them so new they have 
not yet graduated any students. From 1988 through 1992 -- the last year for which 
statistics are available -- the other 13 had 2,610 graduates. According to a study 
conducted by the Colegio de Periodistas,48 their status one year after graduation was: 

* 860 employed in the media 
* 710 employed in the public sector or public relations 
* 1,000 unable to obtain work or tried and failed to set up their own media companies 
* 40 gone abroad to work or to continue their studies 

Three of the schools in Lima were visited by the assessment team. 

Founded in 155 1, the UniversidadNacionalMayor de San Marcos has the distinction of 
being the oldest institution of higher learning in the Americas. Harvard, by comparison, 
was founded 85 years later. A state university, it charges virtually no tuition: about $8 a 
year. Dependent on government funds, it has serious budgetary problems and has trouble 
buying essential equipment. 

48 Proyecto para un Centro de Altos Estudios de las Ciencias de la Comunicaci6n (1993). Lima, Pern, 
Coleglo de Pariodistas del Peni, p. 7. 
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The ,iiversity has 45,000 students, but only about 700 are in the social communication 
program, where nearly two-thirds, in turn, are working primarily in the television/radio 
area. Specialization begins in the final two years of study. 

According to the director, Dr. Winston Orrillo, more than 25 of the 33 professors are 
nominally full-time, earning less than $500 a month. The director's salary was recently 
raised to just over $1,000 a month. 

The Universidadde Lima is a private university considered, along with the Jesuit-run 
Universidadde Piura,to have the best social communication school in Perti. Study at the 
university is basically for the sons and daughters of the economically advantaged, 
although there is now a scholarship program for the poor. Tuition costs up to $500 a 
month in a country where the annualper capita income is $1,160. 

There are 8,000 students at the university, of whom 750 are studying social 
communication. But only 100 of them are in the journalism sequence. 

Students spend the first two semesters in a general studies program similar to the lower 
division of U.S. universities, but with all courses compulsory. The following years consist 
basically of required courses in communication, with some specialization offered in the 
fourth and fifth years of study. Besides journalism, the other three specialized areas are 
organizational communication, advertising and television/radio/film. 

Now 20 years old, the program has had major support from Alejandro Mir6 Quesada 
Garland, the publisher of El Comercio, who has taught courses there. There are summer 
internships at the newspaper. 

The university has an impressive, modern campus that is heavily guarded. 

The Escuela de Periodismo Jaime Bausate y Mesa was founded in 1958 by the 
National Association of Journalists of Peru. Named after an 18th century pioneering 
Peruvian journalist, the scFhol was granted full university status by the government in 
1990. It grants five-year licenciaturadegrees in journalism. The curriculum is similar to 
that of the other two schools but is restricted to journalism. 

The director general, Jesds A. Kohagura Gahona, said the school in 1993 developed an 
extension course, enrolling 1,100 students in a single year, compared to 550 students in 
residence. The venture was developed in collaboration with specialists from Costa Rica 
and Venezuela who had carried out similar activities. There are 15 regional centers and an 
elaborate system of tutoring, special arrangements for exams, and other types of 
assistance. Local affiliates of the National Association of Journalists provide logistical 
support. 

The school also houses the Office of Human Rights of the Journalist, a national 
organization affiliated with the association. 
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OPINIONS ON JOURNALISM EDUCATION
 
Those working journalists interviewed were equally divided on whether the schools were 
good or bad. The same percentage -- 38 -- thought the schools were good, as thought they 
were bad. The remaining 24 percent thought they were average. The respondents 
appeared united on which were the best schools: The Universidad de Lima and the 
Universidad de Piura. Whether it was regional pride or not, of 16 journalists, all 
graduates interviewed in Piura, 15 said journalism schools were good. The other said they 
were poor. 

Working Journalists 
'There are no practical courses that are worth anything," said a 29-year-old female 
television reporter in Lima. 'When I started working I had to learn everything over 
again." 

"The education is poor but the talent is rich," said a 28-year-old cultural reporter in Lima. 

"Looking at the young reporters, I see their education as deficient," said a 48-year-old 
news editor in Lima. 

"It's deficient," said a 24-year-old male reporter for a radio station in Lima. "There are 
many professors who are not expert or knowledgeable about the subjects they teach." 

"The few schools that are good are very expensive," said a 29-year-old female business 
writer. 

"The Universidadde Lima is a good one, but the good ones are the exception," said a 37
year-old woman who studied there. 

"The courses are out-of-date, especially in television technology," said a 24-year-old
female television reporter in Lima. "The courses are very theoretical and not practical." 

'There are great differences in the academic level of the schools," said a 30-year-old rale 
television reporter in Lima. "It looks like some schools economically exploit young 
students who are attracted by a profession that's in fashion." 

'The majority of schools in Perti are bad," said a 27-year-old female business reporter in 
Lima. "Only two are good." 

"The level is poor," said a 28-year-old male newspaper reporter. "The professors have 
never worked in the media." 

'There is a proliferation of schools which makes one believe you can become a journalist 
in three months," said a 28-year-old television news director. 
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Management
 

"The universities are like a bakery," said a veteran radio executive. 'They produce bread,
 
but it's not baked enough."
 

"The mediocre teach the students how to read and write," said one publisher.
 

"The level of journalism training in Perd is very low," said one editor. 'There's no good
 
university education."
 

"I have eight reporters in my unit at the channel. They all arrived from two universities
 
with their degrees under their arms," said a television executive, mentioning two schools
 
that were not those of Lima or Piura. 'They didn't know how to be journalists. I've had to
 
teach them."
 

Said Alberto Ku King, a Peru',ian who is president of the Foreign Press Club: 'The lack
 
of an adequate academic preparation has created real chaos in the training of professional
 
journalists, to the point where many media prefer to hire professionals from other
 
disciplines and use them as journalists. 49
 

EMPIRJCOSVERSUS GRADUATES 

Although there is no enforcement of the law that requires journalists to have a journalism 
degree, most of the new ones in Perdi arc graduates. Judging from the comments of those 
interviewed, there does not seem to be the animosity between self-taught journalists and 
graduates that there is in some other Andean countries. 

"The big difference between the self-taught journalist and the graduate is the self-taught 
journalist will demand payment for a news story," said a copy editor in Piura. 

"Iknow emptricos who are better reporters, but they can't write as well," said a 29-year
old copy editor in Lima. 

"The graduate has basic knowledge while the empfrico bases his actions on experience," 
said a 34-year-old female radio reporter. 

"The owners treat graduates with more respect," said a 25-year-old business editor. 

"Generally speaking, you can recognize an emptrico by his lack of respect for the 
profession, his physical appearance, his way of acting and his lack of investigative 
techniques," said a 27-year-old female business reporter. 

49 Ku King, Alberto (1992, July/September). "Autocensura y violencla." Pulso del Periodismo. Miami, 
Flodda International University, p.26. 
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"If you put the emptrico and the graduate side-by-side, you see that the empirico has more 
mystique," said a 28-year-old television producer. "Young people are entering journalism 
because it's fashionable." 

ETiics 
Asked if they have personal knowledge of a colleague accepting a bribe, 62.3 percent of 
69 respondents say yes. Replying to open-ended questions, almost without exception they 
judge the ethical level in Peri as being low. The younger, university-trained journalists 
tend to blame the situation on the older, self-taught journalists. 

"Bribe-taking among journalists in Pern has gotten so bad over the past few years that it's 
reached a dangerous level," said a 62-year-old editorial writer for a Lima radio station. 
"The problem is low salaries which have forced many journalists to sell themselves." 

Then he told the assessment team that he was proud of the fact that he had traveled 
around the world three times without spending a cent. He said all the bills were paid by 
sports federations or athletic teams. 

"The ethical level is not good because the older, empirical generation, the Bohemian 
journalists of the sixties and seventies, are still around," said a newspaper reporter in 
Piura. 

"Ethical levels are low because perhaps 70 percent of the journalists in Peri never 
stepped inside a classroom," said another Piura newspaper reporter. 

"Ethics are improving as more graduates enter the profession," said a 28-year-old 
business writer in Lima. 

"Sixty percent of journalists have poor ethical principles," estimated a 27-year-old female 
business writer in Lima. 

"Many members of the public look ill on journalists because they see us as mermeleros 
(bribeables) looking for bribes," said a 26-year-old female television reporter. 

"It's easy to criticize those who succumb and accept bribes," said a 23-year-old female 
magazine reporter. "But because of their economic situation there's no option." 

'The problem is with small dailies and some television channels," said a 32-year-old 
court reporter. 'They attack, libel, extort and blackmail." 

A woman who leases air time for a news program in a provincial capital said she has 60 
competitors. She told the assessment team that some of them will call up people and 
threaten to broadcast misdeeds -- real or imagined -- about them unless they are paid off. 
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TRAINING 
There is a recognized need by media management for journalism training in Peril. 

The newspaper El Comercio does three things: 

" 	 It offers 10-12 scholarships to ninth semester students to work for three months. They 
are paid for articles published. They are assigned to an editor who does a weekly 
assessment of their progress. 

" 	 They bring in trainees for two-month stints. The best are offered jobs. 

" 	 Every other year they bring in a professor from the Universidadde Navarrain Spain 
for three days of training. 

As well, one editor gives in-house classes on spelling, grammar and syntax. 

La Repablica will bring in an instructor for a specific topic, such as investigative 
reporting. 

Launched in January of 1993, the Institute of Press and Society (IPS) is an organization 
that promotes the role of a free press in a democratic society. It also has an educational or 
training component. 

The moving force behind IPS is Ricardo Uceda, editor of the weekly St magazine. Other 
members are Enrique Zileri, editor/publisher of Caretas; Carlos Maravf of St and La 
Repaiblica;New York Times stringer Laura Puertas; Channel 5 anchor Guido Lombardi; 
Channel 4 news director Julio Higashi; regional newspaper executive Carlos Manrique; 
Miguel Humberto Aguirre, coordinator and founder of Radio Programas del Perid; and 
Carlos Basombrio, director of the Legal Defense Institute. 

Besides monitoring violations of freedom of speech, IPS wants to give seminars and 
workshops on ethics, investigative reporting and other aspects of journalism. It also wants 
to publish the results of studies on ethics, Shining Path, the 12-year military dictatorship, 
the state of the press, etc. 

IPS has received some funding from the Canadian International Development Agency 
(CIDA) and is seeking additional funds from the Konrad Adenauer Foundation in 
Germany, the German Embassy and the Communications Assistance Fund of the 
Netherlands. But as of this writing it does not have funding for any training. 

The Colegio de Periodistasgives seminars but now wants to establish a Centro de Altos 
Estudios de las Ciencias de la Comunicacirn (Center of Higher Learning in the 
Communication Sciences) which would grant a master's degree as well as doing 
investigation and research. The program would last one year and the classes would be 
held in the evening and on Saturdays so that working journalists who already have their 
undergraduate degree could attend. 
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Colegio president Calder6n said the organization wants to set up a master's program 
because, at present, such degrees are only granted by the Universidadde San Marcos and 
the UniversidadSan Martin de Porres.He said the Colegio is now seeking funding. 

The project calls for 80 students to be taught. 

ROLE OF WOMEN 

The presence of women in key positions in the media has been increasing the last few 
ye-ars in Perd. At l ast two in4portant newspapers have women editors, while women also 
occepy top newsroom positions in radio and television. The local correspondents of El 
Pal. of Madrid, Time magazine, CNN-Latinoamericana and Univisi6n are Peruvian 
women. 

According to a study carried out in 1989 by the Flora Tristin feminist movement, 16 
percent of female journalists surveyed in Lima had a woman boss. 

Schools of social communication report that the majority of students studying journalism 
are women. 

INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING 

It was one of those moments for which an investigative reporter lives. One of the bad 
guys had ben brought to justice through his efforts.50 

The 30-year-old reporter was writing his article on the capture that day in Colombia and the 
return to Lima of Demetrio (Vaticano) Limonier ChAvez Pefiaherrera, Perfi's fugitive drug 
kingpin. As is usual in Peril, he did not put his byline on the article for reasons of safety. 

He has had many satisfying days like this one, but he wonders at times if they outweigh 
the bad. His job has cost him his marriage, custody of his 15-month-old son and produced 
death iireats from drug traffickers, guerrillas and para-military groups. 

"I wouldn't want my son to be a journalist like me," he told the assessment team. 'There 
are too many sacrifices. My wife couldn't take this life any more and divorced me. There 
are some areas of Lima I just don't go to anymore. I have proof that military intelligence 
officers have been following me." 

The most outspoken are the three weekly news magazines, Caretas,SI and Oiga. For all 
intents and purposes, investigative reporting is their business. St broke the story of the 
clandestine burial ground of the bodies of nine students and a professor from the 
UniversidadEnrique Guzmdn y Valle slain by the army in 1992. 

'La captura de Vaticano." (1994, January 15). La RepIblica. Uma, Per, p.18. 
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The magazines pay dearly for their investigations. 

"We have virtually no advertising, not because the government is telling these companies 
not to advertise," one publisher told the assessment team. "It's just that few advertisers 
want to be associated with a publication which attacks the government." 

Channel 9 now does investigations. Cdsar Hildebrandt of Channel 4's En Persona 
program did investigative reporting, but the program was shut down under pressure from 
the military before the self-coup and Hildebrandt was forced into exile. 

NATIONAL NEWS AGENCIES 

The government operates a national news agency. There are no private ones. 

JOURNALISTS' OPINIONS 

The following are opinions of journalists given in response to closed and open-ended 
questions asked by the assessment team. 

Does the government have the right to censor political and economic news? 

All disagreed. 

Should the news media report on errors or abuses by the government? 
All agreed. 

Should the news media defend the right to disseminate news? 
All agreed. 

Does the government have the right to censor news about the armed forces? 
Eighty-eight percent disagreed. 

Should the news media be independent of political parties? 
Ninety-one percent agreed. 

Should journalists write impartially even if the news conflicts with their Ideology? 

Ninety-one percent agreed. 

Does the credibility of a news media depend on its journalists? 

Ninety-three percent agreed. 

Is It the function of the news media to stimulate honesty in government posts? 
Sixty-eight percent agreed. 

Do journalists in Perd have little prestige? 
Seventy percent disagreed. 
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Is journalism a profession or a trade?
 
By a margin of almost nine to one, they considered journalism to be a profession.
 

Do you think academic preparation should be obligatory for journalists?
 
By a margin of nine-to-one, they said yes. "I have many limitations because I was not
 
trained as a journalist," said a 32-year-old former accountant. "I can report, but I have
 
trouble writing."
 

Would you like your son/daughter to be a journalist?
 
By the same nine to one margin they would like an offspring to follow in their footsteps.
 
Those who were opposed said journalism was too dangerous.
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CONCLUSIONS 

" 	 Those fortunate enough to go to the universities of Lima and Piura, both private 
schools, can expect a good theoretical grounding in journalism. 

" 	 Media management finds graduates of all the schools of social communication 
lacking in professional skills. 

" 	 Except for El Comercio and La Repilblica, there is little in-house training to make up 
for the deficiencies of the schools, although some other organizations would like to 
provide training. 

" 	 Working journalists feel a need for training. 

" 	 Many of the journalists who had worked in the media when they were controlled by 
the military dictatorship were dismissed in 1980, costing the media a lot of 
experienced personnel. 

" 	 After the self-coup of President Fujimori in 1992, most of the media adopted a policy 
of not antagonizing the government, leaving aside the watchdog role of the press. 

" 	 The media can be divided into two groups: one that does serious investigative 
reporting and one that does not. The former tend to be opposed to the president; the 
latter tend to support him or be muted in their criticism. 

" 	 There is freedom of the press in Peri, but the business community does not want to 
appear to be supporting media opposed to the government, so they withhold 
advertising. 

" 	 Journalists' greatest worry is fear for their lives, from guerrillas, drug traffickers and 
state security forces. 

" 	 Aside from worries about safety, the biggest problem journalists have is lack of 
independence in the newsroom. They feel pressure from the government and 
politicians to tailor the news reports, as well as from their owners who have business 
or other interests. 

" 	 Journalists judge the ethical level of their colleagues in the media to be low. The 
younger journalists point the finger at older, self-taught journalists. 

" 	 Salaries are low, $100 a month being the amount received by many journalists in 
Lima, where newspapers sell for 49 cents, a price higher than that of many U.S. 
newspapers. 
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VENEZUELA
 

BraMaracaibo 

Population: 20,186,000 
Daly newspapers: 75Population denslty: 57 per square mileArea: 352,143 square miles Total circulation: 2,225,000Circulation per 1,000 popuatlon: 113 

Le expectancy: 70 yearsAnnual income per capita: $2,560 Radio stations: 322Illiteracy: 7.3 per cent Radio sets per 1,000 population: 413 
Television stations: 37 

Currency: bolivar Television sets per 1,000 population: 156 

Estimated number of journalists: 2,000 
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VENEZUELA
 

Back in the 1960s required reading at the School of Social 
Communication at the Universidad Central de Venezuela included a book 
by Chilean journalist Camilo Taufic titled "Periodismo y Lucha de 
Classes," or "Journalism and the Class Struggle" in English. 

As fate would have it, Taufic followed his book to Venezuela after the 
death of leftist PresidentSalvador Allende and the rise of the right-wing 
Pinochet dictatorship in Chile. Since he needed a job and was a well
known journalist, he applied at Elite magazine and was hired. The 
Colegio Nacional de Periodistas then launched a suit against the 
magazine, claiming Taufic had taken a job away from a Venezuelan 
journalist. 

The person in charge of the Colegio committee challenging the magazine 
was afemale journalistwho had raved about Taufic's book when she was 
a student. Although Taufic was one of her heroes, she did not want him 
working in Venezuela if it meant costing the job of a localjournalist. 

BACKGROUND
 

The Venezuelan press was shaped in great part during this century by dictatorships which 
-- except for a brief flirtation with democracy in the mid- 1940s -- lasted until 1958. 

What remnants from the dictatorial years can be found in today's press? For one thing, 
most newspapers do not carry editorials. Back in 1913, Rafael Ar6valo, editor of a 
Caracas newspaper called El Pregonero, had the audacity to suggest in an editorial the 
name of someone other that of the dictator Juan Vicente G6mez for the presidency. 51 

Arvalo spent the next eight years in leg irons in prison and his newspaper was destroyed. 
There were no more editorials that might upset the general, whose 28-year reign as 
dictator or man behind the throne ended with his death in 1935. 

Between 1935 and 1945, Venezuela was ruled by military presidents, but they had a 
benign attitude toward the press. Novelist R6mulo Gallegos was elected president in 1947 
in the first popular elections of the century, but he was overthrown by the military and 
replaced by a junta after less than a year in office. One of the junta members, Marcos 
Pfrez Jimnez, seized power for himself in 1952 and ruled for six years. He imposed 
censorship on the press. As a result, newspapers decided it was better not to publish any 
editorials, a policy followed to this day by all but a handful of newspapers. P6rez Jim6nez 
had his own newspaper, El Heraldo, owned and run by one of his closest advisers, 
Laureano Vallenilla Lanz. 

51 Diaz Rangel, Eleazar. La Prensa Venezolana del Siglo XX. (To be published inNovember 1994). 
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Many subjects were off-limits during the dictatorial years, so the newspapers had to fill 
their pages with something. The solution was sports and foreign news. The newspaper El 
Nacionalbuilt such a reputation for its sports coverage that until the founding in 1969 of 
Meridiano, an al!-sports daily, many readers would buy El Nacional for its sports 
coverage and throw away unread the other sections. Meridiano's circulation rose to 
300,000, the highest in Venezuela, proving that there was indeed a hunger for sports 

news, whetted or not during the G6mez and P6rez Jfmenez years. Excellent sports 

sections are still a requisite for Venezuelan newspapers. 

Venezuelan newspapers still carry far more news from abroad than do their American 
counterparts. At the beginning of 1994, Caracas newspapers dedicated between 15 and 25 
percent of their non-advertising space to foreign news, as compared to less tltn three 

52 
percent for U.S. newspapers. 

ECONOMY
 

Two attempts to overthrow then President Carlos Andr~s P6rez and install once again a 

military government were thwarted in 1992, but they contributed to his impeachment the 

following year and helped dampen the economy. The GDP decreased in 1993 by three 

percent after three years of strong growth. Foreign and local private investment dropped 

as a result of the political uncertainty. During the year, the privatization program -- which 

included major sell-offs in 1992 -- came to a virtual halt. Inflation reached 45.9 percent, 
up from 1992's 31.9 percent, but still lower than 1989's 81 percent. Bad news came 

January 13, 1994, when the Banco Latino collapsed, the worst bank failure in South 

American history. The cost of bailing out the bank could reach $5 billion, probably far 

more than the government and the banking system can absorb without serious social and 

political consequences. 53 Several prominent media figures were directly and indirectly 

mentioned in the scandal. The bank failure is dropped in the lap of 78-year-old Rafael 

Caldera, reelected president December 5, 1993, twenty-five years after his first victory. 

ROLE OF THE PRESS 

"The media in Venezuela have more power today than ever before, more than at any time 
samein Venezuelan history or in the history of the media. This power has grown in the 

proportion as that of the (political) parties, unions and the administration of justice has 

deteriorated."' 

52 Albers, Rebecca Ross (1994, February). 'Foreign Focus.' Prssttme.Reston, Virginia, p.29. 

53 Freed, Kenneth (1994, February 14). 'Venezuelan Bank Collapse Threatens Nation's Future.' Los 
Angeles Times, p.Al. 

54 Dfaz Rangel, Eleazar (1993, October 30). Medios de comunicacl6n ydemocracia." El Globo. Caracas, 
Venezuela. 
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How is that power -- it is reflected in high ratings for the press in public opinion polls -
being exercised? 

The role of the press in Venezuela is influenced by three factors: 

" The journalist as a politician 

" Absence of editorials 

" Virtual lack of traditional investigative reporting 

The journalist as a politician 

Journalists and media executives between them hold 20 seats in Congress. The 
journalists, all members of the Colegio Nacional de Periodistas,hold five Senate seats 
and eight in the Chamber of Deputies. Management has three Senate seats and four in the 
Chamber. 

The president of Congress and first in line of succession after President Caldera is 
Senator Eduardo G6mez Tamayo, publisher of El Informadorof Barquisimeto. The editor 
of El Nacional of Caracas, Miguel Henrique Otero, is a member of Congress, as are two 
executives of the Bloque Editorial Dearmas, publishers of Meridianoand 2001, and one 
from the Cadena de Publicaciones Capriles, publishers of Ultimas Noticias and El 
Mundo. 

Among members of the Colegio elected was its secretary-general, Vladimir Villegas, who 
ran on the ticket of Causa R, the "radical cause" party. 

The members of the Colegio and the members of management are adversaries in 
Congress, especially where legislation affecting the press is concerned. An issue debated 
in 1993 and due to be discussed again in 1994 is legislation giving more power to the 
Colegio. 

The two groups were on opposite sides of a 1992 Constitutional reform that would have 
barred cross-media ownership, imposed a right of reply and prevented journalists from 
running for Congress. Representatives from management opposed the changes, those 
from the Colegio favored them. 

Critics of media executives in Congress say they are there to influence legislation 
affecting the media or their other business interests. The executives say they participate in 
politics as a civic duty. 

Absence of editorials 

The watchdog role of the media is affected by the absence of editorials, although one 
newspaper, El Diariode Caracas,has been publishing them since its founding in 1979. 

Eleazar Diaz Rangel, former dean of the School of Social Communication at the 
Un.iversidadCentralde Venezuela, told the assessment team that he interviewed all the 
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major newspaper publishers for a history of the press scheduled to be published in 1994. 
He said he asked them why their newspapers did not publish editorials. He said he did not 
receive any satisfactory answers. 

The usual explanation for no editorials is that readers are given an assortment of opinion 
page viewpoints that go from the far left to the far right. They can then decide for 
themselves which policies they want to support. 

Dfaz Rangel said he has reached the conclusion that the Venezuelan state became so 
strong during the 1948-58 military dictatorship -- involved in oil, iron, hotels, etc. -- that 
the press decided not to be critical of the state when democracy returned. The result: a 
continuation of the policy of no editorials. 

Investigative reporting 

With few exceptions, there is no investigative reporting in Venezuela. The media depend 
on members of Congress, who enjoy immunity from prosecution, to denounce corruption. 

SALARIES 

Fifty-seven percent of 96 journalists who disclosed their salary range earn $400 or less a 
month.55 

Eighty-one percent say their salary is not adequate. 

Eighty-three percent say their salary is not commensurate with their education and 
professional training. 

How much does a family of three need to be able to live reasonably well in Caracas, with 
aspirations to at least the lower middle class? The assessment team was told the 
equivalent of $1,000 a month. That's slightly more than the salary being offered top, 
bilingual executive secretaries by companies advertising in Caracas' English-language 
daily newspaper. 

The lowest salary received by those interviewed at 24 media companies was $150 a 
month paid to a female radio reporter in Caracas. The highest salaries in print were 
$1,200 paid to section heads. Top salaries for television reporters were $500 a month. 

The assessment team's conclusion is that $500 a month is probably the average salary of 
a veteran reporter. 

A survey of journalists working in public relations revealed salaries of up to $1,500 a 
month. 

55 See Table 8B. 
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The journalists queried felt that they earned more than high school teachers and 
policemen, the same salary as university professors but less than politicians, medical 
doctors, engincers, accountants and car salesmen. 

Merit increases seem to be almost non-existent. Journalists say they receive an increase 
when their collective contract is renegotiated. 

One former newspaper executive blamed low wages on Venezuelan labor laws that he 
said were so strict that it is difficult to fire anyone for incompetency. He said the result of 
this was that newsrooms, especially those of newspapers, were overstaffed so there would 
be enough talent to produce a news report. He said this resulted in low salaries for 
everyone. 

The wives of 85 percent of the journalists interviewed wcrked outside the home. 

COLEGIACION 
Colegiaci6n,or the requirement of a journalism degree in order to work as - journalist, 
was first broached in 1943 at a congress of the Association of Venezuelan Journalists, 
which recommended its implementation. However, it was not until 1975 when the Ley de 
Ejercicio del Periodismo, or the Practice of Journalism Law, was passed by Congress. 
The law is strictly enforced. 

Proposed new legislation now before Congress has divided working journaiists and 
management. Under the existing law, editors of daily and periodical publications are 
exempted, as are the directors of opinion programs on radio and television. It is now 
proposed that this exemption be eliminated. 

There are currently 8,000 members of the Colegio Nacionalde Periodistas,of whom an 
estimated 2,000 are working in the news media. The rest are in public relations, working 
as press o-ficers in the government or private sector, or are unemployed. 

Colegio executives estimate that 100 journalists, many of them newspaper editors and 
broadcast executives, are not members. Under the proposed legislation, they would not be 
able to write in their own newspapers, do interviews on radio or television, or carry out 
many of their other functions. Nor could they join the Colegio icause they do no: have 
journalism degrees. 

When the law went into effect in 1975, emptricos, or journalists without journalism 
degrees, were automatically admitted to the Colegio if they had worked the previous three 
years in the media or five of the previous 10. It is too late now for anyone without a 
degree to apply for membership based on experience. 

The proposed legislation would also automatically incorporate into law any resolutions 
subsequently approved by the Colegio. The proposals would also require that all editors, 
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managing editors, news editors -- or anyone else involved in the selection of news to be 
published or broadcast -- be Venezuelan citizens. 

The 1993 Congressional session ended August 13 without the law being adopted. It had 
been approved by the Senate Commission on Culture and given first reading in the 
Senate. The Chamber of Deputies did not act on it. 

The Colegio, in an editorial in its monthly magazine, accused the Congressional 
leadership of bowing to pressure from media owners and "freezing" the legislation.5 6 

Media executives say the present and proposed legislation violate Article 13 of the 
American Human Rights Convention which guarantees everyone the right to free 
expression. 

Venezuelan ditor and columnist Carlos Ball, who now lives in the United States, calls 
the proposed legislation "fascistic" and the antithesis of a free and modem society. 
"Under fascist corporatism, society does not consist of individual citizens but of 
collegiate bodies belonging to a static social structure, based on the function of each 
group," he wrote. 57 

UNIONIZATION 

Most newspapers in Venezuela are represented by the Sindicato Nacional de 
Trabajadoresde la Prensa(SNTP), or the National Union of Newspaper Workers. Even 
if their newspaper is not unionized, many journalists belong to the SNTP. Broadcast 
journalists are represented by the Sindicato Profesional de Radio, Teatro, Cine TV y 
Afines. 

The current minimum salary under the SNTP is 20,000 bolivaresa month, or about $200. 

The Colegio Nacional de Periodistas in 1993 signed its first labor contract with a 
newspaper, Panorama of Maracaibo, which had previously been non-union. The 
minimum wage called for in the contract is 35,000 bolivaresa month, or about $350 for 
first-year journalists. The Colegio was given permission by the Labor Ministry in 1993 to 
negotiate collective contracts. 

MEDIA OWNERSHIP 

Gonzalo Barrios, former senator and president of the liberal Acci6n Democrtica party, 
once said, "You can't declare yourself to be a royal family unless you're the owner of a 
communications media." 

6 El Periodista (1991, July). Caracas, Venezuela, Colegio Nacional de Periodistas, p. 1. 

57 Ball, Carlos (1993, November 25). 'Venezuela y el periodismo fascistolde." El Nuevo Herald. Miami, 
Florida, p.26A. 
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The Venezuelan media have traditionally been one of family ownership ...Nfiflez ... Otero 
... Cisneros ... Serrano ... De Armas ... Capriles ... Pineda ... Alemfn ... Carmona. Until 
1992, the name of Orlando Castro was unknown in media circles. Since then, the Cuban
born insurance man has purchased 60 radio stations, including the Radio Mundial 
network, and tried to buy 30 percent of Radio Rumbos, the leading news network, 
conditional upon his control of the news department. Radio Rumbos' owners, the Serrano 
family, rejected his offer. One former newspaper executive told the assessment team he 
foresees more ventures like that of Castro, businesspersons or industrialists buying media 
properties. 

El Universalof Caracas, the wealthiest newspaper in Venezuela, has come full circle. The 
current owner is the grandson and namesake of the newspaper's founder, the poet Andr~s 
Mata. In 1993, he bought out the minority interests of the Niifiez family, which had run 
the newspaper for more than 60 years. Raised and educated in the United States, Mata is 
promising to shake up the traditional way of doing business in the local newspaper 
industry. El Universaland El Nacionalused to set advertising rates, which would then be 
followed by other newspapers. He refused to go along with El Nacional's 1994 rate 
increase. El Universalclaims a daily circulation of 150,000. 

For the first time since an advertising boycott in 1961 nearly drove El Nacional into 
bankruptcy, a member of the owning Otero family is editor of the newspaper. In late 
1993, Miguel Henrique Otero was named to the post once held by his father, Miguel 
Otero Silva, one of Venezuela's leading novelists. The National Association of 
Advertisers had opposed the leftist policies of Otero Silva, a Communist and winner of 
the Lenin Peace Prize. The government brokered an agreement in 1961 that removed the 
family from any direct managerial role. El Nacionalalso claims a circulation of 150,000. 

Miguel Angel Capriles and Armando De Armas were once partners in magazine 
publishing, but there was a bitter split in the sixties. De Armas kept most of the 
magazines and ended up becoming the biggest magazine publisher in Latin America, 
based in Miami. He sold the publishing house to Editorial America of Spain, which 
subsequently sold it to Mexican television magnate Emilio Azcuraga. 

Capriles developed his newspapers -- Ultimas Noticias in the morning field and El 
Mundo in the afternoon -- and his remaining magazine, Elite. Such is the penetration of 
the two newspapers among the working class that Capriles was credited with swinging 
enough votes to assure the election of current President Caldera in 1968 when he ran as a 
Christian Democrat. Capriles himself was elected senator that year. Ultimas Noticias, a 
tabloid, claims a circulation of 285,000. 

De Armas, meanwhile, got into newspaper publication himself, buying the sports daily 
Meridiano,which had been founded by the owner of Radio Rumbos, Felipe Serrano, in 
1969. De Armas also launched a regular morning newspaper, 2001, in 1973. The Bloque 
Editorial Dearmas -- it is now run by the second generation -- also publishes Bohemia 
magazine, which traces its roots to the original pre-Castro Cuban magazine of the same 
name. 
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El Globo, a morning newspaper in Caracas, was founded in 1990 by the Mezerahne 
group, which is involved in banking and other business enterprises. Its editor/publisher is 
Jos6 Carta, a former publisher of El Nacional. 

El Nuevo Pals was founded in 1988 by Rafael Poleo, one of the most controversial 
journalists in Venezuela. He went into exile in 4iami during the latter part of the second 
presidency of Carlos Andr6s P6rez, with whom lie had been very close in the earlier years 
of his administration. Poleo also publishes Zeta magazine. He had previously been editor 
of El Mundo and news director of Radio Caracas Televisi6n. 

El Diariode Caracas,founded in 1979, is one of the few newspapers in Venezuela which 
has an editorial page, a feature which has got it into trouble with authorities over the 
years. It belongs to the same group, the Phelps and Bottome families, as Radio Caracas 
and Radio Caracas Televisi6n. The television station was opened in 1953. 

Economia Hoy is owned by the family of Gaetano Di Mase, an Italian businessman 
residing in Venezuela. 

The Daily Journal is Venezuela's English-language daily. It is now controlled by Czech
born Hans Neumann, owner of several industries, including Pinturas Montana. It has a 
circulation of about 15,000. 

Venevisi6n was founcied in 1961 by Cuban-born Diego Cisneros, whose first business 
success was as the Pepsi Cola bottler in Venezuela. According to the magazine U.S./Latin 
Trade, Venevisi6n has annual billings of $120 million, making it the third wealthiest 
television operation in Latin America after Mexico's Televisa and Brazil's TV Globo.5 8 

The Cisneros family founded Reporte, a business daily, in 1988 and has sent out feelers 
for The Daily Journal.Venevisi6n plans to invest in television in Colombia and Ecuador. 

Founded by Felipe Serrano, Radio Rumbos is Venezuela's oldest and largest radio 
network. It is now run by his son and grandson, both named Andrds. The network 
consists of 20 outlets, two of them owned by the Serrano family and the others affiliated. 
Rumbos has 22 newspersons in Caracas. 

Radio Continente is the No. 3 network in terms of outlets with 15 stations, compared to 
20 for both Rur bos and Mundial. It employs 15 in the newsroom. 

Panorama, located in Maracaibo, Venezuela's second-largest city, is owned by the 
Pineda family. Panorama is No. 2 in advertising billing after El Universal. It has a 

claimed daily circulation of 100,000. Its new plant and offices are among the most 

luxurious of any newspaper in the hemisphere. The Pineda family has other interests, 
including a cement plant. 

58 Bamrud, Joaquin (1993, November/December). 'Venezuela's Super-Trader." U.S./Latin Trade. Miami, 
Florida, p.56. 
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La Columna, Maracaibo, is a small circulation daily owned by the Catholic Church. 

El Carabobefio,Valencia, is owned by the Alemn family. This 60-year-old newspaper in 
Venezuela's No. 3 city has a claimed circulation of 60,000. 

El Impulso, Barquisimeto, is a 90-year-old newspaper in Venezuela's No. 4 city and is 
owned by the Carmona family. It claims a circulation of 40,000. 

El Informador,also of Barquisimeto, is owned by the G6mez family and has a circulation 
estimated at 35,000. 

JOURNALISTS' MOST SERIOUS PROBLEMS 
When the 28-year-old photographer came upon the angry demonstration outside a 
government office, he knew he had what every journalist longs for: an exclusive. There 
was no other photographer in sight and the police were about to break up the 
demonstration. But he was not happy. 

"I knew when I took the pictures that they would not be used by my newspaper," he told 
the assessment team. 

He aiticipated -- correctly -- that someone from the government office had recognized 
him and that pressure would be put on the newspaper not to publish the pictures. 

He said that if the call from the government had not worked, the official would have 
called an important advertiser and gotten that person to apply pressure on the newspaper's 
management. 

The case was typical of the lack of newsroom independence that Venezuelan journalists 
interviewed by the assessment team said was their most serious problem. They found that 
the owners often ordered stories killed or written, either because of their political or 
business interests, or else because of pressure from the government, politicians or 
advertisers. 

Here is how 96 journalists respon'. ,to open-ended questions ranked the problems: 

" Independence of the newsroom: 36 percent 

* Low salaries: 22 percent 

" Training and professionalization: 13 percent 

* Access to news: nine percent 

• Employment opportunities: four percent 

" Lack of respect from politicians, the public and even their bosses: four percent 

* Corruption: three percent 
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* Economic situation in Venezuela: three percent 

* Irresponsibility by the media: two percent 

• Manipulation of journalists: two percent 

Independence of the newsroom 

"Efforts by politicians to control the content of the newspapers have turned the med a into 
press offices and journalists into political spokesmen," said a 25-year-old male reporter at 
one of the leading newspapers in Caracas. 

"The major problem is external and internal pressure," said a 26-year-old business writer 
in Caracas. "We have to have an economically strong media so that we are not so 
susceptible to pressures from advertisers and the government." 

"Powerful groups pressure the media," said a 52-year-old copy editor in Valencia. "They 
can keep pressuring until you lose your job." 

"The main problem is censorship by the media itself," said a 38-year-old political reporter 
in Caracas. "The media will practice self-censorship for political or economic reasons." 

"The biggest problem is working in a media whose owner has lots of other interests," said 
a 34-year-old female newsroom executive. 'There's no solution." 

'The big problem is pressure from the owners," said a female television reporter. 

"The problem is the political and business sectors," said a news coordinator for a radio 
station in Caracas. 

"The big problem is the 'gag law' imposed by a media that has a political or business 
agenda you have to follow," said a 45-year-old sports reporter in Caracas. "You practice 
self-censorship because you can't write what you want to." 

Low salaries 
Many of those interviewed equate low salaries with multiple jobs, a lowering of 
journalistic standards and a propensity to accept bribes. 

"Many journalists have two or three jobs," said a 25-year-old radio reporter in Caracas 
who earns $150 a month. 'This paves the way for unethical behavior and the acceptance 
of bribes." 

"The big problem is that the economic situation in Venezuela has affected journalism," 
said a 37-year-old section head at a Maracaibo newspaper. "Because of low salaries many 
journalists can now be bribed." 

'There are some journalists who work in three media," said a 25-year-old female 
newspaper reporter in Caracas. "The quality of their work suffers and they look for 
bribes." 
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"The low salaries lead to two or three jobs," said a 36-year-old female copy editor in 
Caracas. "This leads to conflicts of interest and lower standards." 

"The problem is low salaries," said a 26-year-old female newspaper reporter in Caracas. 
"Management has to stop looking upon us as laborers but rather as professionals." 

Training and professionalization
 
Those interviewed found that their university education was not good and they did not
 
have opportunities to perfect their journalistic skills op-,7e they were working in the media.
 

"We leave the university and we forget how to read," said R 33-year-old female copy
 
editor in Caracas. 'Wedon't keep up-to-date, we don't investigate. Management has to
 
bear part of the blame because we're not offetAl possibilities of further study or training."
 

'Weneed to be shown how to do investigation.; and to be taught how to use the
 
intellectual and technological tools of our profession," said the female head of the cultural
 
section of a major newspaper.
 

"Journalism education has to be improved," said a 59-year-old newsroom executive. "The
 
schools should be more selective in the s:'dents they accept. Television has contributed
 
to the deterioration with its search for pretty .faces and pleasant voices."
 

"The problem is the scant preparation in -'.hool as well as in our professional careers,"
 
said a 24-year-old television reporter in narqtuisimeto. "This situation, with the passage of
 
time, has diminished the vision of the journalist until he's now an underpaid hireling
 
under constant pressure."
 

Access to news
 
"Restrictions on access to news forces journalists to use their wits when they're try.l.,g to
 
get information of interest to the public," said a 43-year-old judicial reporter in Caracis.
 

"There should be some system to protect sources who give out official news," said a
 
business reporter at a Caracas newspaper.
 

Employment opportunities
 
"It's hard to find a job in the media unless you have pull," said a 34-year-old female
 
newspaper reporter in Caracas.
 

Lack of respect from politicians, the public and even their bosses
 
"I believe the biggest problem is the low regard in which we journaliuts are held, despill!
 
the importance of our role in informing the public," said a 44-year.-old sports writer for a
 
Caracas newspaper. "Many times we're the victim of abuse by various sectors of ,,ociev ."
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Corruption 
"The biggest problem is the decadence of the democratic system because of corruption,"
 
said a 32-year-old news editor in Maracaibo. "There's so much corruption that it makes
 
our job difficult to cover it all properly."
 

Economic situation in Venezuela
 
"The problem is the economic situation in Venezuela which makes one worry about the
 
future of the media," said a 31 -year-old assistant editor at a Maracaibo newspaper.
 

Irresponsibility by the media
 
"We're constantly talking about freedom of the press, but journalists are abusing of
 
freedom in some of the things they do," said a 65-year-old newsroom executive in
 
Valencia. "There is a lot of irresponsibility in the media caused by speculation in the
 
news reports."
 

Manipulation of journalists
 

"The politicians manipulate the journalists," said a 42-year-old radio reporter in Caracas.
 
"All the journalists in Venezuela are like buck privates receiving orders."
 

Personal safety was not one of the major concerns of the journalists, even though three
 
died in 1993 while carrying out their duties. Members of the National Guard and the
 
police were suspected in the deaths. 59
 

JOURNALISM EDUCATION 

No appointment could be made with Dr. Guillermo L6pez, dean of the School of Social 
Communication at the UniversidadCentralde Venezuela, because the telephones had 
been out of order for weeks. So a member of the assessment team went to the Caracas 
campus of the state-run university on the off chance of finding L6pez in his office. He 
was. 

The lack of working telephones was symptomatic of the university as a whole, which 
appeared to an outsider to be in a calamitous state. Newspaper accounts that appeared 
during the assessment team's visit told of funding problems at the university caused by 
the economic situation in Venezuela. 

L6pez did not seem to have many complaints about the quality of education at the 
school, except for the lack of equipment, such as computers, television cameras, 
microphones, recorders, mixers, etc. He said this lack of equipment was the reason 
why the emphasis on journalism teaching in Venezuela was on theory and not 
practice. 

59 Trotti, Ricardo, ed. (1994). Press Freedom In the Americas. 1994 Annual Report. Miami, Inter American 
Press Association, p. 73. 
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The curriculum for a licenciatura degree calls for five years (10 semesters) of study. The 
first seven semesters are common to all disciplines while the last three are open to 
specialization. 

The school has 1,800 students, between 100 and 120 of whom graduate each year. Most 
of the faculty teaches part-time. 

When founded in 1946, the school was called the School of Journalism. It later became 
the School of Social Communication. 

The UniversidadCat6lica Andris Bello in Caracas is a private university. Dr. Isaac 
Nah6n, dean of the School of Social Communication, called his program the best in 
Venezuela, a viewpoint the assessment team heard elsewhere. 

The school has around 900 students, 100 of whom are majoring in journalism. Fees are 
the equivalent of $80 a month. 

El Nacionaland El Universalsigned agreements in 1993 with the university under which 
final-year students would work -- and be paid -- as trainees and would get credits towards 
their degree. 

Ebrahim Farfas, dcan of the Social Communication Faculty at the Universidadde Zulia 
in Maracaibo, says there is more offer than demand for journalists in Venezuela, so many 
students opt for careers in advertising or public relations. He said that of 27 students in 
the graduating class, three are in print and one each in radio and television and the 
balance in advertising/public relations. There are currently 1,300 students, from freshman 
to senior year. 

The faculty has 16 full-time professors teaching in the journalism sequence, plus 32 part
timers. According to Farfas, full-time professors earn $700-900 and month while part
timers earn $100-120 a month for five hours a week. 

OPINIONS ON JOURNALISM EDUCATION 
Forty-six percent of those interviewed give a failing grade to the journalism schools. 
Twenty-eight percent say the schools are good and 26 percent say they are average. 

Working journalists 
"The situation of the schools is bad, very bad," said a 31-year-old television coordinator 
who four years earlier had worked as an adjunct professor. "The instructors are poor, 
they've never had any practical experience. I feel strongly that all professors should have 
experience in the media." 

"The schools are not very demanding," said a 22-year-old female reporter at a Caracas 
newspaper. "The curriculum should be changed because the courses are theoretical rather 
than practical." 
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"The schools are bad; the universities, media companies and journalism associations 
forget about the journalists once they graduate," said a 37-year-old business editor. 
"There are never any courses to up-date journalists." 

"You graduate and go out into the street and you're lost," said a 27-year-old political 
reporter for a television station. "You don't know about reality because you weren't 
introduced to it in school." 

"The theoretical aspect is obsolete," said a 27-year-old science writer. "You get your first 
job and find out that the way you work is a lot different from what you were taught." 

"The level of education has dropped because of the great number of students and the fact 
that most of them want to go into advertising or public relations," said a 24-year-old 
television reporter in Barquisimeto. 

"The courses are very simplistic in the schools," said a 28-year-old female section head in 
a Caracas newspaper. "The curriculum is very theoretical and there is little cultural 
background." 

Others had a more positive opinion about the schools. 

"Journalism education is very good," said a 39-year-old sports editor. "Our newspapers 
are good, our universities are good and our professors are good." 

"The fame that Venezuelan journalists have achieved abroad is due to the fact that we 
have good journalism schools and good professors," said a 40-year-old radio reporter. 

Management 

"The graduates leave the schools ill prepared," said a 65-year-old executive. "For 
example, they don't know how to construct a sentence, they don't know grammar." 

"Too many of the professors have never worked in the media," said a female newsroom 
executive with a master's degree from an American university and who is an adjunct 
professor at the Universidad Catolica Andris Bello. "The students spend five years at 
university learning everything and then enter the media and know nothing." 

An executive at another newspaper echoed her sentiments. "The professors have never 
worked as professionals. They're too theoretical." 

"Journalism training is very bad," another newspaper executive told the assessment team. 
"Graduates don't know how to write, they don't know how to report, they don't know 
how to investigate. But they know everything about Marxism." 

"The training in the school is very poor," said one publisher. "Our newsroom executives 
have to spend a lot of time teaching the graduates what they should have learned in 
school." 
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Academic 

"As an adjunct professor I can tell you that the quality has dropped," said a 42-year-old in 
Caracas. 

"We offer a good base to the students," said the director of one school. 'We're not up-to
date in two areas: new technology and specialization." 

EMPIRicos VERSUS GkADUATES 

Colegiaci6n,or the requirement that journalists possess a journalism degree, has been in 
effect since 1975, so the number of emptricos, or self-taught journalists, is dropping. 
Some journalists estimate that only 10 percent of working journalists are emptricos, a 
figure that's probably on the low side. 

Of those interviewed, 38 percent said there was no difference between university 
graduates and emptricos. Some who said there were differences said these differences 
favored the empfricos. 

The responses revealed there is still some animosity between those with journalism 
degrees and those without. 

"One great defect in the law setting up colegiaci6n is that emptricos were admitted in the 
first place," said a 37-year-old business editor. 

"I've observed a certain mistrust of the graduates by the empfricos," said a female 
reporter in Barquisimeto. 

"The empfricos resent us," said the 28-year-old head of the art section in a Caracas 
newspaper. "They think they know everything." 

"One of the differences is that the empfricos accept bribes," said a 41-year-old female 
television reporter. "Another is that the emptricos don't check their facts before writing a 
news story." 

"The emptricosdiscredit the work of the graduates," said a 41-year-old judicial reporter. 

'There's a lot of professional jealousy," said a 42-year-old copy editor with a university 
degree. 

"There are now fewer clashes because there are fewer of us," said a 65-year-old empfrico. 

"The emptricos have graduated from the University of Life," said a 27-year-old female 
television reporter. "They are some of the best journalists in Venezuela." 

"Before colegiaci6n in 1978 there were many corrupt journalists among the empiricos," 
said a 25-year-old newspaper reporter in Caracas. "However, some of the graduates are as 
coriupt as the emptricos were and are as poorly trained as the emptricos." 
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ETHics
 
Asked if they know any journalists who have accepted bribes, 61.9 percent of 96 
respondents say they do. Many say old emptricos are the main culprits. 

"Many journalists violate ethical codes, but the new generation is the one that respects 
them most," said a 41-year-old female television reporter. "The emptricos are the most 
unethical." 

"Unfortunately ethical standards aren't at the point where we'd like them to be," said a 

42-year-old male reporter. "There's traffic in articles that are sold." 

"Those who receive the most payoffs are the ones who cover politics," said a 39-year-old 
social page editor. 

'There are some ethical journalists in Venezuela and some who aren't," said a 27-year

old television reporter. "Those who aren't don't even know what ethics means. They have 

no scruples and they're found in all media." 

"Because of politics and the lack of decent salaries journalists can have the best of 

intentions but still succumb to bribes," said a 25-year-old radio reporter. 

'The code of ethics of the Colegio Nacional de Periodistas says that newsroom 

executives should not work in public relations on the side," said a 25-year-old female 

newspaper reporter. 'This is ignored all the time and is a problem for young journalists 
who have high ideals." 

"As this is a country of the corrupt, journalism has not stayed on the sideline," said a 

female television coordinator. 

The absence of editorials can lead to ethical problems. At times the newspaper's point of 

view is gotten across in news stories, or reflected in headlines, picture selection or 
captions. 

TRAINING 

Unlike their counterparts in the other Andean countries, the Colegio Nacional de 

Periodistashas assumed a leadership role in training. The Colegio founded an Institute of 

Professional Improvement, with its own director, which giv,.'s up to 20 seminars a year for 

print, radio, television and public relations personnel. However, the major media 

organizations shun the seminars. 

"We get some participation from radio stations," Colegio president Eduardo A. Orozco 

told the assessment team, "but the big media in Caracas keep their distance." 

So, in most instances, if a journalist wants to attend one of the 20- to 30-hour seminars he 
or she must take vacation time and pay the inscription fee, which is about $20. 
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Why do not most of the media send their personnel? "The Colegio has a political
agenda," said one newspaper executive. 'The Colegio doesn't represent the philosophy of 
most journalists," said a broadcast executive. 

A former newspaper executive was asked why the owners were not more interested in
training. 'They're afraid of the Colegio," he replied. 'They don't want to get involved in 
anything that might be interpreted as being in the Colegio's realm of influence." 

One publisher said relations between media management and the Colegio worsened when 
the Colegio got cozy with the SindicatoNacionalde Trabajadoresde la Prensa. 

A foreign journalist with many years of experience in Venezuela blamed labor relations 
for the lack of training. He said many owners felt there was an adversarial relationship
between management and the unionized staff, so they were not going to invest money in 
training their adversaries. 

Only two of 24 media companies visited by the assessment team had any in-house 
training of their own: Panorama of Maracaibo and the Radio Caracas organization.
Panoramaalso sends its people to the Poynter Institute in St. Petersburg, Florida, among 
others, for training. Radio Caracas brings in instructors. 

During the assessment, one member of the team was an instructor in an 
ethics/inestigative reporting seminar in Barquisimeto. The invitations were channeled 
through the local chapter of the ColegioNacionalde Periodistasby the civic organization
sponsoring the seminar. Almost 60 journalists from Barquisimeto and surrounding towns 
showed up, a very large number for such an event. Some said they lost a day's pay
because they could not get time off. 

During discussion of case studies at the ethics portion of the seminar, it became apparent
that those in attendance gave their loyalty to the gremio -- their colleagues - rather than 
to the public or the media for which they worked. For instance, no one would have done 
what the news editor of the newspaper Tiempo of Honduras did in 1993: publish the 
names of journalists who received government payoffs. They said they would have 
protected their colleagues. 

ROLE OF WOMEN 
"A female executive has to work twice as hard as a man because she can't afford to fail at 
anything," said Ibeyise Pacheco, 32-year-old editor of El Nuevo Pals in Caracas. 

She recalled that at age 28 she was named news editor of El Nacional,the first woman to 
hold such a post at the newspaper. "I'd be at a meeting with 12 men all older than me 
waiting to see if I'd screw up." 

She said that a male news executive can break his 12- to 14-hour day with a long lunch or 
drinks. "A woman can't do that," said Pacheco, who is single. 
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A female news executive and mother at another newspaper said there was an increasing 
number of women in journalism in Venezuela because women are better organized than 
men and more dependable. "We always show up for work, even if we have a sick child at 
home," she said. "A man will have a hangover and miss work." 

Both said there was numerical parity in newsrooms now but that men still held most of 
the executive positions. 

One radio executive revealed that he had just fired his first female news editor because, 
among other things, she was giving preference to women as new hires. He said married 
women were a financial liability because maternity leave and job security measures kept 
them on the payroll for about a year during and after their pregnancy. 

"Television has changed a lot in the 18 years since I started," the female news editor at a 
television station told the assessment team. "People used to laugh at the thought of 
women as reporters or producers. 'You're going to be off sick every month,' they'd say. 
Now we're everywhere." 

The male news director, who sat in on the conversation, agreed. "I much prefer to hire 
women," he said. 'They don't get sick as often as men and they don't get drunk and come 
in hung over the next day." 

The impression, especially in radio, was that young women are hired because they accept 
lower salaries than men. Radio stations seemed to have older, male empfricos and young, 
university-trained women. 

INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING 

The best known investigative reporter in Venezuela really is not a journalist at all but a 
former politician, Josd Vicente Rangel. He is the one person most responsible for the 
ouster of former President Carlos Andr6s P6rez. Through his weekly television program, 
"Josd Vicente Hoy," and columns in El Universal and El Diario de Caracas, Rangel 
leveled charges of corruption against P6rez. He seldom cited sources but quoted a 
fictional person named Cicer6n Morales for much of his information. 

Rangel also praised L.A. Col. Hugo ChAvez, who tried to overthrow P6rez on February 4, 
1992. Rangel, who called ChAvez "a brilliant officer" and a "patriot," probably 
contributed more than anyone else to his popularity.60 

Except for Rangel, there is virtually no investigative reporting. El Nacional and El 
Universalstarted in 1993 to set up formal investigative reporting teams, but El Diariode 
Caracas abandoned its team. One investigative reporter told the assessment team that 

80 Oppenheimer, Andr6s (1993, July/September). "La sombra negra de Carlos Andr6s P6rez." Pulso del 
Pertiodismo.Miami, Florida International University, p.33. 
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most newspapers did not want to do investigations for fear of upsetting the authorities. 
One newsroom executive agreed: "Investigative reporting is a dead issue." 

Investigative reports do not always make it into print. One reporter was assigned to 
investigate corruption in the construction of the Caracas subway system. She wrote a five
part series. Her editor asked her to reduce it to three articles, then just one. It was never 
published at all, presumably because the companies involved protested to the publisher.61 

One executive blamed the paucity of investigative reporting on the journalism schools, 
saying they turned out reporters poorly equipped for investigating. 

One reporter showed a member of the assessment team a 31-page investigation of a series 
of car-bombs that rocked Caracas in 1993. He confided that he had virtually no guidance 
from his editors. It showed. One of the assessment team members temporarily assumed 
the role of editor and challenged what he had written. He was flabbergasted. "Oh my 
God," he said. "So many things are missing in my investigation." They included what 
type of material was used to make the explosives, where such material might be available 
in Venezuela, and how powerful it was. 

NATIONAL NEWS AGENCIES 
The government runs a national news agency, Venpress. There are no private agencies. 

JOURNALISTS' OPINIONS 
The following are opinions of journalists given in response to closed and open-ended 
questions asked by the assessment team. 

Does the government have the right to censor political and economic news? 
Ninety-six percent disagreed. 

Should the news media report on errors or abuses by the government? 
Ninety-eight percent agreed. 

Should the news media defend the right to disseminate news? 
Ninety-eight percent agreed. 

Does the government have the right to censor news about the armed forces? 
Ninety-four percent disagreed. 

Should the news media be independent of political parties? 
Ninety-four percent agreed. 

61 The reporter told of the incident at aseminar organized by the Coleglo Nacional de Perlodistas. 
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Should journalists write Impartially even If the news conflicts with their ideology? 
Ninety-one percent agreed. 

Does the credibility of a news media depend on its journalists? 

Seventy-five percent agreed. 

Is it the function of the news media to stimulate honesty in government posts? 

Sixty-two percent agreed. 

Do journalists in Venezuela have little prestige? 
Eighty-four percent disagreed.
 

Is journalism a profession or a trade?
 

Fifty-eight percent say journalism is a profession, while 22 percent say it is a trade and 20
 
percent said it was both a profession and a trade. "It's a pr!ession," said a 42-year-old
 
radio reporter, "But you could say that for many, it's a specialized trade. Many of my
 
colleagues see it like that."
 

Do you think academic preparation should be obligatory for journalists?
 
Ninety-five percent say that academic preparation should be obligatory, a not surprising
 
figure given the fact that a strongly enforced colegiaci6n law exists in Venezuelb.
 
"Academic education doesn't give you all the tools, but it's a good complement for what
 
a journalist needs," said a 39-year-old sports writer.
 

Would you want your son/daughter to be a journalist?
 

Six out of 10 said they would like a son or daughter becoming a journalist. "Yes and no,"
 
said a 27-year-old television reporter. "Yes, because you're passing on something to
 
another generation. No, because the life of a journalist is too difficult now. There's more
 
danger now. I've said to myself, 'I can be killed because I am a journalist.'
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CONCLUSIONS
 

" 	 Media executives find the social communication schools ill prepare their students for 
a career in journalism. The courses are twp heavy with theory. 

* 	 Even though the executives find fault with the skills of their personnel, there is little 
in-house journalism training. 

* 	 Journiists say they need more training. 

" 	 The ColegioNacionalde Periodistasdoes some training, but its seminars are ignored 
by many media managers because of the Colegio'sperceived leftist bent. 

" 	 Friction between management and the Colegio can create an adversarial relationship 
in the media between management and newsroom personnel. Journalists complain 
they don't have the respect of management. 

" 	 There is little investigative reporting, the media preferring to quote elected politicians 
on government abuses rather than digging for themselves. 

" 	 The media enjoy prestige in the eyes of the public because politicians, the judiciary 
and the business sector have been discredited. 

" 	 The absence of editorials limits the media's role of watchdog of the government. 

" 	 Lack of independence of the newsroom is the major problem of journalists who 
complain that the news report is tailored to meet the political or business interests of 
the owners. 

" 	 There is a potential conflict of interest created by the number of journalists and media 
executives -- 20 -- elected to Congress in 1993. 

" 	 Corruption in the media is serioas, most journalists saying they know colleagues who 
have accepted bribes. 

" 	 Multi-employment is very common, creating conflicts of interest when the journalist's 
second or third job is in public relations, especially when it is on behalf of the 
government or a politician. 

" 	 Salaries are low in a country still recovering from the trauma of collapsed oil prices. 
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FINAL CONCLUSIONS
 

Democracy is relatively new in some Andean countries. It is only a decade old in Bolivia. 
It is now taking root in Ecuador. Peril was under military control as recently as 1980. 
Venezuelan democracy dates from 1958 and was threatened by a military takeover in 
1992. Democracy in Colombia has had to face the twin threats of the drug trade and 
guerrilla movements. 

Is democracy being well served by journalists and their media? With a few exceptions, 
the media do not delve into abuses and wrongdoing of the government. The media often 
feel beholden to the government for official advertising, import permits, operating 
licenses, special exchange rates, and the like. Self-censorship is often practiced to avoid 
conflicts with authorities and to help the owners' business and/or political interests. 
Reporters are often told to write stories for non-journalistic reasons. 

Journalists do not have many of the required skills and tools, especially in the area of 
investigation. They are often unfamiliar with investigative tech,,Iques and of the resources 
available to them. Help and guidance from their superior; Pre deficient. 

News stories are often a mixture of fact and opinion, misleading readers, listeners and 
viewers. Publishers and owners complain that reporters do not know how to conduct an 
interview or produce a well-written story. 

The schools of social communication receive most of the blame for the poor performance 
levels of the journalists. Owners, publishers, editors and many working journalists find 
the courses are too theoretical and often politicized. 

Journalists recognize that they need more training. Few media companies invest in 
programs to improve the skills of their news staffs. 

Journalists blame poor education for their low salaries. Salary levels are given as reasons 
why many journalists accept bribes. Unethical behavior is common and accepted or 
tolerated in many newsrooms. 

Journalists lack a clear vision of their professional obligations to the public. Too often 
they feel their first loyalty is to their colleagues. 

Journalists often lack the support and encouragement of the media where they work. 

The need for training is greatest, in descending order, in Bolivia, Ecuador, Peril, 
Venezuela and Colombia. The first three are contiguous countries with struggling 
democracies, so they would be ideal for regional training. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS
 

These recommendations are made by the assessment team based on an analysis of the 
interviews with media representatives and on the problems identified by the owners and 
their news staffs. Despite differences in the five countries, the major training needs of the 
journalists are similar: 

" Understanding the professional obligations of the media and their journalists. 
" Improving reportorial skills, especially those of the investigative reporters. 
" Reinforcing ethical values. 
These objectives can be met through round tables and seminars on the role of the press,
writing, investigative reporting and ethics. This would be applicable to print, radio and 
television. 

Such undertakings would provide a base upon which specialization could be developed. 
Specialization would include seminars on coverage of: 

* Electoral campaigns 

" The judiciary 

" The legislature 

" The economy 

" The environment 

" Human rights 

" Public opinion polling. 
There must be more cooperation between the schools of Social Communication and the 
media so that the journalism graduates will have more useful skills when they enter the 
workplace. 

Whatever is done to enhance journalism training must lead to self-sufficiency, must 
involve a long-term commitment and must allow for the adaptation, modification and 
even rejection by journalists of the Andean region of techniques and standards developed 
outside the region. The objective should not be to impose a system of journalism but 
rather help the media strengthen, improve and, where necessary, refocus the one they now 
have. This would require a continual and critical !xamination of how journalism is being 
practiced and whether the media are meeting their role in a democratic society. 
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POSTSCRIPT 
Two members of the assessment team went to the facilities of Radio Cusco in Cuzco,
Perd, on a Saturday morning without an appointment, hoping to find the news director 
available for an interview. 

A uniformed guard at the door motioned the pair up a narrow, dusty flight of stairs.Without asking any questions, a receptionist pointed to another, narrower flight, leading
to a small auditorium with wooden, folding chairs. A wire mesh drum used for some sort
of lottery the station ran stood on a stage. Off to the left was a studio that measured six
feet by six feet. Inside, seated side by side before a museum-piece microphone, were a 
woman and two men. 

The woman came out of the studio and asked the two visitors who they were and what
they wanted. One proffered a business card. She made a few notes and reentered the 
studio. 

Then the assessment team was beckoned to enter as well. One member hesitated, fearing
their presence would disturb the broadcast. Then it dawned on them that they were about 
to be interviewed live on the oldest radio station in Cuzco, 11,000 feet up in the Andean 
mountains. 

The woman was Virginia Gonzdilez, who leases a two-hour time slot Saturday mornings
for a news/talk show called Opinando e Informando. She also teaches a journalism class
at the School of Social Communication at the UniversidadSan Antonio Abad in Cuzco. 

Off the air, the team members asked Gonzd.lez what prompted her to interview them. Theanswer: outside the studio they had mentioned three magic words -- "university,"
"journalism," "training." 

So, for 20 minutes on the air, she tried to learn all she could about what was happening
elsewhere in journalism from two strangers passing through town. "I wanted to talk to 
you to see what experiences you were bringing from the outside," she said. 
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Table 1. Responses from the entire group of respondents on their views of the 
media, by gender. 

Question Totally Partially No Partially Totally 
Disagree Disagree Opinion Agree Agree 

22. Radio responds to 
the interests, 
problems and needs 
of society. 

Total 7.7% 52.6% 0.0% 28.0% 11.7% 
Female 4.7% 57.0% 0.0% 28.1% 10.2% 

Male 9.6% 49.8% 0.0% 27.9% 12.7% 
23. Magazines 
respond to the 
Interests, problems 
and needs of society. 

Total 17.0% 58.1% 2.5% 17.4% 5.0% 
Female 18.8% 64.1% 2.3% 12.5% 2.3% 

Male 16.0% 54.1% 2.6% 20.6% 6.7% 
24. Television responds 
to the Interests, 
problems and needs of 
society. 

Total 20.9% 56.0% 1.5% 17.3% 4.3% 
Female 22.8% 55.1% 1.6% 15.0% 5.5% 

Male 19.4% 56.6% 1.5% 18.9% 3.6% 
25. The government 
has the right to 
censor political or 
economic news. 

Total 92.1% 4.9% 1.2% 1.2% 0.6% 
Female 89.8% 7.8% 0.8% 1.6% 0.0% 

Male 93.4% 3.1% 1.5% 1.0% 1.0% 
26. Newspapers 
respond to the 
Interests, problems 
and needs of society. 

Total 7.1% 56.8% 0.6% 25.0% 10.5% 
Female 6.3% 59.1% 0.0% 24.4% 10.2% 

Male 7.6% 55.3% 1.0% 25.4% 10.7% 
27. The media should 
report on 
governmental errors 
and abuse. 

Total 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 14.7% 84.4% 
Female 0.0% 0.8% 0.8% 14.7% 83.7% 

Male 0.5% 0.0% 0% 14.7% 84.8% 
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Question 

28. The media has to 

Totally 
Disagree 

Partially 
Disagree 

No 
Opinion 

Partially 
Agree 

Totally 
Agree 

defend the right to 
disseminate news. 

Total 0.3% 0.7% 0.0% 13.6% 85.4% 
Female 0.8% 0.0% 0.0% 15.0% 84.2% 

Male 0.0% 1.0% 0.0% 12.8% 86.2% 
29. The government 
has the right to 
censor news about the
military. 

Total 67.5% 22.2% 2.2% 5.6% 2.5% 
Female 68.8% 21.1% 2.3% 7.0% 0.8% 

Male 66.8% 23.0% 2.0% 4.6% 3.6% 
30. The media should 
be Independent of 
political parties. 

Total 1.2% 2.8% 1.8% 10.7% 83.5% 
Female 1.6% 0.8% 1.6% 9.3% 86.7% 

Male 1.0% 4.1% 2.0% 11.7% 81.2% 
31. The prestige of 
journalists depends 
on their personal 
honesty. 

Total 1.5% 6.7% 0.0% 15.6% 76.2% 
Female 0.8% 7.0% 0.0% 10.9% 81.3% 

Male 2.0% 6.6% 0.0% 18.8% 72.6% 
32. All of the media 
have the same 
credibility. 

Total 69.4% 27.0% 1.8% 1.2% 0.6% 
Female 75.1% 22.5% 0.8% 0.8% 0.8% 

Male 65.6% 29.9% 2.5% 1.5% 0.5% 
33. Radio news has 
the most credibility. 

Total 24.8% 56.6% 3.4% 9.3% 5.9% 
Female 31.7% 49.2% 3.2% 10.3% 5.6% 

Male 20.4% 61.2% 3.6% 8.7% 6.1% 
34. Television news 
has the most 
credibility. 

Total 15.6% 51.7% 3.1% 20.9% 8.7% 
Female 21.9% 45.4% 2.3% 19.5% 10.9% 

Male 11.4% 56.0% 3.6% 21.8% 7.2% 
35. The written press 
has the most 
credibility. 

Total 8.7% 44.4% 1.6% 31.0% 14.3% 
Female 10.8% 50.4% 0.8% 26.4% 11.6% 

Male 7.2% 40.4% 2.1% 34.2% 16.1% 
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Question Totally 
Disagret 

Partially 
Disagree 

No 
Opinion 

Partially 
Agree 

Totally 
Agree 

36. The media in this 
country have no 
credibility. 

Total 47.7% 41.7% 2.2% 5.9% 2.5% 
Female 54.2% 35.7% 0.8% 7.0% 2.3% 

Male 43.6% 45.6% 3.1% 5.1% 2.6% 

37. The role of 
Journalism is to 
educate. 

Total 3.4% 23.6% 0.0% 36.2% 36.8% 
Female 3.9% 27.1% 0.0% 32.6% 36.4% 

Male 3.0% 21.3% 0.0% 38.6% 37.1% 

38. The role of 
journalism is mainly 
to Inform. 

Total 4.9% 19.9% 0.0% 30.4% 44.8% 
Female 4.7% 20.2% 0.0% 26.4% 48.7% 

Male 5.1% 19.8% 0.0% 33.0% 42.1% 

39. Journalists in my 
country have little 
prestige. 

Total 38.4% 41.5% 2.2% 13.9% 4.0% 
Female 41.1% 35.7% 2.3% 14.7% 6.2% 

Male 36.5% 45.4% 2.1% 13.4% 2.6% 
40. Being a journalist 
has helped me achieve 
a good reputation. 

Total 13.2% 19.9% 2.5% 33.2% 31.2% 
Female 18.0% 26.2% 1.6% 26.3% 27.9% 

Male 10.3% 15.9% 3.1% 37.4% 33.3% 
41. Journalists should 
write Impartially, 
even though the news 
might conflict with 
their Ideology. 

Total 3.1% 5.9% 1.2% 23.1% 66.7% 
Female 2.4% 11.0% 1.6% 20.5% 64.5% 

Male 3.6% 2.5% 1.0% 24.9% 68.0% 
42. Corruption In 
Journalism is 
extensive In this 
country. 

Total 21.3% 45.8% 6.0% 15.0% 11.9% 
Female 18.2% 47.6% 3.2% 12.7% 18.3% 

Male 23.3% 44.5% 7.8% 16.6% 7.8% 
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Question Totally Partially No 
Disagree Disagree Opinion 

43. The credibility of 
a media depends on 
the ethics of their 
Journalists. 

Total 1.2% 12.6% 0.9% 
Female 2.3% 15.7% 0.8% 

Male 0.5% 10.7% 1.0% 
44. The credibility of 
a rwedla depends on 
the ethics of their 
administrators, 

Total 9.1% 19.7% 1.9% 
Female 11.1% 21.4% 0.8% 

Male 7.8% 18.7% 2.6% 
45. The role of the 
media is to stimulate 
honesty among 
government office 
holders. 

Total 13.7% 18.1% 0.3% 
Female 18.8% 21.0% 0.8% 

Male 10.4% 16.0% 0.0% 

Total cases 328. Missing cases not included in the computations. 

Partially 
Agree 

Totally 
Agree 

23.1% 
20.3% 
24.9% 

62.2% 
60.9% 
62.9% 

25.4% 
28.6% 
23.3% 

43.9% 
38.1% 
47.6% 

34.6% 
29.7% 
37.8% 

33.3% 
29.7% 
35.8% 
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Table 2. Responses from the entire group of respondents on their views of the 
media, by age group. 

Question Totally 
Disagree 

Partially
Disagree 

No 
Opinion 

Partially
Agree 

Totally
Agree 

22. Radio responds to 
the Interests, 
problems and needs 
of society. 

30 years or less 
From 31 to 45 

7.2% 
7.8% 

54.2% 
52.4% 

0.0% 
0.0% 

28.1% 
27.3% 

10.5% 
12.5% 

Over 45 7.7% 46.2% 0.0% 30.8% 15.4% 
23. Magazines 
respond to the 
interests, problems 
and needs of society. 

30 years or less 12.6% 66.2% 2.0% 15.2% 4.0% 
From 31 to 45 21.3% 51.2% 3.1% 18.9% 5.5% 

Over 45 18.4% 47.4% 2.6% 23.7% 7.9% 

24. Television 
responds to the 
Interests, problems 
and needs of society. 

30 years or less 21.4% 53.9% 1.3% 18.2% 5.2% 
From 31 to 45 17.6% 62.4% 0.8% 16.8% 2.4% 

Over 45 23.1% 51.2% 2.6% 15.4% 7.7% 

25. The government 
has the right to censor 
political or economic 
news. 

30 years or less 
From 31 to 45 

90.8% 
92.2% 

5.9% 
3.9% 

0.7% 
2.3% 

1.3% 
1.6% 

1.3% 
0.0% 

Over 45 97.4% 2.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

26.The newspapers 
respond to the 
interests, problems 
and needs of society. 

30 years or less 
From 31 to 45 

5.2% 
7.9% 

62.2% 
50.4% 

1.3% 
0.0% 

23.5% 
29.1% 

7.8% 
12.6% 

Over 45 10.3% 53.8% 0.0% 23.1% 12.8% 

27. The media should 
report on governmen
tal errors and abuse. 

30 years or less 
From 31 to 45 

0.0% 
0.0% 

0.6% 
0.0% 

0.0% 
0.8% 

133.6% 
12.5% 

85.8% 
86.7% 

Over 45 2.6% 0.0% 0.0% 20.5% 76.9% 

28. The media has to 
defend the right to 
disseminate news. 

30 years or less 
From 31 to 45 

0.0% 
0.0% 

0.6% 
1.6% 

0.0% 
0.0% 

14.4% 
10.3% 

85.8% 
88.1% 

Over 45 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 20.5% 79.5% 
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Question Totally Partially No Partially Totally 
Disagree Disagree Opinion Agree Agree 

29. The government 
has the sight to censor 
news about the 
military. 

30 years or less 70.80% 19.50% 1.90% 6.50% 1.30% 
From 31 to 45 62.60% 28.60% 1.60% 4.00% 3.20% 

Over 45 71.80% 15.40% 5.10% 5.10% 2.60% 
30. The media should 
be independent of 
political parties. 

30 years or less 0.0% 3.90% 1.30% 9.10% 85.70% 
From 31 to 45 2.30% 1.60% 2.30% 10.90% 82.90% 

Over 45 2.60% 2.60% 2.60% 20.50% 71.70% 
" 31. "1&' prestige of 

Journalists depends 
on their personal 
honesty. 

30 years or less 0.6% 6.5% 0.0% 13.o% 79.3% 
From 31 to 45 0.8% 7.8% 0.0% 16.4% 75.0% 

Over 45 2.6% 7.7% 0.0% 23.1% 66.6% 
32. All of the media 
has the same 
credibility. 

30 years or less 71.5% 27.9% 0.0% 0.6% 0.0% 
From 31 to 45 68.0% 25.0% 4.6% 0.8% 1.6% 

Over 45 66.7% 28.2% 0.0% 5.1% 0.0% 

33. Radio news has 
the most credibility. 

30 years or less 25.3% 57.4% 2.0% 9.3% 6.0% 
From 31 to 45 24.2% 57.0% 4.7% 10.2% 3.9% 

Over 45 28.2% 48.7% 2.6% 7.7% 12.8% 
34. Television news 
has the most 
credibility. 

30 years or less 15.2% 45.0% 3.3% 23.9% 12.6% 
From 31 to 45 15.1% 58.6% 2.4% 18.3% 5.6% 

Over 45 17.9% 56.5% 2.6% 17.9% 5.1% 
35. The written press 
has the most 
credibility. 

30 years or less 7.9% 47.1% 1.3% 31.1% 12.6% 
From 31 to 45 8.6% 45.2% 0.8% 31.3% 14.1% 

Over 45 7.7% 35.9% 2.6% 33.3% 20.5% 
36. The media Inthis 
country has no 
credibility. 

30 years or less 52.0% 40.7% 0.7% 4.6% 2.0% 
From 31 to 45 43.8% 43.7% 3.9% 7.0% 1.6% 

Over 45 46.2% 41.0% 2.6% 5.1% 5.1% 
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Question Totally Partially No Partially Totally 

37. The role of 
Disagree Disagree Opinion Agree Agree 

journalism is to 
educate. 

30 years or less 3.9% 24.7% 0.0% 35.1% 36.3% 
From 31 to 45 3.1% 25.0% 0.0% 35.2% 36.7% 

Over 45 2.6% 12.8% 0.0% 46.1% 38.5% 
38. The role of 
Journalism is mainly 
to inform. 

30 years or less 3.90% 20.80% 0.0% 29.9% 45.4% 
From 31 to 45 6.30% 23.40% 0.0% 28.9% 41.4% 

Over 45 5.10% 2.60% 0.0% 41.0% 51.3% 
39. Journalists In this 
country have little 
prestige. 

30 years or less 39.2% 39.9% 1.3% 15.0% 4.6% 
From 31 to 45 39.4% 40.2% 3.1% 14.2% 3.1% 

Over 45 28.9% 50.1% 2.6% 10.5% 7.9% 
40. Being a journalist 
has helped me achieve 
a good reputation. 

30 years or less 16.7% 22.0% 1.3% 32.7% 27.3% 
From 31 to 45 13.8% 16.1% 4.0% 29.0% 37.1% 

Over 45 5.1% 20.5% 2.6% 46.2% 25.6% 
41. Journalists should 
write Impartially, 
even though the news 
might conflict with 
their ideology. 

30 years or less 2.6% 4.6% 0.7% 22.4% 69.7% 
From 31 to 45 3.9% 7.0% 1.6% 25.8% 61.7% 

Over 45 2.6% 5.1% 0.0% 23.1% 69.2% 
42. Corruption in 
Journalism Is 
extensive in this 
country. 

30 years or less 18.0% 46.7% 6.7% 12.6% 16.0% 
From 31 to 45 23.8% 44.4% 5.6% 16.7% 9.5% 

Over 45 26.3% 44.7% 5.3% 18.4% 5.3% 
43. The credibility of 
a media depends on 
the ethics of their 
journalists. 

30 years or less 1.9% 13.0% 0.6% 22.7% 61.8% 
From 31 to 45 0.8% 10.2% 1.6% 24.4% 63.0% 

Over 45 0.0% 10.3% 0.0% 28.2% 61.5% 
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Question Totally Partially No " Partialy TotP'!y 
Disagree Disagree Opinion Agree Agree 

44. The credibility of 
a media depends on 
the ethics of their 
administrators. 

30 yrs or less 11.9% 20.5% 1.3% 25.2% 41.1% 
From 31 to 45 7.3% 20.2% 2.4% 25.7% 44.4% 

Over 45 5.1% 15.4% 2.6% 25.6% 51.3% 
45. The vole of the 
media is to stimulate 
honesty among 
government office 
holders. 

30 years or less 15.7% 17.6% 0.0% 35.3% 31.4% 
From 31 to 45 10.3% 17.5% 0.8% 37.3% 34.1% 

Over 45 5.4% 21.6% 0.0% 27.0% 46.0% 

Total cases 328. Missing cases not included inthe computations. 
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Table 3A. Responses from the entire group of respondents on their views of the role 
of the media, by gender. 

Females Males 
Entertain 
Most important 9.9% 6.0% 
Somewhat important 25.6% 26.8% 
Least important 64.5% 67.2% 
Educate 
Most important 49.6% 55.9% 
Somewhat important 47.1% 41.4% 
Least important 3.3% 2.7% 
Inform 
Most important 82.8% 73.8% 
Somewhat important 16.4% 25.7% 
Least important 0.8% 0.5% 

Total cases 328. Missing cases not included in the computations. 

Total Average 

7.6% 
26.3% 
66.1% 

53.5% 
43.6% 

2.9% 

77.3% 
22.0% 

0.7% 
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Table 3B. Responses from the entire group of respondents on their views on the role 
of the media, by country by gender. 

Most Important Somewhat Important 
Bolivia. 

Females 
Enterttin 0.0% 21.4% 
Educate 57.1% 42.9% 
Inform 0.0% 0.0% 

Males 
Entertain 0.0% 10.7% 
Educate 53.5% 42.9% 
Inform 57.1% 42.9% 
Colombia -

Females 
Entertain 14.3% 33.3% 
Educate 57.1% 42.9% 
Inform 76.2% 19.0% 

Males 
Eaitertain 5.1% 38.5% 
Educate 64.1% 28.2% 
Inform 69.2% 30.8% 
Ecuador 

Females 
Entertain 14.3% 28.6% 
Educate 61.9% 33.3% 
Inform 85.7% 14.3% 

Males 
Entertain 12.1% 33.3% 
Educate 67.6% 32.4% 
Inform 67.7% 29.4% 
Peru 

Females 
Entertain 9.5% 33.3% 
Educate 42.8% 52.4% 
Inform 95.2% 4.8% 

Males 
Entertain 6.8% 22.7% 
Educate 52.2% 45.5% 
Inform 79.5% 20.5% 
Venezuela 

Females 
Entertain 9.1% 18.2% 
Educate 40.9% 54.6% 
Inform 86.7% 13.3% 

Males 
Entertain 5.1% 25.6% 
Educate 43.9% 56.1% 
Inform 85.7% 14.3% 
Total cases 328. Missing cases not included in the computations. 

Least Important 

78.6% 
0.0% 
0.0% 

89.3% 
3.6% 
0.0% 

52.4% 
0.0% 
4.8% 

56.4% 
7.7% 
0.0% 

57.1% 
4.8% 
0.0% 

54.6% 
0.0% 
2.9% 

57.2% 
4.8% 
0.0% 

70.5% 
2.3% 
0.0% 

72.7% 
4.5% 
0.0% 

69.3% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
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Table 4. Mean of the responses from the entire group of respondents on their views 
of the media, by country. 

NB: These means are based on a scales of 1to 5, where I indicates total disagreement and 5 indicates total 
agreement. 

Question 
22. Radio responds to the 

Interests, problems and
 
needs of society.
 

23. Magazines respond to the 
Interests, problem, and 
needs of society. 

24. Television responds to 
the interests, problems and 
needs of society. 

25. The government has the 
right to censor political or 
economic news. 

26. Newspapers respond to 
the interests, problems and
 
needs of society.
 

27. The media should report 
on governmental errors and 
abuse. 

28. The media ikas to defend 
the right to disseminate 
news. 

29. The government has the 
right to censor news about 
the military. 

30. The media should be 

independent of political
 
parties.
 

31. The prestige of 

Journalists depends on their
 
personal honesty.
 

32. All of the media hnve the 
same credibility. 

33. Radio news has the most 
credibility. 

34. Television news has the 

most credibility.
 

All 
2.8 

2.4 

2.3 

1.1 

2.7 

4.8 

4.8 

1.5 

4.7 

4.6 

1.4 

2.1 

2.5 

Bolivia 
2.9 

1.9 

2.3 

1.2 

3.1 

4.6 

4.5 

1.6 

4.6 

4.4 

1.5 

2.1 

2.2 

Colombia 
2.8 

2.5 

2.5 

1.1 

2.7 

4.9 

4.9 

1.4 

4.7 

4.6 

1.2 

2.3 

2.4 

Ecuador Peru Venezuela 
2.6 2.7 3.0 

2.4 2.8 2.2 

2.3 2.2 2.2 

1.1 1.1 1.1 

2.6 2.6 2.8 

5.0 4.8 4.8 

4.9 4.8 4.9 

1.7 1.4 1.5 

4.9 4.5 4.8 

4.7 4.4 4.7 

1.4 1.4 1.3 

1.9 2.2 2.1 

2.9 2.7 2.4 
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Question Al Bolivia Colombia Ecuador Per6 Venezuela 
35. The written press has the 
most credibility. 

2.9 3.4 3.1 3.0 2.6 2.9 

36. The media Inmy courtry 
have no credibility. 

1.7 1.4 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.9 

37. The role of journalism is 
to educate. 

3.7 3.4 3.7 3.9 3.8 3.7 

38. The role of journalism is 
principally to inform. 

3.9 3.8 3.5 3.7 4.1 4.0 

39. Journalists Inthis 
country have little prestige. 

2.0 1.7 2.1 2.1 2.3 2.0 

40. Being a journalist has 
helped me achieve agood 
reputation. 

3.4 3.4 3.5 3.4 3.4 3.3 

41. Journalists should write 
Impartially, evtu though the 
news might conflict with 
their ideology. 

4.4 4.1 4.3 4.7 4.4 4.6 

42. Corruption in journalism 
is extensive in this country. 

2.4 2.1 2.7 2.4 2.1 2.7 

43. The credibility of a 
media depends on the ethics 
of their journalists. 

4.3 4.0 4.3 4.7 4.5 4.1 

44. The credibility of a 
media depends on the ethics 
of their administrators. 

3.7 3.7 3.8 4.5 3.5 3.5 

45. The role of the media is 
to stimulate honesty among 
government office holders. 

3.6 3.9 3.2 4.0 3.6 3.4 

Total cases 328. Missing cases not included in the computations. 
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The media response to the interests, problems and needs of society 
(Questions 22, 23, 24, 26) 
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The Credibility of the Media 
(Questions 32,33,34,35 & 36) 
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Table 5A. Responses from the entire group of respondents on their views of the role 
of the media, by country. 

Bolivia Colombia Ecuador Per Venezuela 
To Entertain 
Most Important 0.0% 8.3% 13.0% 7.6% 7.2% 
Somewhat Important 14.3% 36.7% 31.5% 25.8% 21.7% 
Least Important 85.7% 55.0% 55.5% 66.6% 71.1% 

To Educate 
Most Important 54.8% 61.7% 65.5% 48.5% 42.4% 
Somewhat Important 42.9% 33.3% 32.7% 48.5% 55.3% 
Least Important 2.3% 5.0% 1.8% 3.0% 2.3% 

To Inform 
Most Important 59.5% 71.7% 74.6% 84.8% 86.2% 
Somewhat Important 40.5% 26.7% 23.6% 15.2% 13.8% 
Least Important 0.0% 1.6% 1.8% 0.0% 0.0% 

Total cases 328. Missing cases not included in the computations. 

Table 5B. Responses from the entire group of respondents on their views of the role 
of the media, by age. 

Under 30 30 to 45 Over 45 Total 
To Entertain 
Most Important 7.5% 6.7% 8.6% 7.3%
 
Somewhat important 24.5% 29.4% 22.9% 26.2%
 
Least Important 68.0% 63.9% 68.5% 66.5%
 

To Educate
 
Most Important 51.7% 56.7% 51.4% 53.6%
 
Somewhat important 44.9% 40.8% 45.9% 43.4%
 
Least Impo~iant 3.4% 2.5% 2.7% 3.0%
 

To Inform
 
Most Important 78.4% 77.7% 70.3% 77.1%
 
Somewhat important 20.9% 22.3% 27.0% 22.2%
 
Least Important 0.7% 0.0% 2.7% 0.7%
 

Total cases 328. Missing cases not included in the computations.
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Table 5C. Responses by age group and country to the question: the role of the media 
Is to entertain. 

Bolivia 
Most Important 
Somewhat important 
Least Important 

Under 30 

0.0% 
14.3% 
85.7% 

30 to 45 

0.0% 
20.0% 
80.0% 

Over 45 

0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 

Total Average 

0.0% 
14.3% 
85.7% 

Total Cases: 42* 
Colombia 
Most Important 
Somewhat important 
Least Important 

9.4% 
31.3% 
59.3% 

4.3% 
39.1% 
56.6% 

0.0% 
75.0% 
25.0% 

6.8% 
37.3% 
55.9% 

Total Cases: 62* 
Ecuador 
Most Important 
Somewhat important 
Least Important 

21.7% 
34.8% 
43.5% 

4.8% 
28.6% 
66.6% 

10.0% 
30.0% 
60.0% 

13.0% 
31.5% 
55.5% 

Tctal Cases: 59* 
Perd 
Most Important 
Somewhat important 
Least Important 

5.6% 
27.8% 
66.6% 

8.3% 
29.2% 
62.5% 

16.7% 
0.0% 

83.3% 

7.6% 
25.8% 
66.6% 

Total Cases: 69* 
Venezuela 
Most Important 
Somewhat important 
Least .mportant 

2.9% 
14.3% 
82.8% 

11.1% 
27.8% 
61.1% 

11.1% 
22.2% 
66.7% 

7.5% 
21.3% 
71.2% 

Total Cases: 96* 

Total cases 328. Missing cases not included in the computations. 
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Table 5D. Responses by age group and country to the question: the role of the media 
is to educate. 

Bolivia 
Most Important 
Somewhat important 
Least Important 

Under 30 

42.9% 
52.3% 
4.8% 

30 to 45 

66.7% 
33.3% 
0.0% 

Over 45 

66.7% 
33.3% 

0.0% 

Total Average 

54.7% 
42.9% 

2.4% 

Total Cases: 42* 
Colombia 
Most Important 
Somewhat important 
Least Important 

56.3% 
40.6% 

3.1% 

65.3% 
30.4% 
4.3% 

75.0% 
0.0% 

25.0% 

61.0% 
33.9% 

5.1% 

Total Cases: 62* 
Ecuador 
Most Important 
Somewhat important 
Least Important 

73.9% 
26.1% 
0.0% 

68.2% 
27.3% 
4.5% 

40.0% 
60.0% 
0.00% 

65.5% 
32.7% 

1.8% 

Total Cases: 59* 
Peru 
Most Important 
Somewhat important 
Least Important 

50.0% 
44.4% 

5.6% 

45.8% 
54.2% 

0.0% 

50.0% 
50.0% 

0.0% 

48.5% 
48.5% 

3.0% 

Total Cases: 69* 
Venezuela 
Most Important 
Somewhat important 
Least Important 

40.0% 
57.1% 

2.9% 

47.2% 
50.0% 

2.8% 

45.5% 
54.5% 
0.0% 

43.9% 
53.7% 

2.4% 

Total Cases: 96* 

Total cases 328. Missing cases not included in computations. 
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Table SE. Responses by age group and country to the question: the role of the media 
is to inform. 

Bolivia 
Most Important 
Somewhat important 
Least Important 

Under 30 

66.7% 
33.3% 
0.0% 

3) to 45 

60.0% 
40.0% 

0.0% 

Over 45 

33.3% 
66.7% 

0.0% 

Total Average 

59.5% 
40.5% 

0.0% 

Total Cases: 420 
Colombia 
Most Important 
Somewhat important 
Least Important 

68.8% 
28.1% 

3.1% 

73.9% 
26.1% 
0.0% 

75.0% 
25.0% 
0.0% 

71.2% 
27.1% 

1.7% 

Total Cases: 62* 
Ecuador 
Most Important 
Somewhat important 
Least Important 

82.6% 
17.4% 
0.0% 

63.6% 
36.4% 
0.0% 

80.0% 
10.0% 
10.0% 

74.6% 
23.6% 

1.8% 

To'al Cases: 59* 
Per'd 
Most Important 
Somewhat important 
Least Important 

88.9% 
11.1% 
0.0% 

87.5% 
12.5% 
0.0% 

50.0% 
50.0% 
0.0% 

84.8% 
15.2% 
0.0% 

Total Cases: 69* 
Venezuela 
Most Important 
Somewhat important 
Least Important 

80.6% 
19.4% 
0.0% 

89.2% 
10.8% 
0.0% 

90.9% 
9.1% 
0.0% 

85.7% 
14.3% 
0.0% 

Total Cases: 96* 

Total cases 328. Missing cases not included in computations. 
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Table 6. Responses from the entire group of respondents on their views of the 
prestige of a journalist compared with that of other professions, by country. 

l Prestge 
All Countries 
Engineer 38.1% 
Policeman 71.0% 
Car Salesman 68.5% 
Accountant 51.0% 
Politician 46.2% 
University Professor 30.9% 
,Medical Doctor 26.3% 
High School Teacher 57.4% 

Total Cases: 328* 
Bolivia 
Engineer 50.0% 
Policeman 57.1% 
Car Salesman 54.8% 
Accountant 52.3% 
Politician 38.0% 
University Professor 31.7% 
Medical Doctor 3 1.0% 
High School Teacher 50.0% 

Total Cases: 42* 
Colombia 
Engineer 40.7% 
Policeman 83.1% 
Car Salesman 78.0% 
Accountant 62.7% 
Politician 42.4% 
University Professor 28.8% 
Medical Doctor 20.3% 
High School Teacher 64.4% 

Total Cases: 62* 
Ecuador 
Engineer 48.9% 
Policeran 85.2% 
Car Salesman 85.2% 
Accountant 59.6% 
Politician 68.9% 
University Professor 42.5% 
Medical Doctor 25.5% 
High School Teacher 69.6% 

Total Cases: 59* 

& Prestige La Prestige 

31.1% 30.8% 
5.9% 23.1% 
5.9% 25.6% 

28.7% 20.3% 
26.9% 26.9% 
47.7% 21.4% 
33.3% 40.4% 
22.9% 19.7% 

21.4% 28.6% 
11.9% 31.0% 
7.1% 38.1% 

16.7% 31.0% 
31.0% 31.0% 
46.3% 22.0% 
33.3% 35.7% 
23.8% 26.2% 

20.3% 39.0% 
0.0% 16.9% 
5.1% 16.9% 

23.7% 13.6% 
25.4% 32.2% 
49.1% 22.1% 
16.9% 62.8% 
23.7% 11.9% 

36.2% 14.9% 
4.2% 10.6% 
4.2% 10.6% 

29.8% 10.6% 
20.0% 11.1% 
40.4% 17.1% 
48.9% 25.6% 
21.7% 8.7% 
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rl-oPrestige &W Prestige Ls Prestige 
Peni 
Engineer 30.2% 28.6% 41.2% 
Policeman 55.5% 14.3% 30.2% 
Car Salesman 52.4% 11.1% 36.5% 
Accountant 37.1% 38.7% 24.2% 
Politician 29.0% 43.5% 27.5% 
University Professor 27.0% 42.9% 30.1% 
Medical Doctor 31.7% 25.4% 42.9% 
High School Teacher 54.8% 22.6% 22.6% 

Total Cases: 69*
 
Venezuela
 
Engineer 29.3% 44.0% 26.7%
 
Policeman 74.3% 1.4% 24.3%
 
Car Salesman 72.9% 2.7% 24.4%
 
Accountant 48.6% 31.1% 20.3%
 
Politician 54.1% 16.2% 29.7%
 
University Professor 28.0% 56.0% 16.0%
 
Medical Doctor 24.3% 43.2% 32.5%
 
High School Teacher 51.4% 23.0% 25.6%
 

Total Cases: 96*
 

Missing cases not included in computations 

Prestige of journalists compared with that of other professions (AU Countries) 

60.00% 
ESmo Prestige 
IIae Prestige70.00% 

80.00% 

50.00% 

40.00% 

30.00% 

20.00% ! 

10.OC% 

0.00% 
Engineer Policeman Car Accountant Politician University Medical High School 

Salesman Pmofssor 0,octor Teacher 
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Table 7. Responses from the entire group of respondents on their views of the salary 
of journalists compared with other professions, by country. 

All Countries 
Engineer 
Policeman 
Car Salesman 
Accountant 
Politician 
University Professor 
Medical Doctor 
High School Teacher 

Total Cases: 328* 
Bolivia 
Engineer 
Policeman 
Car Salesman 
Accountant 
Politician 
University Professor 
Medical Doctor 
High School Teacher 

Total Cases: 42* 
Colombia 
Engineer 
Policeman 
Car Salesman 
Accountant 
Politician 
University Professor 
Medical Doctor 
High School Teacher 

Total Cases: 62* 
Ecuador 
Engineer 
Policemxa 
Car Salesman 
Accountant 
Politician 
University Professor 
Medical Doctor 
High School Teacher 

Total Cases: 59* 

More salary Same salary 

22.4% 10.2% 
57.7% 15.1% 
28.5% 13.9% 
23.7% 36.3% 
29.5% 1.7% 
21.3% 45.0% 
28.5% 6.6% 
47.6% 26.4% 

34.1% 4.9% 
48.7% 9.8% 
40.5% 0.0% 
30.0% 35.0% 
39.0% 2.4% 
31.8% 34.1% 
29.3% 9.8% 
58.5% 4.9% 

19.7% 4.9% 
62.3% 16.4% 
19.7% 16.4% 
18.6% 40.7% 
25.4% 0.0% 
10.0% 49.2% 
24.6% 0.0% 
38.3% 41.7% 

20.8% 1.9% 
67.9% 3.8% 
22.0% 16.0% 
26.4% 49.1% 
23.5% 3.9% 
21.6% 45.1% 
30.8% 11.5% 
51.9% 26.9% 

Les salary 

67.4% 
27.2% 
57.6% 
40.0% 
68.8% 
33.7% 
64.9% 
26.0% 

61.0% 
41.5% 
59.5% 
35.0% 
58.6% 
34.1% 
60.9% 
36.6% 

75.4% 
21.3% 
63.9% 
40.7% 
74.6% 
32.8% 
75.4% 
20.0% 

77.3% 
28.3% 
62.0% 
24.5% 
72.6% 
33.3% 
57.7% 
21.2% 
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More salary & salary LM salary 

Perd 
Engineer 27.7% 12.3% 60.0% 
Policeman 46.9% 21.9% 31.2% 
Car Salesman 35.5% 14.5% 50.0% 
Accountant 23.1% 27.7% 49.2% 
Politician 30.8% 3.1% 66.1% 
University Professor 26.6% 43.8% 29.6% 
Medical Doctor 32.8% 3.1% 64.1% 
High School Teacher 47.5% 23.0% 29.5% 

Total Cases: 69* 
Venezucia 
Engineer 14.5% 20.5% 65.0%
 
Policeman 59.5% 19.1% 21.4%
 
Car Salesman 28.2% 16.7% 55.1%
 
Accountant 23.1% 32.1% 44.8%
 
Politician 30.4% 0.0% 69.6%
 
University Professor 14.5% 48.2% 37.3%
 
Medical Doctor 26.2% 9.5% 64.3%
 
High School Teacher 46.3% 28.1% 25.6%
 

Total Cases: 96* 

* Missing cases not included in computations 

View of journalists' salaries compared with that of other professions (AU Countries) 

N More Salary 
70.00% NSame Salary 

N Less Salary 
60.00% 

50.00% 

40.00% 

30.00% 

20.00% 

10.00% 

0.00% 
&nw Pohmmn Car A000~ Pokn U y VAdkcal NO 

Saissm Pwisswr Doo" 6d% 
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Table 8A. Responses from the entire group of respondents on monthly salaries, by 
gender. 

Average Female Male 
$400 or less 62.5% 69.5% 57.4% 
$401 - $800 26.8% 22.5% 30.0% 
$801 - $1200 7.9% 6.0% 8.9% 
$1201 - $1600 1.9% 1.0% 2.6% 
$1601 - $2000 0.9% 1.0% 1.1% 

Total cases: 328. Mis';ing Cases not included in computations 

70 

60 lmFemaloi 
50 

40 

30 

20 

10 

$400 or less $401-800 $801-1200 $1201-1600 $1601-2000 
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Table 8B. Responses from the entire group of respondents on monthly salaries, by 
country and gender. 

Country Average Female Male 
Bouvia 
$400 or less 71.4% 85.8% 64.3% 
$401 - $800 21.4% 14.2% 25.0% 
$801 - $1200 4.8% 0.0% 7.2% 
$1201 - $1600 2.4% 0.0% 3.5% 
$1601 or more 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Total Cases: 42* 
Colombia 
$400 or less 50.1% 55.6% 48.8% 
$401 - $800 31.7% 22.2% 36.6% 
$801-$1200 11.7% 11.1% 12.2% 
$1201 - $1600 3.3% 5.6% 2.4% 
$1601 - more 3.2% 5.5% 0.0% 
Total cases: 62* 
Ecuador 
$400 or less 72.4% 95.5% 58.2% 
$401 - $800 17.3% 0.0% 27.8% 
$801 - $IO0 3.4% 4.5% 2.8% 
$1201 - $160 3.4% 0.0% 5.6% 
$1601 - more 3.5% 0.0% 5.6% 
Toui Cases: 59* 
Perd 
$400 or less 63.1% 63.6% 62.8% 
$401 - $800 24.2% 31.8% 27.9% 
$801 - $1200 6.2% 4.6% 7.0% 
$1201 - $1600 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
$1601 or more 1.5% 0.0% 2.3% 
Total Cases: 65* 
Venezuela 
$400 or less 57.0% 61.2% 52.3% 
$401 a $800 30.2% 30.6% 29.5% 
$801 a $1200 10.8% 8.2% 13.6% 
$1201 a $1600 1.0% 0.0% 2.3% 
$1601 or more 1.0% 0.0% 2.3% 
Total cases: 96* 

* Missing cases not included in the computations. 
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Table 9A. Responses from the entire group of respondents on the average age of the 
respondents, by country. 

Country Averge Female Male 
Bolivia 33.6 28.3 35.9 
Colombia 31.4 29.7 32.3 
Ecuador 34.9 30.1 37.8 
Per 32.4 28.5 34.6 
Venezuela 35.1 30.6 39.7 
Average 33.6 29.7 36.1 

Total Cases 328. Missing cases noi included in computations. 

40 • 
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20 l-e-ue 
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0. 
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Table 9B. Responses from the entire group of respondents on years of media 
experience, by gender. 

Female Male 

Less than 10 years 96.8% 90.5% 
10 to 20 3.2% 6.3% 
More than 20 0.0% 3.2% 

Total Cases 328. Missing cases not included in computations. 

mn100.00% Imt.s year 
90.00% 1111o2o 
80.00% IMom than20 
70.00% 
60.0% 
50.00% 
4000% 
30.00% 

20.00% 
10.00% 
0.00% 

Female Male 
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Table 1OA. Responses from the entire group of respondents on position helds, by age 
group. 

Postion Under 30 30 to 45 O',er 45 
Reporter 57.1% 32.6% 10.3% 
Editor 14.3% 57.1% 28.6% 
News editor 33.3% 50.0% 16.7% 
Managing editor 9.1% 63.6% 27.3% 
Section head 45.3% 45.3% 9.4% 
Desk editor 33.3% 55.6% 11.1% 
Educator 20.0% 40.0% 40.0% 

Total cases 328. Missing cases not included in computations. 

70.00% U
 

60.00% 

50.00% 

40.00% 

30.00% 

20.000/A 

10.00%r 
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Table lOB. Responses rrom the entire group of respondents on gender by age group. 

Gender Under 30 30 to 45 Over 45 
Female 64.0% 35.2% 0.8% 
Male 37.2% 43.4% 19.4% 

Total cases 328. Missing cases not included in computations. 

70.00% 

60.00%INMl 

50.00% 

40.00% 

30.00% 

20.00% 

10.00% 

0.00% 
Under30 30to45 Over 45 

Table 10C. Responses from the entire group of respondents on position held, by 
gender. 

Reporter 
Editor 
News Editor 
Managing Editor 
Section Head 
Desk Editor 
Educator 

Female Male 
43.8% 56.2% 

0.0% 100.0% 
50.0% 50.0% 
27.3% 72.7% 
37.7% 62.3% 
31.6% 68.4% 
33.3% 66.7% 

Total cases 328. Missing cases not included in computations. 

100.00% 
90.00% MFemale 

60.00%ISMl 
70.00%
60.00% 

50.00% 
40.00% 
30.00% 
20.00% 
10.00% 
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Editor 
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Table 11. Responses from the entire group of respondents on marital status by 
gender, overall and by country. 

All Countries 
Single 
Married 
Divorced/Separated 
Widowed 

Within country 
Bolivia 
Single 
Married 
Divorced/Separated 

Colombia 
Single 
Married 
Divorced/Separated 
Widowed 

Ecuador 
Single 
Married 
Divorced/Separated 
Widowed 

Peri 
Single 
Married 
Divorced/Separated 

Venezuela 
Single 
Married 
Divorced/Separated 

Overall Results 
49.7% 
43.2% 

6.1% 
1.0% 

Overall Results 

33.3% 
54,8% 
11.9% 

53.3% 
40.3% 

4.8% 
1.6% 

44.1% 
52.5% 

1.7% 
1.7% 

62.3% 
31.9% 

4.4% 

48.9% 
42.6% 

8.5% 

Female 
65.9% 
25.6% 

7.7% 
0.8% 

Female 

57.2% 
21.4% 
21.4% 

61.9% 
23.8% 
9.5% 
4.8% 

81.8% 
13.6% 
4.6% 
0.0% 

73.9% 
26.1% 
0.0% 

59.2% 
32.6% 

8.2% 

?0.00% 

60.00% 

90.00% 

Marital status by gender, all countries 
iOnlI 

IM 1,1r1:d 

nDl"Or ad/1oprsted 

OwIdowod 

40.00% 

10.00% 

10.00% 

10.00% 

0.00% 
Overall Results Fam ale 
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Table 12. Responses from the entire group of respondents on the years of media 
experience, by gender and media. 

Overall results Female Male 
Print 
Less than 10 years 68.0% 86.0% 59.0% 
10 to 20 20.0% 14.0% 23.7% 
More than 20 12.0% 0.0% 17.3% 

Radio 
Less than 10 years 78.4% 91.1% 72.4% 
I0 to 20 14.4% 8.9% 17.0% 
More thani 20 7.2% 0.0% 10.6% 

Television 
Less than 10 years 84.0% 95.0% 76.3% 
10 to 20 10.0% 5.0% 13.6% 
More than 20 6.0% 0.0% 10.1% 

Years of experience (by media) 
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Table 13A. Responses from the entire group of respondents on monthly salaries, by 
position. 

News Managing Section Desk 
Reporters Editors Editors Editors Heads Heads 

All 
Less than $400 67.9% 14.3% 64.3% 9.1% 62.3% 55.0% 
$401 - $800 27.3% 42.8% 14.3% 45.5% 22.6% 40.0% 
$801 - $1200 3.6% 0.0% 14.3% 36.4% 15.1% 0.0% 
$1201 - $1600 0.6% 28.6% 7.1% 9.0% 0.0% 5.0% 
$1601 or more 0.6% 14.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Total Cases: 328* 
Bolivia 
Less than $400 76.0% 0.0% 33.3% 0.0% 81.8% 0.0% 
$401 - $800 20.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 18.2% 0.0% 
$801 - $1200 4.0% 0.0% 33.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
$1201 - $1600 0.0% 0.0% 33.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
$1601 or more 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Total cases: 42* 
Colombia 
Less than $400 66.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 40.0% 42.9% 
$401 - $800 21.2% 100.0% 50.0% 100.0% 40.0% 42.9% 
$801 - $1200 6.1% 0.0% 50.0% 0.0% 20.0% 0.0% 
$1201 - $1600 3.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 14.2% 
$1601 or more 3.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Total cases: 62* 
Ecuador 
Less than $400 80.0% 0.0% 100.0% 33.4% 80.0% 66.7% 
$401 - $800 20.0% 50.0% 0.0% 33.3% 20.0% 33.3% 
$801 - $1200 0.0% 50.0% 0.0% 33.3% 0.0% 0.0% 
$1201 - $1600 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
$1601 or more 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Total cases: 59* 
Peni 
Less than $400 58.3% 33.3% 100.0% 0.0% 75.0% 100.0% 
$401 -$800 36.1% 66.7% 0.0% 50.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
$801 - $1200 5.6% 0.0% 0.0% 50.0% 25.0% 0.0% 
$1201 - $1600 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
$1601 or more 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Total cases: 69* 
Venezuela 
Less than $400 64.0% 0.0% 75.0% 33.3% 50.0% 42.9% 
$401 - $800 32.0% 0.0% 25.0% 0.0% 22.2% 57.1% 
$801 -$1200 2.0% 0.0% 0.0% 66.7% 27.8% 0.0% 
$1201 - $1600 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
$1601 or more 2.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Total cases: 96" 
" Missing cases not included in the computations. 
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Table 13B. Responses from reporters only on monthly salaries. 

400 or less 
$401 - $800 
$801 - $1200 
$1201 - $1600 
More than $1601 

BoUvia Colombia 
76.0 66.7 
20.0 21.2 

4.0 6.1 
0.0 3.0 
0.0 3.0 

Ecuador 
80.0 
20.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

Perd Venezuela 
63.6 64.0 
28.8 32.0 

6.1 2.0 
0.0 0.0 
1.5 2.0 

80 

60 

50 

7 400 or Ies 
M$401 -$80 

*$801 - $1200 
M51201 - $1600 

E More tan $1601 

40 

30 

20 
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Table 14. Responses from the entire group of respondents on monthly salaries by 
media. 

Print 
Al 
Less than $400 57.8% 
$401 - $800 30.3% 
$801 - $1200 8.4% 
$1201 - $1600 2.2% 
$1601 or more 1.3% 
Total cases: 328" 
Bolivia 
Less than $400 71.0% 
$401 - $800 19.4% 
$801 - $1200 6.4% 
$1201 - $1600 3.2% 
$1601 or more 0.0% 
Total cases: 42* 
Colombia 
Less than $400 57.7% 
$401 - $800 30.1% 
$801 - $1200 6.1% 
$1201 -S1600 4.1% 
$1601 or more 2.0% 
Total cases: 62* 
Ecuador 
Less than $400 64.5% 
$401 - $800 25.9% 
$801 - $i200 3.2% 
$1201 - $1600 3.2% 
$1601 or more 3.2% 
Total cases: 59* 
Per 
Less than $400 48.7% 
$401 - $800 41.0% 
$801 - $1200 10.3% 
$1201 - $1600 0.0% 
$1601 or more 0.0% 
Total cases: 69* 
Venezuela 
Less than $400 55.4% 
$401 - $800 31.2% 
$801 - $1200 10.8% 
$1201 - $1600 1.3% 
$1601 or more 1.3% 
Total cases: 96* 

* Missing cases not included in computations. 

Radio 

82.5% 
12.5% 
5.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 

75.0% 
25.0% 

0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 

33.3% 
33.3% 
33.4% 

0.0% 
0.0% 

100.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 

91.7% 
8.3% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 

50.0% 
33.3% 
16.7% 
0.0% 
0.0% 

Television 

63.2% 
26.3% 

2.6% 
2.6% 
5.3% 

66.7% 
33.3% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 

20.0% 
60.0% 
20.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 

42.9% 
28.5% 

0.0% 
14.3% 
14.3% 

90.9% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
9.1% 

66.7% 
33.3% 

0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
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Table 15A.Responses'from the entire group of respondents on their role in granting 
permission to attend training activities (approving, requesting and both). 

All Bolivia Colombia Ecuador Perd Venezuela 

Approving 4.3% 0.0% 0.0% 11.5% 0.0% 7.8% 
Requesting 67.4% 71.4% 76.2% 61.6% 76.8% 55.8% 
Both 28.3% 28.6% 23.8% 26.9% 23.2% 36.4% 
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Table 1513. Responses from the entire group of respondents on spouses who work. 

All Bolivia Colombia Ecuador Perd Venezuela 

Working husbands 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Working wives 71.7% 76.5% 81.3% 53.8% 64.2% 84.6% 
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Table 15C. Responses from the entire group and by country on knowing journalists 
who have received bribes. 

All Bolivia Colombia Ecuador Peru Venezuela 
Yes 58.1% 52.4% 46.7% 63.2% 62.3% 62.0% 
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Table 16. Responses'from the entire group on monthly salaries, by years of media 
experience. 

10 years or less 10-20 years 20 years or more 
Print 
Less than $400 78.0% 15.7% 6.3% 
$401-S800 67.2% 18.8% 14.0% 
$801-$1200 33.3% 52.4% 14.3% 
$1201-$1600 50.0% 33.3% 16.7% 
$1601 or more 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Radio 
Less than $400 820% 14.0% 4.0% 
401-800 63.0% 22.0% 15.0% 

$801-$1200 92.0% 0.0% 8.0% 
$1201-S1600 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 
$1601 or more 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Television 
Less than $400 87.0% 9.0% 4.0% 
$401-S800 86.0% 7.0% 7.0% 
$801-$1200 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
$1201-S1600 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 
$1601 or more 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

Total cases 328. Missing cases not included in computations. 
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Monthly Salaries by Years of Experience 
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Table 17A. Responses from the entire group of respondents on the education levels 
ofjourn2Ii.s including educators, by age group. 

Level of Education 
Secondary Only 
Attended University 
Degree held 
Less than Bachelor 
Bachelor 
Master's 
Doctorate 

Under 30 

8.7% 
91.3% 

38.0% 
57.3% 
4.7% 
0.0% 

30 to 45 

3.1% 
96.9% 

27.9% 
65.1% 
3.9% 
3.1% 

Over 45 

7.7% 
92.3% 

33.4% 
53.8% 

5.1% 
7.7% 

70.00% 
Eles. then Bachelor 
M acholoI 

60.00% L0%1o:lorals 

50.00% 

40.00% 

30.00% 

20.00% 

10.00% 

0.00% 
Under 30 30 to 45 

. 
Over 45 

Table 17B. Responses from the entire group f respondents on the professional 
education of journalists, by age group. 

Where trained Under 30 30 to 45 Over 45 
At Work 36.0% 56.0% 8.0% 
At work as intern 64.5% 29.5% 6.0% 
Occasional training 45.8% 41.7% 12.5% 
In a journalism school 48.9% 37.8% 13.3% 

70.00% MAI Work 

EAt work as Intern 
60.00% :lO ccaslonsl training 

;0.00% Gin a journalism school 

40.00% 
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Table 18A. Responses from the entire group of respondents on the education !evel of 
journalists, including educators, by gender. 

Degree held Total Female Male 
Less than a Bachelor 32.3% 22.0% 39.0% 
Bachelor 60.6% 70.1% 54.3% 
Master's 5.0% 6.3% 4.1% 
Doctorate 2.1% 1.6% 2.6% 

80.00% 

70.00% Les than a Bachelor 

I Bachelor
00.00% IUMaater's 
50.00% 	 [ Doctorat 

40.00% 

30.00% 

20.00% 

10.00% 

Total Female Male 

Table 18B. Responses from the entire group of respondents on the professional 
education level of journalists, including educators, by gender. 

Where trained 	 Total Female Male 
At work 	 18.2% 15.8% 20.3% 
At work as intern 12.4% 12.3% 11.4% 
Occasional training 35.8% 28.1% 41.7% 
In a journalism school 33.6% 43.8% 26.6% 

45.00% 

40.00% 

35.00% 	 EAt work 
3 At work as Intern 30.00% 00ccaslonal trsilnng

25.00%I 
20.00%Din 	 r, journalism schooll 

15.00% 

10.00% 

5.00% 

0.00% 
Total Female Male 
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Table 19. Means of the responses from tbr entire group of respondents on their 
views of the role of the media, by country. 

NB: These means are based on a scales of I to 3, where 3 indicates the most important and I the least 

important. 

Question All Bolivia Colombia Ecuador Peru Venezuela 

64. The role of the media is to 
entertain 

1.15 1.07 1.20 1.20 1.15 1.11 

64b. The role of the media is to 
educate 

2.00 2.00 2.14 2.14 2.00 1.88 

64c. The role of the media is to 
inform 

2.5 2.14 2.30 2.30 2.50 2.50 

2.5 

2 	 WAI 
U Bolivia 
* Colomnbia 

1.5 	 0 Ecuador 
NPeor 
EVb.Izuela 

0.5 

0 
To entertain To Educate To Inform 
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I 

APPENDIX I - PERSONS INTERVIEWED
 

Interviews were conducted with the following: 

BOLIVIA 10. Gustavo Deheza *
 
Regional Director of Social
 

Ciro Miranda Ricaldi Communication
 
Copy Editor Universidad Cat6lica Boliviana 
El Debernewspaper Cochabamba, Bolivia 
Cochabamba, Bolivia I1. Gustavo Soto Santiesteban * 

2. 	 Elizabeth Arrazola Sandoval Director of Social Communication 
Business Editor Universidad del Valle 
Los Tiempos newspaper Cochabamba, Bolivia 
Cochabamba, Bolivia 12. Lupe Cajfas 

3. 	 Alfonso Canelas * President 
Owner/Editor Association of Journalists of La Paz 
Los Tiempos newspaper La Paz, Bolivia 
Cochabamba, Bolivia 13. Miriam Saavedra L. * 

4. 	 Jenny Cartagena Torrico Counsel 
Copy Editor Association of Journalists of La Paz 
Los Tiempos newspaper La Paz, Bolivia 
Cochabamba, Bolivia 14. Winston Moore 

5. 	 Jaime D'Mare C. Managing Editor 
Copy Editor Bolivian Times 
Los Tiempos newspaper La Paz, Bolivia 
Cochabamba, Bolivia 15. Carlos Mesa * 

6. 	 Jorge Huerta News Director 
Foreign Editor Channel 2 (private newscast) 
Los Tiempos newspaper La Paz, Bolivia 
Cochabamba, Bolivia 16. Juan Carlos Arana * 

7. 	 Freddy Mejia Pacheco News Director 
Copy Editor Channel 6 
Los Tiempos newspaper La Paz, Bolivia 
Cochabamba, Bolivia 17. Maria del Pilar Hoyos Mercado 

8. 	 Maria Luisa Mercado Reporter 
Reporter Channel 6 
Opini6n newspaper La Paz, Bolivia 
Cochabamba, Bolivia 18. Susana Mangudo Montecinos 

9. 	 Edwin Tapia Frontanilla * Reporter 
Editor, Opini6n newspaper and Channel 6 
President of the National Chamber of La Paz, Bolivia 
Social Communication Media 
Cochabamba, Bolivia Those marked with the asterisk (*)were 

not asked the questions from the 
questicnnaire. 
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19. 	 Marco Antonio Montafio Azoque 
Reporter 
Channel 6 
La Paz, Bolivia 

20. 	 Cathia Rodrfguez 
Reporter/Anchor 
Channel 6 
La Paz, Bolivia 

21. 	 Jaime Siles Hoyos 
Reporter/Anchor 
Channel 6 
La Paz, Bolivia 

22. 	 C6sar Vertiz Blanco 
Editor/Camerman 
Channel 6 
La Paz, Bolivia 

23. 	 Ronald Grebe L6pez * 

Executive Secretary 
Educacion Radiof6nica de Bolivia 
(ERBOL) 
La Paz, Bolivia 

24. 	 Estela Caballero Espinosa 
Reporter 
El Diarionewspaper 
La Paz, Bolivia 

25. 	 Rossio Clavijo 
Reporter 
El Diarionewspaper 
La Paz, Bolivia 

26. 	 Mario Maran6n ZArate * 

Managing Editor 
El Diarionewspaper 
La Paz, Bolivia 

27. 	 Nicolds Quinteros 
Photographer 
El Diarionewspaper 
La Paz, Bolivia 

28. 	 Jorge Villanueva Surez 
Cultural Editor 

El Diarionewspaper 

La Paz, Bolivia 


29. 	 Fortunato Esquivel Arancibia 
Reporter 
ERBOL News Agency 
La Paz, Bolivia 

30. 	 Carlos Serrate *
 
Publisher
 
Hoy newspaper
 
La Paz, Bolivia
 

31. 	 Jos6 Arturo Siles * 
Managing Editor 
Hoy newspaper 
La Paz, Bolivia 

32. 	 Jaime Archando 
Copy Editor 
La Raz6n newspaper 
La Paz, Bolivia 

33. 	 Amparo Canedo de Garcfa 
Political Editor 
La Raz6n newspaper 
La Paz, Bolivia 

34. 	 Jorge Canelas * 

Editor 
La Raz5n newspaper 
La Paz, Bolivia 

35. 	 Fernando Molina Monasterios 

Movie and Television Editor 
La Raz6n newspaper 
La Paz, Bolivia 

36. Jos6 Antonio Poraacusi Paz 

News Editor 
La Raz6n newspaper 
La Paz, Bolivia 

37. Grover Yapura Aruquip3 

Social Editor 
La Raz6n newspaper 
La Paz, Bolivia 

38. 	 Sandro Vaca 

Executive Secretary 
Newspaper Workers Union 
La Paz, Bolivia 

39. 	 Mario Canipa 

Political Editor 
Presencianewspaper 
La Paz, Bolivia 

40. 	 Amanda D~vila 

Head of Investigative Unit 
Presencianewspaper 
La Paz, Bolivia 
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41. 	 Ana Maria R. de Campero * 

Editor 
Presencianewspaper 
La Paz, Bolivia 

42. 	 Gloria Eyzaguirre 
Political Editor 
Presencianewspaper 
La Paz, Bolivia 

43. 	 Julio Pirnentel 
Business Editor 
Presencianewspaper 
La Paz, Bolivia 

44. 	 Ruben Vargas 
Cultural Editor 
Presencianewspaper 
La Paz, Bolivia 

45. 	 Eddy Wilson Aguilar Qiairoga 
Reporter 
Radio Altiplano 
La Paz, Bolivia 

46. 	 Escoldstico Loza Alvarado 
News Editor 
Radio Altiplano 
La Paz, Bolivia 

47. 	 Javier Viscarra Valdivia 
Sub-Director 
Radio Altiplano 
La Paz, Bolivia 

48. 	 Raiil R. Bustil!o C. * 
Business Manager 
Radio Fides 
La Paz, Bolivia 

49. 	 Fausto Caballero * 
News Director 
Radio Panamericana 
La Paz, Bolivia 

50. 	 Antonio Peredo * 

Vice Dean of the School of Social 
Communication 
Universidad Mayor San Andr~s 
La Paz, Bolivia 

51. 	 Germaine Barriga Velarde 
Reporter 
Ultima Hora newspaper 
La Paz, Bolivia 

52. 	 Rolando Carvajal Vargas 
Sub-editor General 
Ultima Hora newspaper 
La Paz, Bolivia 

53. 	 Ted C6rdova-Claure * 
Editor 
Ultima Hora newspaper 
La Paz, Bolivia 

54. 	 Oscar Guti~rrez Zeballos 
Reporter 
Ultima Horanewspaper 
La Paz, Bolivia 

55. 	 Jaime Iturri Salm6n 
Sub-Editor 
Ultima Hora newspaper 
La Paz, Bolivia 

56. 	 Mima Quezada Siles 
Reporter 
Ultima Hora newspaper 
La Paz, Bolivia 

57. 	 Gonzalo Torrico * 

Executive Vice President 
Ultima Horanewspaper 
La Paz, Bolivia 

58. 	 Juan Javier Zeballos * 
Managing Editor 
Ultima Hora newspaper 
La Paz, Bolivia 

59. 	 AlP!rto Zuazo * 
Correspondent 
United Press Interntional 
La Paz, Bolivia 

60. 	 Dr. Ratil Rivadeneira Prada * 
Director of Communications Sciences 
Universidad Cat6lica Boliviana 
La Paz, Bolivia 

61. 	 Ivan Cabrera Marz 
Investigative Reporter 
El Debernewspaper 
Santa Cruz, Bolivia 

62. 	 Roger Cu~llar 

Reporter
 
El Deber newspaper
 
Santa Cruz, Bolivia
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63. 	 Guillermo E. Rivero Jordn * 

Managing Editor 

El Deber newspaper 

Santa Cruz, Bolivia 


64. 	 Eduardo Bowles 

Reporter 

El Mundo newspaper 

Santa Cruz, Bolivia 


65. 	 Sandra Mufioz Leanos 

Lifestyle Editor 

El Mundo newspaper 

Santa Cruz, Bolivia 


66. 	 Hugo Paz M~ndez * 

President/Editor 

El Mundo newspaper 

Santa Cruz, Bolivia 


67. 	 Jaime Buitrago Romero 
News Editor 
Opini6n newspaper 
Santa Cruz, Bolivia 

68. 	 Ingrid Steinbach * 
Head of the Social Communication 
Department 
Universidad Privada de Santa Cruz de 
la Sierra 
Santa Cruz, Bolivia 

69. 	 Jorge Sudrez * 
Editor 
Correo del Sur newspaper 
Sucre, Bolivia 

70. 	 Roberto Quisbert Miranda 
Copy Editor 
El Diarionewspaper 
La Paz, Bolivia' 

COLOMBIA 

71. 	 Javier Darfo Restrepo * 
Reporter on 24 HorasTV newscast 
and writer of ethics book 
BogotS, Colombia 

72. 	 Ariana Santacruz Velasco 
Anchor and Managing Editor 
90 MinutosTV news show 
BogotA, Colombia 

73. 	 Alex G6mez 
Assistant to the Director 
90 Minutos TV newscast 
BogotA, Colombia 

74. 	 Judith Sarmiento 
Producer / Cultural Editor 
Caracol Radio 
BogotA, Colombia 

75. 	 Gloria Tarnayo *
 
President
 
Cfrculo de Periodistas
 
BogotA, Colombia
 

76. 	 Juan Guillermo Buenaventura * 
Director, Communication Department 
Universidad Javeriana 
BogotA, Colombia 

77. 	 Jos6 Mario Baldovi
 
Copy Editor
 
Cromosmagazine
 
BogotA, Colombia
 

78. 	 Patricia Run
 
Section Head
 
Cromos magazine
 
BogotA, Colombia
 

79. 	 Maria Teresa HerrAn
 
Colum ist
 

El Espectadornewspaper 
BogotA, Colombia 

80. 	 Femando Arellano
 
Political Editor
 

El Nuevo Siglo newspaper 
BogotA, Colombia 

81. 	 Claudia Bermdidez
 
News Editor
 

El Nuevo Siglo newspaper 
BogotA, Colombia 

82. 	 Alcibiades Botfa C.
 
Business Editor
 
El Nuevo Siglo newspaper
 
BogotA, Colombia
 

83. 	 Juan Gabriel Uribe *
 

Editor
 
El Nuevo Siglo newspaper
 
Bogota, Colombia
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84. 	 Alfonso Aya 
Business Editor 
El Nuevo Siglo newspaper, 
BogotA, Colombia 

85. 	 Alejandra de Vengoenchea 
Reporter 
El Tiempo newspaper 
Bogotl, Colombia 

86. 	 Ana Lucfa Duque 
In-house Professor 
El Tiempo newspaper 
BogotA, Colombia 

87. 	 Guillermo Franco 
Science and Health Editor 
El Tiempo newspaper 
Bogotl Colombia 

88. 	 Luis Alberto Lopera 
Business Editor 
El Tiempo newspaper 
Bogotd, Colombia 

89. 	 Pilar Luna 
Deputy Lifestyle Editor 
El Tiempo newspaper 
Bogout Colombia 

90. 	 Gabriel Romero Campos 
Night Editor 
El Tiempo newspaper 
Bogou, Colombia 

91. 	 Maria Teresa Ronderos 
Political Reporter 
El Tiempo newspaper 
BogotA, Colombia 

92. 	 Rafael Santos * 
Managing Editor 
El Tiempo newspaper 
BogotA, Colombia 

93. 	 Enrique Santos * 

Editor 
El Tiempo newspaper 
Bogoti, Colombia 

94. 	 Arqufmedes Surez Rodrfguez 
Copy Editor 
El Tiempo newspaper 
BogotA, Colombia 

95. 

96. 

97. 

98. 

99. 

100. 

101. 

102. 

103. 

104. 

105. 
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Edgar Torres 
Law Editor 
El Tiempo newspaper 
Bogot, Colombia 

Carlos J. Villar Borda * 

In-house Journalism Teacher 
El Tiempo newspaper 
BogotA, Colombia 

Nancy Villesca 
Copy Editor 
El Tiempo newspaper 
BogotA, Colombia 

Fernando Cortes Ardvalo 
National Editor 
La Prensanewspaper 
BogotA, Colombia 

Elisa de Cucal6n 
News Editor 
La Prensanewspaper 
BogotA, Colombia 

M6nica Patricia Escobar G6mez 
Lifestyle Editor 
La Prensancwspaper 
BogotA, Colombia 

Gonzalo Guill6n 
News Editor 
La Prensanewspaper 
BogotA, Colombia 

Edgar Moreno Morales 
Reporter 
La Prensanewspaper 
BogotA, Colombia 

Juan Carlos Pastrana * 

Editor 
La Prensanewspaper 
BogotA, Colombia 

Jaime Pastrana * 
General Manager 
La Prensanewspaper 
BogotA, Colombia 

Maria Claudia Pena 
Political Reporter 
La Prensanewspaper 
Bogotd, Colombia 



106. Sixto Alfredo Pinto 
Reporter / Editor 
La Prensanewspaper 
BogotA, Colombia 

117. Samuel Salazar Nieto 
News Editor 
Radio Caracol 
BogotA, Colombia 

107. Francisco Rodrfguez 
Reporter 
La Prensanewspaper 
BogotA, Colombia 

118. AJex Omar Alfonso 
Reporter 
Radio Todelar 
BogotA, Colombia 

108. Diana Patricia Samaca 
Reporter 
La Prensanewspaper 
BogotA, Colombia 

119. Juan Alvaro Castellano 
News Editor 
Radio Todelar 
Bogot,, Colombia 

109. Claudia Cristina Garc6s 
Reporter 
La Reptiblica newspaper 
BogotA, Colombia 

120. Javier Contreras 
Reporter 
RCN Radio 
BogotA, Colombia 

110. Fernando GonzAlez 
Copy Editor 
La Reptiblica newspaper 
BogotA, Colombia 

121. Juan Luis Martfnez C. 
Law Reporter 
RCN Radio 
BogotA, Colombia 

111. Jorge Sierra Montoya 
Managing Editor 
La Reptiblica newspaper 
Bogoti, Colombia 

122. Luis Angel P6rez Giraldo 
Reporter 
RCN Radio 
BogotA, Colombia 

112. GermAn Campuzano 
General Editor 
Noticiero CMI (TV) 
BogotA, Colombia 

123. H&tor Hemando Trujillo 
Editor 
RCN Radio 
BogotA, Colombia 

113. Juan Carlos Prez 
Business Reporter 
Noticiero CMI (TV) 
BogotA, Colombia 

124. Juan Gossafn * 
News Director 
RCN Radio network 
BogotA, Colombia 

114. Darfo Arizmendi 
News Director 

* 125. Patricia Asmar Amador * 
Vice Dean of the School of 

Radio Caracol 
BogotA, Colombia 

Communicatior 
Universidad de iz Sabana 

!15. Alvaro Pando BogotA, Colombia 

Reporter 
Radio Caracol 
BogotA, Colombia 

116. Luz Miriam Quintero 
Reporter 
Radio Caracol 
BogotA, Colombia 

126. 

127. 

Marcela Uribe * 
Dean of the School of Communication 
Universidad de ]a Sabana 
Bogota, Colombia 

Joaqufn Sfnchez * 
School of Social Communication 
Universidad Javeriana 
BogotA, Colombia 
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128. 	 Hernando Alvarez 
Reporter 
Semana magazine 
BogotO, Colombia 

129. 	 Juan Carlos Iragorri * 

News Editor 
Semana magazine 
BogotA. Colombia 

130. 	 Oscar Montes 
Reporter/Editor 
Semana magazine 
BogotA, Colombia 

Pedro Badrdn Padaui *131. 
Professor of the Social 
Communication Faculty 
Universidad Javeriana 
Bogot, Colombia 

132. 	 Doris Rentz Caballero * 

Professor of the Social 
Communication Faculty 
Universidad Javeriana 
BogotA, Colombia 

133. 	 Martha Lucia Rodriguez Uribe * 

Press Officer 
Telecom 
BogotA, Colombia 

134. 	 Rosemberg Penaloza 
Reporter 
Todelar Radio 
BogotA, Colombia 

135. 	 Mercedes Ochoa Guti6rrez * 

Journalism Professor 
Universidad de la Sabana 
BogotA, Calombia 

136. 	 Lisbeth Fog 
Coordinator, Postgraduate Journalism 
Program 
Universidad de los Andes 
BogotA, Colombia 

137. 	 Jose Vicente Arizmendi * 
Director 
90 Minutos TV newscast 
Cali, Colombia 

138. 	 Harold Lozada 
Reporter 
90 MinutosTV newscast 
Cali, Colombia 

139. 	 Luis Alirio Calle Mufioz 
News Director 
El Informativo de Antioquia TV 
newscast 
Cali, Colombia 

140 	 Freddy Canch6n
 
Copy Editor
 
El Pafs newspaper
 
Cali, Colombia
 

141. 	 Esaud Urrutia Noel
 
Sports writer
 
El Pats newspaper
 
Cali, Colombia
 

142. 	 Osiel Villada Trejos
 
Metropolitan Editor
 
El Pats newspaper
 
Cali, Colombia
 

143. 	 Luz Estela Cardona Ruiz 

Reporter 
Occidente newspaper 
Cali, Colombia 

144. 	 Oscar Duque 

National Editor 
Occidente newspaper 
Cali, Colombia 

145. 	 Luis Gilberto Guerrero 

Reporter/Copy Editor 
Occidente newspaper 
Cali, Colombia 

146. Guillerrno Lema Salazar 

Managing Editor 
Occidente newspapet 
Cali, Colombia 

147. 	 Roger Rfos Duque * 

News Editor 

Occidente newspaper 
Cali, Colombia 

148. 	 Jose Aar6n Rojas Rosales 
Reporter 

Occidentenewspaper 
Cali, 	Colombia 
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149. 	 Alejandro Ulloa * 
Dean of the School of Communication 
Universidad del Valle 
Cali, Colombia 

150. 	Roger V6lez Castahio 

Editorial Assisaint 

El Informarivo de AntioquiaTV 
newscast 

Medellfn, Colombia 


151. 	 Luzmila Arabeldez M. 
Business Reporter 
El Informativo de Antioquia TVnewscastManager
newscast 

Medellin, Colombia 


152. 	 Omaira Arbelaez 
Reporter 
El Colombianonewspaper 
Medellin, Colombia 

153. 	 Wilson Darfo Daza Restrepo 
News Coordinator 

El Colombianonewspaper 

Medellin, Colombia 


154. 	 Ana Mercedes G6mez de M. *Editor164.Editor 

El Colombiano newspaper 
MedelinColobiaCREMedellin, Colombia 

155. 	 Ernesto Ochoa M. *165. 

Editorial Writer 
El Colombiaronewspaper 
Medellin, Colombia 

156. 	 Jaime Salazar 
Reporter 
El Colombiano newspaper 
Medellin, Colombia 

157. 	 Reinaldo Spitaletta 

Copy Editor 
El Colombiano newspaper 

Medellin, Colombia 


158. 	 Jost Alejandro Tamayo 
Reporter 
El Colombiano newspaper 
Medellfn, Colombia 

159. 	 Jairo Garcfa Uribe * 

Managing Editor 
El Mundo newspaper 
Medellfn, Colombia 

160. 	 Juan Josi Hoyos * 
Coordinator, Postgraduate Program 
School of Social Communication, 
Universidad de Antioquia 
Medellin, Colombia 

ECUADOR 
161. Antonio Guerrro G6mez 
1 an ger 

CRE Radio 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

162. Ivonne Auad 
News Coordinator 
CRE Radio Network 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

163. Pedro Vicente Cabrera 
Sports Coordinator 
CRE Radio Network 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

Juan Lugmania BenalcazarReore 
Reporter 

Radio Network
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

Miriam Eugenia Manzano Celleri 
Reporter 
CRE Radio Network 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

166. 	 Mercedes Berenice Zambrano Tapia 
News Editor 
CRE Radio Network 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

167. 	 Francisco Maz6n 

Reporter 
Ecuavisa 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

168. 	 Betty Abad 
Metropolitan Editor 
Expreso newspaper 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 
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169. 	 Galo Martinez Leisker * 
Administrative Manager 
Expreso newspaper 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

170. 	 Galo Martinez Merchd.n 
Publisher 
Expreso newspaper 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

171. 	 Eddy Palma 
News Editor 
Expreso newspaper 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

172. 	 Marta Pefia 
Reporter 
Expreso newspaper 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

173. 	 Luis Rosero 
Reporter 
Expreso newspaper 
Guayaquil. Ecuador 

174. 	 Jorge Vivanco Mendieta * 

Managing Editor 
Expreso newspaper 
Guayaquil. Ecuador 

175. 	 Osvaldo Avila Figueroa 
General Editor 
El Tellgrafo newspaper 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

176. 	 Dr. Roberto Hanze Salem * 

Editor 
El Telhgrafo newspaper 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

177. 	 Rafael Montalbn 
Reporter 
El Tel,'grafo newspaper 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

178. 	 Jaime Tern 
Copy Editor 
El Teligrafonewspaper 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

179. 	 Maria Luisa Vivar 
Police Reporter 
El Tellgrafo newspaper 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

180. 

181. 

182. 

183. 

184. 

185. 

186. 

187. 

188. 

189. 

190. 
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Silvia Coello 
Reporter 
El Universo newspaper 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

Tonny Montoya Carrillo 
Reporter 
El Universo newspaper 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

Sharon Palacios Acosta 
Copy Editor 
El Universo newspaper 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

Carlos P&ez Pera-so * 

Editor/Owner 
El Universo newspaper 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

Gabriel Viteri 
Copy Editor 
El Universo newspaper 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

Marcia Gabriela Luque Mendoza 
Reporter 
Extra newspaper 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

Lina Cecibel Zambrano A. 
Reporter 
Extra newspaper 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

Fernando Naranjo Villacfs * 

President 
National Federation of Journalists 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

Jorge Jarami!lo * 
General Manager 
Radio Bolfvar 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

Evelio Gerardo Mejfa Mufioz 
Reporter 
Radio Bolivar 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

Katherine Mendoza 
Announcer/Editor 
Radio Bolfvar 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 



191. 	 Guadalupe Ord6fiez 

Reporter 

Radio Bolivar 

Guayaquil, Ecuador 


192. 	 Nestor Marion Freire Yagual 

Announcer/Reporter 

Radio El Tel6grafo 

Guayaquil, Ecuador 


193. 	 Mauicio Garcia Garcia 

Soundman 

Radio El Telgrafo 

Guayaquil, Ecuador 


194. 	 Maura R GuamAn 

News Editor 

Radio El Tel6grafo 

Guayaquil, Ecuador 


195. 	 Hugo Miranda Mestonza 
News Editor 
Radio El Tel6grfo 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

196. 	 Shiriey Pastor 
News Coordinator 
Radio El Tel6grafo 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

197. 	 Sally Sdnchez 
Editor 
Radio El Tel6grafo 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

198. 	 Germn Cobos Herrera * 

Associate Dean of the School of 
Social Communication 
Universidad de Guayaquil 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

199. 	 Leonor Rodriguez Riquelme * 
Dean of the School of Social 
Cormnunication 
Universidad Secular VicenteRocafuerte 

Guayaquil, Ecuador 

200. 	Boris Chonillo Cohn 
News Editor 

Guayaquil, Ecuador 

201. 	 Gina Jal6n L. *
 
Executive Producer
 
Telecentro
 
Guayaquil, Ecuador
 

202. 	 Jorge E. Perez Pesantes * 

General Manager 
Telecentro 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

203. 	 Juan Rodriguez Noriega 
Editor 
Telecentro 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

204. 	 Juan Carlos Thoret 
News Editor 
Telecentro 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 

205. 	 Walter Alves *
 

CIESPAL
 
Quito, Ecuador
 

206. 	 Asdrtibal de la Torre * 

Director 
CIESPAL 
Quito, Ecuador 

207. 	 Edgar Jaramillo * 

Technical Director 
CIESPAL 
Quito, Ecuador 

208. 	 Ivdn Granda 

Reporter 
Ecuavisa 
Quito, Ecuador 

209. 	 Maricarmen Ramfrez 
News Director 

Ecuavisa 
Quito, Ecuador 

210. 	Mercedes Alvaro 
Special EditorSeilEio 
El Comercio newspaper
Quito, Ecuador 

211. 	 Victor Hugo Araujo 
Sports Reporter 
El Comercio newspaper
Quito, Ecuador 
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212. 	 Carlos Jaramillo * 

Managing Editor 
El Comercio newspaper 
Quito, Ecuador 

213. 	 Jorge Ribadeneira 
Associate Editor 
El Comercio newspaper 
Quito, Ecuador 

214. 	 Enrique Chivez 
News Director 
Gamavisi6n 
Quito, Ecuado; 

215. 	 Lalo Antonio Echeverria 
Vice President - News 
Gamavisi6n 
Quito, Ecuador 

216. 	 Angel Espinoza 
News Producer 
Gamavisi6n 
Quito, Ecuador 

217. 	 Marcel Rivas * 

President 
Gamavisi6n 
Quito, Ecuador 

218. 	 Ruben Dario Buitr6n 
Newsroom Coordinator 
Hoy newspaper 
Quito, Ecuador 

219. 	 Felipe Burbano * 

Editor 
Hoy newspaper 
Quito, Ecuador 

220. 	 Maria Teresa Herrera 
Business Reporter 
Hoy newspaper 
Quito, Ecuador 

221. 	 Patricio Xavier P6rez 
Copy Editor 
Hoy newspaper 
Quito, Ecuador 

222. 	 Julio Zary 
Copy Editor 
Hoy newspaper 
Quito, Ecuador 

223. 	 Luis Castro * 
President 
National Union of Journalists 
Quito, Ecuador 

224. 	Jorge Aguilar Veintimilla * 

President 
Radio Bolfvar 
Quito, Ecuador 

225. 	 Carmen Elen Moscoso F. 
News Coordinator 
Radio Cat6lica Nacional 
Quito, Ecuador 

226. 	Ren6 Torres 
News Editor 
Radio Cat6lica Nacional 
Quito, Ecuador 

227. 	 Jacinto Collaguazo
 
News Coordinator
 
Radio Centro
 
Quito, Ecuador
 

228. 	Edgar Ydnez Villalobos * 

President 
Radio Centro 
Quito, Ecuador 

229. 	Dr. Xavier Alneida Mosquera * 

General Manager 
Radio Quito 
Quito, Ecuador 

230. 	Gustavo Cevallos
 
Announcer/Producer
 
Radio Quito
 
Quito, Ecuador
 

231. 	 Gonzalo Ruiz Alvarez
 
Editor
 
Radio Quito
 
Quito, Ecuador
 

232. 	Doald W. Thomas * 

Dean of the School of 
Communications and Art 
Universidad San Francisco of Quito 

Quito, Ecuador 

233. 	 Abel Castillo Echeverrfa * 
Vice President 
Teleamazonas 
Quito, Ecuador 
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234. 	 Marco Ntiiiez 

Reporter 

UltimasNoticiasnewspaper 

Quito, Ecuador 


235. 	 Fuoldy Rowles 

Police Reporter 

Ultimas Noticias newspaper 

Quito, Ecuador 


236. 	 Lilia Julita Vallejo Ayme 

Police P.eporter 

UltimasNoticias newspaper 

Quito, Ecuador 


237. 	 Santiago Gangotena * 
Chancellor 
Universidad San Francisco of Quito 
Quito, Ecuador 

238. 	 Cecilio Moreno Mendoza 

Reporter 

Vistazo magazine 

Quito, Ecuador 


239. 	 Mariana Neira 
Co-Editor 
Vistazo magazine 
Quito, Ecuador 

PERU 

240. 	 Virginia Gonzales 
Director 
Opinandoe Informando,Radio Cusco 
Cuzco, Perif 

241. 	 Celestino Peralta * 

Columnist 
El Sol newspaper 

Cuzco, Peri 


242. 	 Renato Canales * 

News Director 
Am6rica Televisi6n (Channel 4) 
Lima, Peri 

243. 	 Bruno de Olaz~bal Leon 
Reporter 
Andina de Televisi6n (Channel 9) 
Lima, Perti 

244. 	Lourdes Palacios Dfaz 
Reporter 
Andina de Televisi6n (Channel 9) 
Limd, Peni 

7". 	 Juan Ca-los Lazaro
 
Chief Political Writer
 
Caretasmagazine
 
Lima, Peri
 

246. 	 Jos6 Salazar
 
Economics Editor
 
Caretasmagazine
 
Lima, Peri
 

247. 	 Cecilia Valenzuela 
Investigative Reporter 
Caretasmagazine 
Lima, Peri 

248. 	 Ratil Varga., Vega
 
Politicil Editor
 
Caretasmagazine
 
Lima, Perd
 

249. 	 Enrique Zileri * 

Editor 
Caretasmagazine 
Lima, Perfi 

250. 	Alfonso Estremadoyro * 

Manager 
Channel II 
Lima, Peri 

251. 	 Julio Higashi * 

Ex-Program Director 
Channel 9
 
Lima, Per
 

252. 	Miguel A. Calder6n * 

National Dean 
Colegio .. :. Periodistas del Peri 
Lima, Peri 

253. 	 Jesds Claros * 

General Manager 
Colegio de Periodistas del Peri 
Lima, Peni 

234. 	Carmen Sandoval 
Business Reporter 
El Comercionewspaper 
Lima, Perti 
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255. Valentfn Ahon 266. Gilberto Miranda * 
Copy Editor 
El Comercio newspaper 
Lima, Peri 

News Editor 
Expreso newspaper 
Lima, Peri 

256. Carmen Anaya 
Reporter 
El Comercionewspaper 
Lima, Peri 

267. Luis Oyola Anca 
Sports Editor 
Expreso newspaper 
Lima, Peri 

257. Javier Arvalo 
Cultural Reporter 
El Comercionewspaper 
Lima, Peri 

268. Maria del Rosario Pajvelo Escobar 
Business Editor 
Expreso itewspaper 
Lima, Peri 

258. Mario Cortijo 
News Editor 

269. Julio Ivdn Pisua GonzAlez 
Judicial Editor 

El Comercio newspaper 
Lima, Peri 

Expreso newspaper 
Lima, Peri 

259. Fernando MacKee 270. Adolfo Ubillus 
Business Editor Political Editor 
El Comercio newspaper 
Lima, Peri 

Expreso newspaper 
Lima, Pert 

260. Maria Mendoza 
Reporter 
El Comercio newspaper 
Lima, Peri 

271. Nilda Zavaleta Montoya 
Business Writer 
Expreso newspaper 
Lima, Peri 

261. 

262. 

Alejandro Mir6 Quesada * 
Managing Editor 
El Comercio newspaper 
Lia, Per 

Maria Luisa (Marina) Mir6 Quesada * 

Sub-Chief, External Ccriymunications 
Departme-it 
£! Comrcionewspaper 
Lima, Perti 

272. 

273. 

Isaac Le6n Frfas * 
Dean of the Faculty of 
Communication Science 
Universidad de Lima 
Lima, Perti 

Teresa Quir6s * 

Professor of the Faculty of 
Communication Science 
Universidad de Lima 

263. Percy Roberto Buendfa Quijandria 
Sub-Chief Local Section 

Lima, Peri 

274. Gloria Tovar * 
Expreso newspaper 
Lima, Peril 

Professor of the Faculty of 
Communication Science 

264. Carlos Cabrera 
Sports Writer 
Expreso newspaper 
Lima, Peril 

Universidad de Lima 
Lima, Peri 

275. Ricardo Muller * 
Director General of the Press 

265. Rosa Georgina Galvdn G6mez 
Copy Editor 
Expreso newspaper 
Lima, Peril 

Department 
Frecuencia Latina (Channel 2) 
Lima, Peni 
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276. Manuel Romero Caro * 
Editor 
Gesti6n newspaper 
Lima, Per6 

287. Carlos Paucar G6mez 
Supplement Editor 
La Repdblica newspaper 
Lima, Peri 

277. Fanny Curay 
Reporter 
Global Televisi6n (Channel 13) 
Lima, Peril 

288. Gerardo Barraza 
Reporter 
Oiga magazine 
Lima, Peril 

278. Patricia Montero 
Reporter 
Global Televisi6n (Channel 13) 
Lima, Peri 

289. Mario Beladinde 
Copy Editor 
Oiga magazine 
Lima, Peril 

279. Angel Rojas Montero 
Cameraman 
Global Televisi6n (Channel 13) 
Lima, Peri 

290. Alfonso Bernfidez 
News Editor 
Oiga magazine 
Lima, Peri 

280. Sergio Vergaray 
Cameraman 

291. Guillermo Dextre 
Political Editor 

Global Televisi6n (Channel 13) 
Lima, Peri 

Oiga magazine 
Lima, Peri 

281. Mario Munive 
Sub-Editor of the Sunday Supplement 
La Reptiblicanewspaper 
Lima, Peri 

292. Francisco Igartua * 
Editor 
Oiga magazine 
Lima, Peru 

282. Miguel Dfaz Reyes 
Political Editor 
La Repiiblica newspaper 
Lima, Peri 

293. Carlos Michilat 
Photographer 
Oigamagazine 
Lima, Peri 

283. Donis Hinojosa 
Political Editor 
La Repdblica newspaper 
Lima, Peri 

294. Jesds Reyes Munante 
Managing edior 
Oiga magazine 
Lima, Peri 

284. Carlos Maravi Gutarra * 
Board Member 
La Reptiblicanewspaper 
Lima, Peri 

295. Valia Barak 
Reporter 
Panamencana Televisi6n (Channel 5) 
Lima, Peri 

285. Roberto Ochoa Berreteaga 
Sunday Supplement Reporter 
La Repablica newspaper 
Lima, Perd 

296. Eduardo Bruce Montes de Oca 
Director 
Panamericana Televisi6n (Channel 5) 
Lima, Peril 

286. Angel Pfez 
Head of Investigative Reporting Team 
La Repablica newspaper 
Lima, Peri 

297. Yorka Stella Poemape Vara-Cadilla 
Reporter 
Panamericana Televisi6n (Channel 5) 
Lima, Per6l 
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298. 	 Rocfo Carreteros * 
News Editor 
Radio Antena I 
Lima, Perif 

299. 	Marfa del Carmen GonzAlez Taranco 
Reporter 
Radio Antena 1 
Lima, Peri 

300. 	 Jose HemAndez Cahua 
News Director 
Radio Antena I 
Lima, Peri 

301. 	 Eduardo Rosenfeld H. * 

Executive Director 
Radio Antena I 
Lima, Peril 

302. 	C6sar Augusto Sdenz L. 
News Editor 
Radio Antena I 
Lima, Peril 

303. 	 Roberto NicolAs Silva Rodrfguez 
Reporter 
Radio Antena 1 
Lima, Peni6 

304. 	 IvAn Franuskovic A. 
Reporter 
Radio Cadena 
Lima, Peril 

305. 	 Cecilia Pacheco 
Reporter 
Radio Cadena 

Lima, Per 


306. 	Oswado Cuadras Lazo 
Editorial writer 
Radio Cora 
Lima, Peril 

307. 	 Juan Ramfrez Lazo * 
Owner/President 
Radio Cora 
Lima, Peri 

308. 	 R6mulo Flores 
News Director 
Radio Miraflores 
Lima, Peri 

309. 	 Miguel Humberto Aguirre * 
General Coordinator 
Radio Programas del Peril 
Lima, Peri 

310. 	Carlos Chuqfn Camac 
Reporter 
Radio Programas del Peri 
Lima, Peril 

311. 	 Carmei Dova Garrido Dfaz 
News Producer 
Radio Programas del Peri 
Lima, Peril 

312. 	 Marta Monge Mongout 
News Producer 
Radio Programas del Peril 
Lima, Peril 

313. 	 Jorge Antonio Portugu6s 
News Producer 
Radio Programas del Peril 
Lima, Peri 

314. 	 Luis Marcos Casas Y. * 

Editor 
Radio Santa Rosa 
Lima, Peril 

315. 	 Florio Tarazona Ramfrez 
News Director 
RBC Televisi6n (Channel 11) 
Lima, Peril 

316. 	 Ana Maria Uriarte Obreg6n 
Assistant News Director 
RBC Televisi6n (Channel 11) 
Lima, Perdi 

317. 	 Gary Andirs Ayala Ochoa * 
Professor of the School of Journalism 
Universidad Jaime Bausate y Mesa 
Lima, Peril 

318. 	 Jestis K. Kohagura Gahona * 
Director General of the School of 
Journalism 
Universidad Jaime Bausate y Mesa 
Lima, Peril 
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319. 	 Ruben Sfnchez G6mez * 
Professor of Television of the School 
of Journalism 
Universidad Jaime Bausate y Mesa 
Lima, Peril 

320. 	Endoro Terrones Negrete * 
Academic Director of the School of 
Journalism 
Universidad Jaime Bausate y Mesa 
Lima, Peri 

321. 	 Luis Javier Aliaga Loyola * 
Professor of the School of Journalism, 
Universidad Jaime Bausate y Mesa 
and President of the National 
Association of Journalists 
Lima, Peril 

322. 	Jos6 Arrieta Matos 

Copy Editor 

S( magazine 

Lima, Peril 


323. 	 Mabel Barreto 
Copy Editor 
St magazine 
Lima, Peril 

324. 	Cdsar C6spedes Castro 
Copy Editor 
S( magazine 
Lima, Peril 

325. 	 Edmundo Cruz Vflchez 
Chief Copy Editor 
St magazineLima, Peril 

326. 	 Ivdn Garcia Meyer 
General Editor 
S magazine 
Lima, Perfi 

327. 	 Jos6 Luis Reyes Roldin 
Reporter 
St magazue 
Lima, Peril 

328. 	 Ricardo Uceda * 
Editor 
St magazine 
Lima, Peril 
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329. 	 Julia Maria Urrunga
 
Reporter
 
St magazine 
Lima, Peril 

330. 	 Laura Puertas * 

Correspondent 
The New York Times 
Lirna, Peril 

331. 	 Hubert Cam *
 

Bureau Manager
 

United Press International 
Lima, Peril 

332. 	 Winston Orrillo Ledesma 
Director of thc School of Social 
Communication 
Universidad de San Marcos 

Lima, Peril 
333. 	 Carlos Parra MorzAn * 

Professor 
Universidad de San Marcos 

Lima, Peril 
334. 	 Jos6 Angel Paz 

Professor 
Universidad de San Marcos 

Lima, Per6 
335. 	 Juan Abraham Ramos Suyo 

Professor 
Universidad de San Marcos 

Lima, Peril 
336. 	 Enrique Gustavo Alatrista Urbina 

News EioNesEditor
 
Amfrica Televisi6n
 
Piura, Peri
 

337. 	 Augusto C6rdova Chfivez 
Cameraman 
Amr6ica Televisi6n 

Piura, Peril 
338. 	 Rolando Rodrich Sarango * 

Manager 
Am6dica Televisi6n 

Piura, Perti 
339. 	 Marco Orlando Agurto Sbnchez 

Regional Editor 
Correonewspaper 

Piura, Peril 



340. 	Mariela del Pilou Barrientos Benftez 
News Editor 
Correonewspaper 
Piura, Peri 

341. 	 Teddy A. Montufar Abad 
Editor 
Correonewspaper 
Piura, Peri 

342. 	 July I. Alvarado de C6rdova 
Reporter 
El Tiempo newspaper 
Piura, Peri 

343. 	 Marisol Espinoza Cruz 
Copy Editor 
El Tiempo newspaper 
Piura, Perfi 

344. 	 Luz Maria Helguero 
Managing Editor 
El Tiempo newspaper 
Piura, Perti 

345. 	 Prdxedes Sigfredo Queneche Ar6valo 
Copy Editor 
El Tiempo newspaper 
Piura, Perid 

346. 	 Rodolfo Aquino Ruiz 
National Editor 
Radio CutivaliPiura, PeriRpre 

347. 	 Jos6 Miguel Ar6valo Delgado 
Producation Manager 
Radio CutivaliPiura, Peni 

348. 	Edgar Francisco Cardenas Garcia 
News Producer 
Radio Cutivahi 
Piura, Perfi 

349. 	 Luis Enrique Lozada Gallardo 
Health and Ecology Editor 
Radio Cutivai 
Piura, Peri 

350. 	 Fabiola Morales Castillo 
Professor 
Universidad de Piura 
Piura, Peri 

351. 	 Anonymous 
Copy Editor 
La Industrianewspaper 
Trujillo, Peri 

352. 	 Julia Araceli Espinoza Cruz 
Reporter 
Sat'litenewspaper 
Trujillo, Pe~ri 

VENEZUELA 
353. 	 Jose Yesid Soto 

Reporter 
Radio Acarigua 

Acarigua, Venezuela 
354. 	 Fanny C. Saloni 

Reporter 

Diariode Tribunales newspaper 
Barquisimeto, Venezuela 

355. 	 Sonia Colemnares 
Reporter 

El Impulso newspaper 
Barquisimeto, Venezuela 

356. 	 Mario GonzAlez 
Reporter 

El Impulso newspaper 
Barquisimeto, Venezuela 

357. 	 Adridn J.Padilla 
Reporter 
El Impulso newspaper 
Barquisimeto, Venezuela 

358. 	 Olga M. Vargas 
ReporterRpre
El Impulso newspaper 

Barquisimeto, Venezuela 

359. 	 Violeta Villar Liste 
Reporter 
El Impulso newspaper 
Barquisimeto, Venezuela 

360. 	 Milagros S. Castro 
Reporter 
El Informador newspaper 

Barquisimeto, Venezuela 
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361. 	 Eglee Coromoto 
Reporter 
El Informadornewspaper 
Barquisimeto, Venezuela 

362. 	 Mario del Rosario Jaines 
Reporter 
El Informadornewspaper 
Barquisimeto, Venezuela 

363. 	 Alejandro G6mez Sigala * 

General Director 
El Informadornewspaper 
Barquisimeto, Venezuela 

364. 	 Alexis Orellano 
Stringer 
El Universal(Caracas) newspaper 
Barquisimeto, Venezuela 

365. 	 Jestis Manuel Chac6n Pemia 
Reporter 
Fe y Alegr'a radio station 
Barquisimeto, Venezuela 

366. 	 Jos6 Martinez Hidalgo 
Reporter 
Prensa de Lara News Agency 
Barquisimeto, Venezuela 

367. 	 Jos Luis Y¢pez Rodrfguez 
Correspondent 
Radio Caracas 
Barquisimeto, Venezuela 

368. 	 Rosabell de Meseis 
Reporter 
Radio Mundial 
Barquisimeto, Venezuela 

369. 	 Nancy Cordero 
Reporter 
Telecentro 
Barquisimeto, Venezuela 

370. 	Sim6n Clemente 
Photographer 
2001 newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

371. 	 Sonia Verjer 
Reporter 
2001 newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

372. 	 Sadl Prez Lozano 
Editorial Coordinator 
Bloque de Armas newspaper chain 
Caracas, Venezuela 

373. 	 Ronald Nava Garcfa 
Editor 
Bohemia magazine 
Caracas, Venezuela 

374. 	 Marian de Rozal6n * 

Vice President 
Cadena Capriles newspaper chain 
Caracas, Venezuela 

375. 	 Nelson Noguera 
Secretary General 
Colegio de Periodistas 
Caracas, Venezuela 

376. 	 Eduardo A. Orozco * 

President 
Colegio Nacional de Periodistas 
Caracas, Venezuela 

377. 	 Tony Bianchi * 

Editor 
DailyJournal 
Caracas, Venezuela 

378. 	 Marcano M. Nonoska 
Reporter 
DailyJournal 
Caracas, Venezuela 

379. 	 Nicole Salas 
Reporter 
DailyJournal 
Caracas, Venezuela 

380. 	Marianela Balbi Ochoa 
Reporter 
Economfa Hoy newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

381. 	 Luisana Colomine Rincones 
Reporter 
Economfa Hoy newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

382. 	 Lilian Dagher 
Reporter 
Economla Hoy newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 
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383. 	 Juan Pujol 

Reporter 

Econom(a Hoy newspaper 

Caracas, Venezuela 


384. 	Maria Victoria Cristancho 
Reporter 
El Diario de Caracas newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

385. 	 Pedro Garcia Otero 
Business Editor 
El Diario de Caracas newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

386. 	 Edgar L6pez 
Reporter 
El Diario de Caracas newspaper 
Caracais, Venezuela 

387. 	 Paola Badaracco 
Copy Editor 
El Globo newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

388. 	 Jos6 Carta * 

Publishe: 
El Globo newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

389. 	Hugo Chdvez 
Sports Editor 
El Globo newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

390. 	 Jos6 Ram6n Dfaz 
Military Reporter 
El Globo newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

391. 	 Miguel Angel L6pez Trocelt 
Business Editor 
El Globo newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

392. 	 Alonso Moleiro 
Newsroom Assistant 
El Globo r-:wspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

393. 	 Luz Mely Reyes 
Reporter 
El Globo newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

394. 	 Nelson Rodriguez
 
Foreign Editor
 
El Globo newspaper
 
Caracas, Venezuela
 

395. 	 Ruben Domingo Rojas Jackson 
Sports Reporter 
El Globo newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

396. 	 Melania SuArez
 
Sunday Supplement Aide
 
El Globo newspaper
 
Caracas, Venezuela
 

397. 	 Solmar Beatriz Torres Rivero 
Social Section Editor 
El Globo newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

398. 	 Marizol Zambrano Velasco 
Art Section Editor 
El Globo newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

399. 	 Zuleyman Jirm#nez 
Reporter 
El Informador newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

400. 	Cenovia Casas * 

News Editor 
El Nacional 
Caracas, Venezuela 

401. 	 Chefi Borzacchini 
Cultural Editor 
El Nacional newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

402. 	 Yolanda Ojeda Reyes 
Business Editor 
El Nacional newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

403. 	 Maria Femanda Ramallo 
Reporter 
El Nacional newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

404. 	 Asunci6n Reyes 
Copy Editor 
El Nacional newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 
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405. 	 Omayra Sayago 
Reporter 
El Nacional newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

406. 	 Patricia Gallardo 
Photographer 
El Nuevo Pals newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

407. 	 Enrique Herndndez 
Photographer 
El Nuevo Pals newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

408. 	 Luis Laya 
Photographer 
El Nuevo Pals newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

409. 	 Jests P6rez 
Political Reporter 
El Nuevo Pals newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

410. 	 Patricia Poleo Brito 
City Editor 
El Nuevo Paisnewspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

411. 	 Ibdyise Pacheco * 


Editor 

El Pals 
Caracas, Venezuela 

412. 	 Andrs Mata * 
Publisher/Owner 
El Universalnewspaper 
C.'acas, Venezuela 

413. 	 Minia Mendoza 
Copy Editor 
El Universal newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

414. 	 Pilar Pascual 
Science Editor 
El Universalnewspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

415. 	 Jorge Rivas 
Reporter 
El Universalnewspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

416. 	 Alberto Vargas
 
Court Reporter
 
El Universal newspaper
 
Caracas, Venezuela
 

417. 	 Carolina Girfn
 
Reporter
 
Radio Caracas 
Caracas, Venezuela 

418. 	 Mary Bustos Carvajal
 
Radio Caracas TV
 
Caracas, Venezuela
 

419. 	 Jusquifabio Flores 

Reporter 
Radio Caracas TV 
Caracas, Venezuela 

420. 	Luis Huelga Sucre 

News Production Manager 
Radio Caracas TV 
Caracas, Venezuela 

421. 	 Maria Auxiliadora Leal 

News Editor 
Radio Caracas TV 
Caracas, Venezuela 

422. 	 Mirva Matheus 

News Coordinator 
Radio Caracas TV 
Caracas, Venezuela 

423. 	 Elizabeth P6rez 

News Editor 
Radio Caracas TV 
Caracas, Venezuela 

424. 	 Hemn Romero L6pez 

Reporter 
Radio Continente 
Caracas, Venezuela 

425. 	 Orlando Ruiz 

Reporter 
Radio Continente 
Caracas, Venezuila 

426. 	 Janet Yucra Maguina 

Reporter 
Radio Continente 
Caracas, Venezuela 
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427. 	 Luis Alexis Ramfrez 
News Coordinator 
Radio Mundial 
Caracas, Venezuela 

428. 	 Josi Guillerrno Cartaya 
News Coordinator 
Radio Rumbos 
Caracas, Venezuela 

429. 	Teresa Maniglia Ferreira 
City Editor 
Radio Rumbos 
Caracas, Venezuela 

430. 	Andris Serrano, jr. 
Vice President 
Radio Rumbos 
Caracas, Venezuela 

431. 	 Eleazar Dfaz Rangel * 
Former Dean of the School of Mass 
Communication 
Universidad Central de Venezuela 
Caracas, Venezuela 

432. 	 Isaac Nahon * 
Director of the School of Social 
Communication 
Universidad Cat6lica Andres Bello 
Caracas, Venezuela 

433. 	 Guillermo E. L6pez * 

Director of the School of Social 
Communication 
Universidad Central de Venezuela 
Caracas, Venezuela 

434. 	 Annie Bernal 
Newsroom Assistant 
UlrimasNoticias newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

435. 	 Reinaldo Hidalgo Melidn 
Supplements Editor 
Ultimas Noticias newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

436. 	 Nelson Luis Martfnez * 
Editor 
Ultimas Noticiasnewspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

437. 	 IvIn Roa Frfas 
Sports Reporter 
Ultimas Noticias newspaper 
Caracas, Venezuela 

438. 	 Luis Azuaje * 
Regional Mar.ager 
United Press International 
Caracas, Venezuela 

439. 	 Mariela Ddvila * 
News Editor 
Venevisi6n 
Caracas, Venezuela 

440. 	Edgardo de Castro * 
Vice President 
Venevisi6n 
Caracas, Venezuela 

441. 	 Liz Flores 
Science Reporter 
Venevisi6n 
Caracas, Venezuela 

442. 	 Margarita Oropeza 

Political Reporter 
Venevisi6n 
Caracas, Venezuela 

443. 	 Laura Elena Valdivieso 
News Production Coordinator 

Venevisi6n 
Caracas, Venezuela 

444. 	Pablo Enrique Paz Ramos 
Assistant Coordinator 
El Diarionewspaper 

Carora, Venezuela 
445. 	 Hilda Gil 

News Producer
 
Channel 11
 

Maracaibo, Venezuela 
446. 	 Liliana Martfnez 

News Coordinator
 
Channel 11
 

Maracaibo, Venezuela 
447. 	 Alvaro Cafiizales 

Editorial Assistant 
La Columna newspaper 

Maracaibo, Venezuela 
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448. Vinicio Dfaz 
Economic Section Coordinator 
La Columna newspaper 
Maracaibo, Venezuela 

459. Basyl Macfas 
Copy Editor 
El Carabobefio newspaper 
Valencia, Venezuela 

449. Vfctor Hugo Fuenmayor 
Reporter 
La Columnanewspaper 
Maracaibo, Venezuela 

460. Juvenal Marcano Medina 
Editorial Board Coordinator 
El Carabobefionewspaper 
Valencia, Venezuela 

450. Sam Jos6 Zambrano 
Social Section Editor 
La Columna newspaper 
Maracaibo, Venezuela 

461. Eduardo Alernn * 
Publisher 
El Carabobefionewspaper 
Valencia, Venezuela 

451. Luis Vicente Baittiner * 
Assistant to the Editor 462. Carlos Ball 

OTHER 

PanoramaMaracaibo, Venezuela 

452. Roberto Baittiner 
General Manager 
Panoramanewspaper 
Maracaibo, Venezuela 

463. 

PresdentPresident
Agencia Interamericana de Prensa 
Econ6mica 
Boca Raton, Florida 
Joaquim Bamrud 
Managing Editor 

453. Roberto Bozo Acosta 
Social Section Editor 
Panoramanewspaper 
Maracaibo, Venezuela 

454. Alexander Montilla 
News Editor 
Panoramanewspaper 
Maracaibo, Venezuela 

U.S.-Latin Trade magazine 
Miami, Florida 

464. Gustavo Gorriti 

Senior Research Fellow 
North-South Center 
University of Miami 
Miami, Florida 

465. Herridn Maldonado 

455. Esteban Pineda * 
Publisher/Owner 
Panoramanewspaper 
Maracaibo, Venezuela 

Copy Editor 
El Nuevo Herald 
Miami, Florida 

456. Jos6 Semprtin Negrete 
Managing Editor 
Panoramanewspaper 
Maracaibo, Venezuela 

457. Ebrahfm Farfas * 
Dean of the School of Social 
Communication 
Universidad de Zulia 
Maracaibo, Venezuela 

458. Hugo Hernndez 
Copy Editor 
El Carabobefionewspaper 
Valencia, Venezuela 
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APPENDIX II - MEDIA VISITED 

BOLIVIA
 
El Diario, La Paz
 
The dean of Bolivian newspapers, it celebrates its 90th anniversary in 1994. A small "c" 
conservative newspaper, it dominates the classified advertising market. In 1993 it went 
through a family fight for control won by general manager Jorge Carrasco over his two 
sisters. A broadsheet, El Diarioclaims a circulation of 35,000, but those close to the 
advertising agencies say the figure is closer to 20,000. 

Presencia, La Paz 
This broadsheet was founded in 1952 by the Catholic Church. A general interest 
newspaper, it thoroughly covers all church news. Editor Ana Marfa R. Campero was 
named to the post in 1988 after ner predecessor had politicized the newspaper, which tries 
to maintain an impartial policy. It has 70 people in the newsroom, more than any other 
newspaper. Claimed circulation is 25,000 but probably closer to 15,000. 

Hoy, La Paz 
Founded by Carlos Serrate, former ambassador to the Soviet Union, he sold the 
newspaper in 1994 to two ex-ministers in the cabinet of former President Jaime Paz 
Zamora. Serrate, who had his own political party, enjoyed criticizing the United States in 
the newspaper. Claims 12,000 circulation, down from 50,000 in 1980. 

La Razdn, La Paz 
Founded in 1991 by Jorge Canelas, a relative of the family which owns Los Tiempos of 
Cochabamba. Two ministers of the present government have shares in the newspaper, a 
tabloid. The newsroom staff of 47 is relatively new as Canelas had a run-in with the 
journalists union and fired everyone. The circulation is close to the claimed figure of 
9,000. 

Ultima Hora, La Paz 
This tabloid is owned by Gen. Mario Mercado, a close associate of former president Hugo 
Banzer of the opposition Acci6n Democrtica Nacionalista party. Outside investors were 
injecting more capital into this pro-business newspaper in 1994. Its circulation is around 
4,000. 

Radio Panamericana, La Paz 
This station and its 14 sister FM stations in La Paz belong to Miguel Dueri, who owns a 
record company and the Hotel Presidente. It transmits nation-wide by satellite to eight 
interior stations. It's a member of the SOLAR group of Latin American stations. It has 
five reporters and 14 correspondents. 
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.Radio Altiplano, La Paz 
This is the oldest, continuing radio station in Bolivia, founded 50 years ago. It broadcasts 
to the interior by :.hort-wave. It has four reporters and transmits five hours of news per 
day. It is owned by Dr. Eduardo Ibifiez who, like the owner of Radio Panamericana, also 
owns a record company. 

Radio Fides, La Paz 
This is the news station owned by the Catholic Church, which also has four other stations 
which mainly broadcast music. It transmits 5 1/2 hours of news per day. It has six 
reporters La Paz and 120 in the interior, plus correspondents in Peru, Argentina, Paraguay 
and Colombia. The news director is Eduardo Prez, a former Jesuit priest and Agence 
France Presse correspondent who also has a television news program on Channel 2. 

Infornativo PAT (Periodistas Asociados de Televisi6n), La Paz 
These are two news programs, one half an hour long at 1p.m. and the other hour long at 9 
p.m. They are both owned, produced and anchored by Carlos Mesa, who won a five-year 
contract in 1993 for the space on Channel 7, the state channel. Mesa says the newscast 
reaches 300 cities in Bolivia. He has six reporters. Mesa sells advertising. 

PerspectivaDos Nocturno, La Paz
 
This 50-minute newscast on Channel 2 is owned, produced and anchored by Eduardo
 
P6rez, the news director of Radio Fides. He has an agreement with Radio Fides for the
 
use of its reporters and correspondents in the preparation of his program.
 

Noticias en ABC, La Paz
 
This is the news program of Channel 6. It's a 60-minute program.
 

ERBOL, La Paz
 
ERBOL stands for Educaci6n Radiof6nica de Bolivia. This educational radio enterprise
 
serves i8 interior radio stations and reaches 40 per cent of the population. It is owned by
 
the Catholic Church. ERBOL has expanded to become a news agency. As well, it has
 
radio feeds.
 

Los Tiempos, Cochabamba 
This is a family-owned broarlsheet whose editor/publisher is Alfonso Canelas. The 
newspaper has 20 people in the newsroom, most of whom are empiricos, or self-taught 
journalists. It is housed in a new, 11-story building. The circulation is said to be 10,000. 

Opini6n, Cochabamba 
This newspaper was founded in 1985 by a cooperative which started with a cement plant 
and has branched into bricks, tiles and cattle and plans to open its own bank in 1994. The 
cooperative's holdings are now worth $50 million. The newspaper has a 12-person 
newsroom and a circulation .;sumated at 5,000. 
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ElMundo, Santa Cruz
 
This newspaper was started in 1979 by the local Chamber of Commerce and Industry as a
 
way to change the public image of the private sector. The chamber bolds 57 per cent of
 
the shares. It has a newsroom staff of 19 and a claimed circulation of 10,000.
 

ElDeber, Santa Cruz
 
This newspaper is owned by the Rivero family. Guillermo, the news editor, says its
 
circulation of 22,00 is the highest in Bolivia. Those connected to the advertising industry
 
say the circulation is 16,000, which would make it the second highest selling newspaper
 
after El Diario. The tabloid runs from 72 to 120 pages daily. Ithas a newsroom staff of 20.
 

Correo del Sur, Sucre
 
Located in the official capital of Bolivia, this newspaper has a daily circulation of 12,000.
 
It is owned by the Canelas family of Cochabamba.
 

COLOMBIA 
El Tiempo, BogotA 
Founded in 1911, this morning newspaper enjoys the largest circulation and greatest 
income of any newspaper in Colombia. It has a daily circulation of 270,000 and a Sunday 
circulation of 400,000. A traditional liberal newspaper, it now follows a non-partisan 
policy. It is owned by the Santos family, whose patriarch, Eduardo Santos, was Liberal 
president of Colombia from 1938 to 1942. It has 80 journalists in the newsroom and 70 
elsewhere. 

El Espectador, BogotA 
Founded in 1887, it has always belonged to the Cano family. A leader in the fight against 
the drug trade, El Espectador lost it editor, Guillermo Cano, to assassins in 1986. Its 
modern offices and plant were bombed by drug traffickers in 1989. Its anti-drug 
investigative reporting team was plagued by threats and failed assassination attempts. It 
has a daily circulation of 150,000. 

ElNuevo Siglo, BogotA 
This morning newspaper is owned by the Uribe, G6mez and Palou families and claims a 
daily circulation of 38,r00, about half of what it once had when it was known just as El 
Siglo and before falling on hard times. It employs 35 people in the newsroom. 

La Repdblica, BogotA 
This Conservative newspaper is owned by the Ospina family. Mariano Ospina was 
president of Colombia from 1946 to 1950. About 10 years ago La Repblica became a 
business newspaper and now claims 45,000 subscribers. It employs 40 journalists. It also 
organized Colprensa, a news service with interior subscribers. 
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La Prensa, BogotA 
This is an irreverent tabloid run by two sons of former President Misael Pastrana, Juan 
Carlos on the news side and Jaime on the business side. A third son, Andrds, sought the 
presidential nomin ation of the Conservative party in 1994. Started in 1988, the newspaper 
claims a circulation of 25,000 and employs 30 journalists, most of them very young. It is 
best known in journalistic circles for its snappy hearlines. 

Semana, BogotA 
This weekly news magazine -- it runs over 200 pages -- is owned by the family of former 
President Alfonso L6pez Michelsen. 

Cromos, BogotA 
This weekly news magazine is owned by the Santodomingo group.
 

Radio Caracol, BogotA
 
The Caracol chain owns outright or partially -/, stations and has another 100 affiliates.
 
The Santodomingo group bought Caracol -- Cadena Radial Colombiana -- in 1986.
 
Besides Caracol, the group owns Avianca and SAM airlines, the Bavaria brewery, plus
 
insurance companies and chemical plants, among other holdings. About half of Caracol's
 
advertising billing comes from sister operations.
 

Radio Cadena Nacional (RCN), BogotA
 
RCN is the cbef rival of Caracol. Like Caracol, it is owned by a conglomerate, the Ardila
 
Lulle group, which bought it in 1974. The group also owns Postobon, the largest soft
 
drink oottler in Colombia, and Coltejer, the largest textile manufacturer, among other
 
holdings. The chain owns 103 radio stations throughout the country.
 

Todelar, BogotA
 
This used to be a stellar radio operation, but now trails in third ?lace. Unlike Caracol and
 
Todelar, which have well equipped plants, Todelar still uses old typewriters in its
 
newsroom. It is owned by Bernardo Tob6n, who replaced his late brother, an innate
 
broadcaster with a sure touch. Todelar owns seven stations in BogotA and has 70 affiliates
 
ehsewhere. It does not have holdings outside of radio.
 

Noticiero 24 Horas, BogotA
 
Leases air time. The program appears throughout Latin America on the SUR cable news
 
program.
 

Noticiero CMI, BogotA
 
Leases air time on televison.
 

Noticiero QAP, BogotA
 
Leases air time on television.
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El Pav, Call 
This morning newspaper is owned by the Lloreda family - publisher Rodrigo loreda has 
had presidential ambitions in the past -- and claims a circulation of 70,000 weekdays and 
100,000 Sundays. It is the region's leading newspaper. 

Occidente, Call 
This morning newspaper, owned by the Pelaez family, expected an injection of new 
capital and a restructuring of its board of directors in 1994. It has an aging staff, although 
some recent university graduates have been hired, and still uses typewriters. 

Noticlero 90 Minutos, Call 
This television news program, started in 1988, is owned by six foundations which 
reinvest all profits. 

El Colombiano, Medellin 
This is probably the second wealthiest newspaper in Colombia after El Tiempo. Owned 
by the G6mez family, this morning newspaper has a daily circulation of 120,000. Its plant 
is one of the most modern in the hemisphere. 

El Mundo, Medellin 
This newspaper, which seems to lag well behind El Colombiano in everything, has a 
circulation of 50,000 or less. 

Noticlero El Informativo de Antioquia, Medellin 
This television new program is owned by a cooperative, Coopercolt, formed by 20 
journalists in 1985 who banded together in search of better salaries. It was also the first 
regional television news program in Colombia. Of 80 current coop members, 25 work 
either on "El Informativo" or a sister radio program. 

ECUADOR 
El Comercio, Quito 
Founded in 1906, this is the second oldest -- and most prestigious - newspaper in 
Ecuador. The Mantilla family, which founded the newspaper, holds 82 percent of the 
shares. The other 18 percent are held by 286 shareholders. El Comercio, a morning 
newspaper, has a circulation of 100,000. It is said to have the same advertising income as 
El Universo of Guayaquil because its rates are higher. 

Ultimas Noticias, Quito
 
This is an afternoon newspaper published by El Comercio. It has a circulation of 50,000.
 

Hoy, Quito
 
This morning newspaper was founded in 1982 by a member of the Mantilla family,
 
Jaime, the cousin of the current publisher of El Comercio, Guadalupe Mantilla de
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Acquaviva. She was one of the original shareholders before returning to El Comercio in 
1984. No shareholder holds more than 10 percent of the shares. The claimed circulation is 
60,000. 

Vistazo, Quito 
This is Ecuador's leading news magazine. It has three reporters in Quito and six in
 
Guayaquil, plus two photographers. It is owned by Javier Alvarado Roca, who owns
 
Ecuavisa.
 

Radio Centro, Quito
 
This is a FM station with seven repeaters, blanketing Ecuador with 5 1/2 hours of
 
newscasts per day. It has an operating agreement with the Caracol network in Colombia.
 
Radio Centro is owned by Edgar Ydnez. It leads all FM news operations in ratings.
 

Ecuadoradio, Quito
 
This is a news service whose only paying client is Radio Quito, an AM station. Both
 
Ecuadoradio and Radio Quito are owned by El Comercio. Ecuadoradio has 10 journalists
 
in Quito who provide six hours daily of news programming. Ecuadoradio's programming
 
is picked up by 20-30 interior stations. Radio Quito leads all AM news operations in
 
ratings.
 

Radio Bolivar, Quito
 
This is a four-station FM chain which has five journalists in Quito. The Quito station is
 
owned by Jorge Aguilar, while the rest have other ownership.
 

Radio Cat6lica Nacional, Quito
 
The church station has four hours of newscasts daily, including 30 minutes in Quechua.
 
Its signal reaches the interior by repeater.
 

Gamavisi6n, Quito
 
This television channel is owned by Guayaquil's Isafas family, owners of the Filanbanco
 
in Ecuador and of Republic Bank, the largest Hispanic-owned bank in the United States.
 
They also own Telecentro and the Raz6n newspaper in Guayaquil, Otra magazine and
 
several radio stations.
 

Ecuavisa, Quito
 
This television station, Channel 8, used to be owned by El Comercio. They reportedly
 
offered it to Javier Alvarado Roca after the Isai s family tried to buy it.
 

Teleamazonas, Quito
 
This is the third channel in Quito, with a four-person staff there and in Guayaquil.
 

El Universo,Guayaquil 
This morning newspaper is owned by the P6rez family. The current editor/publisher is 
Carlos Pfrez Perasso. t's a publisher's dream as there are no returns. Vendors pay in 
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advance the newspapers they want and the press run is planned accordingly. El Universo 
has a circulation of 120,000. It operates a company store where employees can buy non
perishable goods. 

Expreso, Guayaquil 
This popular newspaper is owned by Galo Martfnez Merchdn, who is also president of the 
newspaper publisher's association. It claims a circulation of 55,000. 

Extra, Guayaquil 
Martinez MerchAn also has an interest in Extra, which is printed in the same plant as El 
Expreso. It's a popular tabloid which publishes pictures of bare- bosomed women and 
scandal stories. It claims a daily circulation of 160,000, the largest in Ecuador. 

El Teligrafo, Guayaquil 
This 110-year-old newspaper is owned by the Ant6n family, one of the wealthiest in 
Ecuador. It sells fewer than 30,000 copies a day and carries little advertising. 

Radio Tei~grufo, Guayaquil 

Radio Bolivar, Guayaquil 
This is one of the radio stations owned by the Isafas family. 

CRE, Guayaquil 
The manager of this station, Antonio Guerrero, is president of the Ecuadorian 
broadcasters association. The station, at 54, is one of the oldest in Ecuador. 

Telecentro, Guayaquil 
This is the Guayaquil television station owned by the Isafas family. 

PERO 
El Comercio, Lima 

Founded in 1839, this is one of the oldest -- and most prestigious -- newspapers in the 
hemisphere. It is a family newspaper, wholly owned by the Mir6 Quesadas. The current 
editor/publisher is Alejandro Mir6 Quesada Garland, 79. The newspaper has 180 people 
in its Lima newsroom, plus 12 full-time correspondents and 30 stringers in the interior 
and five correspondents abroad. It has a circulation of 140,000. 

Expreso, Lima 
This is the newspaper that has been the staunchest supporter of President Alberto 
Fujimori since his election in 1990. Fujimori's self-coup of April 5, 1992 did nothing to 
lessen this support. The majority shareholder is Manuel Ulloa, whose later father, also 
Manuel, was a senator who died in 1993. The father's widow is seeking 50 percent of the 
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equity held by her stepson. Expreso, a morning newspaper, has a circulation of 58,000.
 
Extra,an afternooner, sells 60,000. Expreso was founded in 1961, Extra three years later.
 

La Repiblica,Lima
 
Founded in 1981, this is the newspaper that has most opposed Fujimori and his policies.
 
The majority shareholder is former Socialist senator Gustavo Mohme. He wrestled
 
control of the newspaper late last years from another stockholder, Carlos Maravf Gutarra,
 
publisher of St magazine. The newspaper, a morninger, has a claimed circulation of
 
100,000.
 

Gesti6n, Lima 
This mainly business daily was founded in 1990 by a group of businessmen led by
 
Manuel Romero Caro, who serves as editor. Romero was industry minister in the Alan
 
Garcfa administration that preceded that of Fujimori, but he resigned in opposition to the
 
nationalization of the banks. Gesti6n enjoys considerable prestige, especially in the
 
business community, the major purchasers of its 27,000 press run. Romero says there are
 
no returns.
 

Caretas,Lima
 
This magazine is the most best known of the three existing news weeklies which form the
 
core of press opposition to the government. It has been closed in the past and its
 
editor/publisher, Enrique Zileri, forced into exile. Caretas was founded in 1952 by
 
Zilei's mother, Doris Gibson, and Francisco lgartua, who later left and started Oiga
 
magazine. It has 30 reporters, 10 photographers and, according to Zileri, a circulation of
 
30,000.
 

Oiga, Lima
 
Oiga is owned by Francisco Igartua, the editor. He has no other business interests. The
 
circulation is probably 10,000. Like Caretas, the magazine takes on the government
 
whenever it can. It has 10 reporters and four photographers.
 

St, Lima
 
St is different from the other two news weeklies inasmuch as it has various shareholders,
 
among them Carlos Maravf, who is a contractor and a shareholder in La Repdblica. Its
 
circulation is also probably 10,000.
 

Radio Programas del Perd, Lima
 
This is by far the No. I radio operation in Peru, owned by the Delgado Parker family. It
 
transmits live 24 hours a day and reaches 37 interior stations by satellite. It has 97 people
 
in the newsroom. It founded the SOLAR radio network which the Andean Pact countries
 
plus Chile and Argentina.
 

Radio Cora, Lima
 
This station is wholly owned by Juan Ramfrez Lazo, 66, who in January, 1994, celebrated
 
50 years as a broadcaster. He transmits seven hours of news a day. The signal reaches all
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of Peru by short-wave. At 7:20 a.m. each day there is a salute to and a request for the
 
release of nine military officers who tried to overthrow the president in 1993.
 

Antena 1, Lima
 
This radio station, owned by a businessman, went on the air in 199). During the self-coup
 
of April 5, 1992, it denounced the actions of President Fujimori and carried live
 
interviews supporting this view. The announcer broadcast the approach of the troops who
 
silenced the station. It has 25 journalists, all of them young, except the news editor.
 

Radio Cadena, Lima
 
This station transmits five hours of news a day. It has a newsroom staff of 12.
 

Radio Miraflores, Lima
 
This station transniits four hours of news a day. The newsroom has a staff of three who
 
serve as reporters, editors, announcers and commentators.
 

Radio Santa Rosa, Lima
 

Channel 2, Lima
 
Channel 2, Frecuencia Latina, was the target of a car bomb in 1992 that killed a journalist
 
and two guards. The station is owned by a business group with interests in imports and
 
manufacturing.
 

Channel 4, Lima
 
Mexico's Televisa network purchased 80 percent of the shares of Channel 4, America
 
Televisi6n, for $80 million in 1993. It still uses typewriters in the newsroom. It has an
 
hour-long newscast at 8 p.m.
 

Channel 5, Lima 
Channel 5, Panamericana Televisi6n, is owned by the Delgado Parker family. It started 
the SUR television network to compete with Televisa's ECO channel. It has an hour-long 
newscast at 10 p.m. 

Channel 9, Lima 
Channel 9, Andina de Televisi6n, has eight journalists in its news operation. It started late 
in 1993 to restructure its news operations along U.S. lines. It has news breaks at 5, 6 and 
7 p.m. and an hour-long program at 10 p.m. It is owned by a group of shareholders. 

Channel 11, Lima 
The smallest private channel in Peru, it has thousands of shareholders, the major one 
being Lima mayor Ricardo Belmont, who has presidential ambitions. It opened in 1987. It 
has a one-hour newscast at 9 p.m. 
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El Tiempo, Piura
 
This 77-year-old newspaper is owned by Victor Helguero Checa, the editor. His daughter,
 
Luz Maria Helguero de Plaza, is the managing editor. It has a claimed circulation of 20,000.
 

Correo, Plura 
This newspaper has a circulation of 12,000.
 

La Industria, Trujillo
 
Along with its afternoon sister newspaper, Satalite,it's owned by Maria Ofelia Cerro Moral.
 

Satt'lite, Trujillo 
See above. 

Radio Cutivalu, Piura 
This is the leading news station in Piura.
 

Radio Cusco, Cuzco
 
Among the programs for which Radio Cusco, the oldest in the city of Cuzco, leases time
 
is Opinandoe informando. Time costs about $30 an hour to lease.
 

America TV, Piura
 
This channel has newscasts at 6 a.m. and 8 p.m.
 

VENEZUELA 

El Universal, Caracas 
This traditional newspaper is the wealthiest in Venezuela in terms of billing. It has a daily 
circulation of 150,000. Andrds Mata, the grandson of the poet of the same name who 
founded the newspaper in 1909, has taken over as publisher. In 1993 he bought out the 
minority interests of the Ntiiez family, which had run El Universal for most of its 
existence. He said his predecessor, Luis Te6filo Ntifiez, had lost faith in Venezuela. 

El Nacional, Caracas 
El Universal'sequal in circulation and prestige, it does not have as much advertising. It is 
being run again by a member of the Otero family, after many years of management by 
outsiders as part of an agreement which saved it in 1961 from bankruptcy caused by a 
boycott of advertisers opposed to the newspaper's leftist leanings. 

Ultimas Noticias, Caracas 
This popular morning tabloid is the keystone of the media and financial empire put 
together by Miguel Angel Capriles, founder of the Cadena de Publicaciones Capriles. It 
targets Venezuela's working classes. The Cadena also publishes an afternoon daily, El 
Mundo, and a weekly magazine, Elite. 
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2901, Caracas 
This newspaper belongs to the De Armas family, which also publishes a sports daily, 
Meridiano, and a weekly magazine, Bohemia. The patriarch of the family, Armando De 
Armas, was once a partner of Miguel Angel Capriles, but they had a falling out. De 
Armas became Latin America's biggest magazine publisher, based in Miami, before 
selling out to a group which subsequently sold to Mexico's Emilio AzcdrTaga. 

Bohemia, Caracas 
See above. This magazine is a descendant of the original Bohemia magazine published in Cuba. 

El Globo, Caracas 
This newspaper was founded in 1990 by the Mezerahne business group and is run by Josd 
Carta, an insurance man who later became one of the outsiders running El Nacionalas 
publisher. 

El Nuevo Pats, Caracas 
This newspaper was founded in 1988 by Rafael Poleo, one of the most controversial
 
journalists in Venezuela who went in to exile in Miami during the latter part of the
 
presidency of Carlos Andr~s Perez, with whom he had very close in his earlier years.
 
Poleo also publishes Zeta magazine.
 

El Diariode Caracas,Caracas
 
Founded in 1979, it is one of the few newspapers in Venezuela which has an editorial
 
page, a feature which has got it into trouble with authorities over the years. It belongs to
 
the same group as Radio Caracas and Radio Caracas Televisi6n.
 

The DailyJournal,Caracas
 
Venezuela's English-language daily, it is now controlled by Czech-born Hans Neumann,
 
owner of several industries, including Pinturas Montana. It has a circulation of about 15,000.
 

Radio Rumbos, Caracas
 
Founded by Felipe Serrano, Venezuela's oldest and largest radio network is now run his son
 
and grandson, both named Andr6s. The network consists of 20 outlets, two of the owned by
 
the Serrano family and the others affiliated. Rumbos has 22 journalists in Caracas.
 

Radio Mundlal, Caracas 
This network belongs to Orlando Castro, a Cuban exile who made his fortune in 
insurance and was virtually unknown in tie media until 1992 when he started buying up 
radio stations, of which he now owns over 60. Only 20 of the stations operate as part of 
the Mundial network. The station has 10 newspersons. 

Radio Continente, Caracas 
This is the No. 3 network in terms of outlets with 15 stations. It employs 15 in the 
newsroom. 
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Radio Caracas Television, Caracas 
This station was founded by the owners of Radio Caracas, the Phelps and the Bottome 
families, both of American origin. 

Venevisi6n, Caracas 
This station was founded by 1961 by Cuban-born Diego Cisneros, whose first business 
success was as a Pepsi Cola bottler in Venezuela. According to the magazine U.S./Latin 
Trade, Venevisi6n has annual billings of $120 million, making it the third wealthiest 
television operation in Latin America after Mexico's Televisa and Brazil's TV Globo. 

Panorama,Maracaibo 
This newspaper, owner by the Pineda family, is in Venezuela's second-largest city and is 
No. 2 in advertising billing after El Univetsal. It has a daily circulation of 100,000. Its 
new plant and offices are among the most luxurious of any newspaper in the hemisphere. 
The Pineda family has other interests, including a cement plant. 

La Columna, Maracaibo
 
This is a small circulation daily owned by the Catholic Church.
 

Channel 11, Maracaibo
 
This is a regional television station.
 

El Carabobefio,Valencia
 
Owned by the Alemdn family, this 60-year-old newspaper in Venezuela's No. 3 city has a
 
circulation of 60,000.
 

El Impulso, Barquisimeto
 
This 90-year-old newspaper in Venezuela's No. 4 city is owned by the Carmona family. It
 
has a circulation of 40,000.
 

El Informador,Barquisimeto
 
This newspaper is owned by the G6mez family and has a circulation of 35,000.
 

Diariode Tribunales,Barquisimeto
 

This is a daily which carries legal news.
 

Telecentro, Barquisimeto
 
This is a regional television station.
 

El Diariode Carora,Carora 

Radio Acarigua, Acarigua 
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APPENDIX H1 - SCHOOLS OF SOCIAL COMMUNICATION VISITED
 

1. Universidad Cat6lica Boliviana, La Paz 

2. Universidad Mayor de San Andr~s, La Paz 

3. Universidad del Valle, Cochabamba 

4. Universidad Privada de Santa Cruz de la Sierra, Santa Cruz 

5. Universidad de los Andes, BogotA 

6. Universidad de la Sabana, BogotA 

7. Universidad Javeriana, BogotA 

8. Universidad del Valle, Cali 

9. Universidad de Antioquia, Medellin 

10. Universidad San Francisco de Quito, Quito 

11. Universidad de Guayaquil, Guayaquil 

12. Universidad Laica Vicente Rocafuerte, Guayaquil 

13. Universidad Mayor de San Marcos, Lima 

14. Universidad de Lima, Lima 

15. Escuela de Deriodismo Jaime Bausate y Mesa, Lima 

16. Universidad Central d- Venezuela, Caracas 

17. Universidad Cat6lica Andrds Bello, Caracas 

18. Universidad de Zulia, Maracaibo 
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APPENDIX IV - JOURNALISM ORGANIZATIONS VISITED 

I. CAmara Nacional de Medios de Comunicaci6n Social, Cochabamba, Bolivia 

2. Asociaci6n Boliviana de Periodistas, La Paz 

3. Sindicato de Trabajadores de ia Prensa, La Paz 

4. Cfrculo de Periodistas, BogotA 

5. Uni6n Nacional de Periodistas, Quito 

6. Federaci6n Nacional de Periodistas, Guayaquil 

7. Asociaci6n de Proprietarios de Peri6dicos de Ecuador, Guayaquil 

8. Asocaci6n Ecuatoriana de Radiodifusi6n, Guayaquil 

9. Colegio de Periodistas, Lima 

10. Colegio Nacional de Periodistas, Caracas 

11. Instituto de Prensa y Sociedad, Lima 

12. Bloque de Prensa, Caracas 

13. Instituto de Estudios sobre Comunicaci6n y Cultura, BogotA 

14. Centro Internacional de Estudios de Comunicaci6n, Quito 
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APPENDIX V - REGIONAL MEDIA AFFILIATIONS
 

There are affiliations of newspapers, radio stations and television news programs in the 
Andean region and beyond. 

NEWSPAPERS 
Called Grupo Diarios Amdricas, the associated newspapers are El Nacional of Caracas, 
El Tiempo of Bogoti, El Comercio of Quito, El Comercio of Lima, El Mercurio of 
Santiago, La Naci6n of Buenos Aires, El Patsof Montevideo and El Norte of Monterrey, 
Mexico. Via AmericaTel, a joint venture of ENTEL Chile and Northland 
Communications of the United States, they exchange news, pictures and financial 
information by satellite. 

RADIO 
The equivalent in radio is called SOLAR and consists of Radio Panamericana in Bolivia, 
Radio Caracas in Venezuela, RCN in Colombia, Radio Quito in Ecuador, Radio 
Programas del Perf in Pern, Radio Cooperativa in Chile and Radio Mitre in Argentina. 
They exchange news feeds. 

SOLAR was set up by the owners of Radio Programas del Peril, the Delgado Parkers, 
who also organized a similar association for television called SUR. The objective of SUR 
is to compete with ECO, the satellite news program of Mexico's Televisa. 

TELEVISION 
The following news programs participate in SUR: Noticiero de Bolivia in La Paz, 24 
Horas and Noticiero Nacional in Bogotd, 24 Horas in Lima, El Noticiero in Caracas, 24 
Horas in Santiago, Mundo Visi6n in Santo Domingo, and Telejornal in Rio de Janeiro. 
Channel 5 in Lima receives offerings on 14 monitors and puts together the SUR news 
program. 
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APPENDIX VI - ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
 

PROGRAMA LATINOAMERICANO DE PERIODISMO 

Evaluacl6n de la educa.if6n ycapacltaci6n periodistica en 

CIUDAD: _, PAIS: 

Octubre de 1993 aEnero de 1994 

Somos una unidad evaluadora de la Univcrsidad Internacional de 
la Florida. la cual administra un programa de capacitaci6n para 
periodistas de Amdrica Lauina. Nuestra cvaluaci6n tiene como 
prop6sito deierminar el estado del periodismo en este pals y
las necesidades de capacitaci6n dc sus periodistas. Sus respuestas 
a este formulario nos ayudard1n a precisar el nivel de ]a educaci6n 
y capacitaci6n pcriodistica en el pais. La informaci6n ohtcnida 
es confidencial y solamente ser6 utilizada estadfsiicamente, sin 
vincular los nombres de los entrevistados con sus respuestas. 
Muchas gracias por su ayuda. 

Nombre 

del entrevistado: 

Cargo/puesto que ocupa: 

1.NOMBRE DEL MEDIO 0 UNIVERSIDAD DONDE TRABAJA: 

1.Prensa escrita _ 2.Radio __ 3. TV 4. Ensefianza 5. Otros 

2. Sexo 1. Femenino __ 2. Masculino 

3. Edad aflos 

4. Lugar de nacimiento: Cludad Pais 

5. Estado civil 

_ I. Sohero _ 2.Casado __ 3.Divorciado/separado _ 4. Viudo 

6. jiene hijos (menores de 18 afios)? __ 1.Sf __ 2.No 

7. jSu c6nyuge trabaja (fuera de casa)? _ I. Sf _ 2. No 

8. ,En qui trabaja su c6nyuge? 

9. ZCunto tilempo ha trabajado en los distlintos medios? 

I.Diario aho(s) __ menos de un afio 
2.Radio - afo(s) __ menos de un aflo 
3.TV - aho(s) __ menos de un afio 
4.Rcvista - aflo(s) _ menos de un aflo 
5.Ensettanza - aiio(s) _ menos de un aflo 
6.OTROS - aflo(s) m menos de un aflo 
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10. Puesto/cargo que desempefia 

_ I. Reportero 
-2. Director 
- 3. Subdirector 
-4. Jefe de redacci6n 

_ 5. Proprietario 
-6. Productor dc noticiero 

11. Educaci6n formal 

_ I. Pnmaria complela 
__ 2. Secundaria parcial 

- 3. Secundaria complcta 
- 4. Universidad parcial 

Universidad compIcta, especificar: 
5. Licenciatura
 

__ 6. Macstria
 
_ 7. Doctorado
 
__ 9. Otros 

(describa, pot favor 

7. Preseitador de noticia,; 
_ 8.Jefe o stcretario de sccci6n 
_ 9. Jefe de noticias 

10. Fot6grafo 
II. Docente 

- 12.Otro(s) (describa. por favor) 

8. Educaclon profesional 

_ I. Unicamente en el trabajo 
_ 2. En el trabajo como practicante 
_ 3.Capacitaci6n ocasional 
_ 4. Capacitacidn de una cscucla 

de periodismo 

12. LCuinto tiempo Ileva usted trabajando en pertodismo para su medio? _ aflos 

13. LCuinto tiempo Ileva usted trabajando en su cargo/puesto actual? _ afios 

14. .Es el periodismo su trabajo principal? _ 1.Si __ 2. No 

15. jTiene usted otra ocupai6n aparte del periodismo? 

__1. Si Lcuil es? _2. No 

16. LEn cuiles ireas del periodismo se desempefia con mis frecuencla? 

1. Internacional 
2. Dcportes 
3. Polifica 
4. Vida cotidiana/inters soial 
5. Policial 
6. Mujeres 

7. Rural 
8.Econoinia y negocios 
9. Arle y cutura 
10. 	Vida moderna 

1I. Especticulos y farndula 
12. Otras (culles) 

17. En cuil Area del periodismo le gustarfa trabajar? 

I. Internacional 
2. Depones 
3. Polftica 
4. Vida cotidiana/interis social 
5. Policial 
6. Mujeres 

7. Rural 
8.Economfa y negocios 
9. Arte y cultura 
10. Vida modema 
II. EspectAculos y fardndula 
12. Otras (cu/des) 
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18. jPor qui ingreL,6 usted a 1a actividad periodfistica/docente? 

1.Por vocaci6n 
2. Por casualidad 
3. Por neccsidad de ingresos suplemeniarios 
4. Por vocaci6n lileraria 
5. Por vinculaci6n con otros periodistas o personas afincs 
6. Otra manera (especific3r) 

19. Como periodLsta, Zen culntos medios trabaja usted? 

LCu'ilcs? 

20. ,C6mo compara usted el prcstiglo ti perlodista con el de otras profesiones? 

Codifique su respueste como si',e: 

I. Mis prestigio 2. Apro,.imadamenie el mismo prestigio. 3. Menos prestigio. 

1. Ingeniero - 6. Proresor universitario 
2 Policia 

- 7. Medico3. Vendedir de autom6viles 8. Maestro de sccundaria 
4. Contador 9. Otro5. Politico 4Cu_I? 

21. ZConoce a aigdin periodista que haya recibido sobornos en el ejerciclo de su trabajo profesional? 

__ if __2. No 

SUS OPINIONES 
Las sigulentes aseveraclones tlenen por objeto oblener su opinl6n sobre varios temas. Sirvase calificar 
cada pregunta del 0 al 5,como sigue: 

S.Totalmente de acuerdo 
4. De acuerdo 
3. No opino
2. Desacuerdo parcial (hasta cierto punto)
1.Desacuerdo ,"-I 
0. No respondt 

- 22. La radio responde a los Intereses, problemas y necesidades de Iasociedad. 

- 23. Las revistas responden a los intereses, problemas y necesidades de [a Sociedad. 
- 24. La televisi6n responde a los Intereses, problemas y necesidades de Ia sociedad. 
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5. Totalmente de acuerdo 
4. De acuerdo 
3. No opino 
2. Desacuerdo parcial (hasta cierto punlo) 
I. Desacuerdo total 
0. No responde 

- 25. El goblerno tlene el derecho a censurar las noticlas polfticas o econ6micas. 

_ 26. Los diarios responden a los intereses, problemas y necesidades de la socledad. 

_ 27. Los medios deben reportar sobre los errores o abusos gubernamentales. 

28. Los medios de comunlcacl6n tienen que defender el derecho asuministrar Informaci6n.
 

- 29. El gobierno tiene el derecho a censurar las notkcias sobre las ruerzas armadas.
 

- 30. Los medios de informacl6n deben ser Independientes de los partids politicos. 

- 31. El prestlglo de los perlodistas depende de su honestidad personal. 

32. Todas los medlos de comunicaci6n tienen la misma credibilidad.
 

-
 33. Los noticleros de la radio lienen la mayor credibilidad. 

- .14.Los noticieros de I2 televisi6n tienen la mayor credibilidad. 

35. La prensa escrita tiene la mayor credibilidad. 

- 36. Los medlos de comunicacl6n en este pals no tlenen credibilidad. 

- 37. La funcl6n del periodismo es educar. 

- 38. La runci6n del periodismo es principalmente dar Informacl6n. 

_ 39. Los periodlstas en este pals tienen poco prestiglo. 

40. Ser periodista me ha ayudado a lener una buena reputaci6n. 

41. 	Los periodistas deben escribir Imparcialmente, aunque la noticla esti en confllcto con su 
ideologia. 

42. La corrupcl6n periodistica en este pais esti muy extendida. 

43. La credibilidad de un medio depende de la itica de sus periodistas. 

44. La credibilidad de un medio depende de Iaitica de sus administradores. 
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S. Totalmente de acuerdo 
4. De acuerdo 
3. No opino
2. Desacuerclo parcial (hasta clerto punto)
1. Desacuerdo total 
0. No responde 

- 45. La funci6n de los medios de comunicacl6n es estimular h honradez en los puestos
gubernamentales. 

- 46. El salario que recibe es adecuado pt .'a usted. 

_47. El salarlo que recibe es equitafivo en comp, rac16n con el de stus colegas. 
48. Su salario actual esti en raz6n directs a su educacl6n y preparaci6n pro'esional. 

49. ZC6mo compara usted el sakrlo del periodisla con el de otras proesiones? 

Codifique su respuesta como sigue: 

I. Salario mayor 2. Salario aproximadam ,itc igual 3.Menos salario 

1. Ingeniero 
_ 6. Profesor universijario

2. Policia 
_ 7. Mdico3.Vendedor de autom6viles _ 8.Maestro de stcundaria 

4 Contador 
_ 9. Oiro5. Politico .Cul? _. 

50. ZCuindo recibi6 usted su dltimo aumento de salario? 

I. Hace scis meses 
2. Hace un ahio 
3.F-ce dos afios 
4.Hace trs afios 
5.Hace mis de tres aflos 

51. jCudl es actualmente su salario mensual? (En ddlares USA) 

1.hasta $ 400
 
. 2. de S 401a $ 800
 

3. de 801 a 1.200 
4. de 1,201 a 1.600 
5. de 1.601 a 2,000 
6. de 2.001a 2,400 
7. de 2.401 a 2,800 
8. mi de 2,800 
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PREGUNTAS ABIERTAS 

52. .Cuil medio (radio, prensa "scrita, lelevLs16n) tiene mayor credibilidad? ZPor qui? 

53. ZDepende la credibilidad de un medio de los periodistas o de Ia gerencla? ZPor qui? 

54. ,Cudl es Ia func16n principal del perlodismo, educar o informar, y por qua? 
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55. ZEs el periodismo uns profesi6n, ocupaci6n u oflclo especlalizado? 

S6. ZCuiI es el problems mis serlo que enrrenta el periodista en su pafs? ZCuAi es Is solucl6n? 

57. j.Cree usted que Is formaci6n aeadimica del periodists deberfa ser ubligatoria? 4Por quc? 
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58. lQui opina usted acerca de la Elk.s proreslonal de los periodistas en su pais? 

59. j.Qui plensa usted de la calidad de la educaci6n y capacitacl6n perlodislica en su pais? 

60. ZHay direrenclas entre las perlodLstias con educacl6n unlversltarin y los periodistaN empiricos?
lCuiles? 
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61. ,Cuil es el papel de los periodistas en una democracla? 

62. jDebe la prensa tratar a las fuerzas armadas de manera diferente a las restantes instituciones? 
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63. ZQuisiera usted que un hijo o hUi suyo Ilegara a .,r periodista? ,Por qd? 

64. Indique el orden de importancia del comentarto siguiente. Sirvase calificar cada pregunta como 

sigue: 

A. La mks Importante B. Medlanamente Importante C. Menos Importante 

La funcl6n de los medlos es: 

__ 2.Educar __ 3.InformarI.Entretener 

Entrevistado por: Fecha: 

Preparado el IS de octubre de 1993. 
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PROGRAMA LATINOAMERICANO DE PERIODIS11O 

PARA DOCENTES 

65. ZPodria entregarnos una copia del curriculum de periodismo en su universidad? 

66. ZQui asignaturas ensefia usted? 

67. ,Cuintos profesores de periodismo trabajan en Iaescuela? 

1. A tiempo completo __ 2. A tiempo parclal 

68. LCuAntos estudlantes estudlan periodlsmo en la escuela? 

69. jiene alg6n otro comentarlo que compartir con nosotros? Por favor, higato ahora. 

Preperado el Is de oclubre de 1993. 
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PROGRAMA LATINOAMERICANO DE PERIODISMO 

Octubre de 1993 

Nombre 
del entrevistado: 

j.Tlene su empresa/universidad/escuela un programa de capacltaci6n para el personal propio? 
Explique. 

,Cuindo fue la ltlima vez que reclbl6 usted capacltaci6n en el trabajo? En e nio ____ 
Describa brevemente por favor. 

;.Cuiles de los sigulentes temas considera usted que le beneflciarian, si pudiera usted seleccionar un 
programa personal de desarrollo profeslonal? 

Indique su preferencia con nmcros del I al 5, asignando cl I al tema que mds Icgusie. el 2al que Icgusta en 
scgundo lugar, etc. 

Periodismo invesfigativo
Redacci6n y edici6n de trabajos periodkticos diversos 
Etica 
Cobertura de asuntos ptihlicos 
Cowrtnura del medio ambienic 
Coberura de asuntos econ6micos 
Cobertura de clecciones 
Coberiura de encucstas de opini6n
Administraci6n de medics 

-_ Mancjo de una .ala dc redacci6n 
Producci6n de noicias para la ielevisi6n 
Producci6n de noticias para la radio 
Mctodologia de la educac16n en periodismo
Diseflo de peri6dico/revistas 
Ttcnicas de instrucci6n y capacitaci6n 

(iros temas: 

En su cargo actual, estaria usted 

- a) aprobando permisos para que otros se capaciten
 
- b) pidiendo permiso para recibir capacitacidn
 
- c) haciendo las dos coas
 

Preparado el 18 de octubre de 1993. 
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APPENDIX VII - MISCELLANEOUS
 

Comparison of highest full-page, black and white ad rates in dollars 

El Comercio, Lima 
El Tiempo, BogotA 
El Nacional,Caracas 
El Comercio, Quito 
El Diario,La Paz 

$7,670 
$6,850 
$3,000 
$1,894 
$1,200 

Population and media statistics 

Bolivia 
Colombia 
Ecuador 
Peru 
Venezuela 

Population Daily Circulation 
Newspapers per 1,000 

7.524.000 17 12 
32,978.000 32 38 
11,055,000 36 49 
22,454,000 44 43 
20,186.000 75 37 

Radio 
stations 

280 
491 
355 
547 
322 

Radio sets 
per 1000 

572 
150 
287 
241 
413 

Television TV sets per Fstmadtad Estlmadted 
stations 1000 number of Lumber of 

OM&USU -nM2s 
per 1000 

76 55 800 9 
7 108 7.500 4 

14 82 1.200 9 
!I 95 8,000 3 
37 156 2,000 10 
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Code of Ethics 

S pri piAt d r 
) Consclontes do quo la funodn princrpaldel periodismo es Ia beusqueda y dtuson de Ia

/ pmnodimo 
ccnroaut~ .o 

vordad sobre asuntos do inter6s pubhco y la de/ensa do Aos valos esecial4sdel sohuntaro,y de que esta tarea solos puede real~zarse asentados en Ia indeperioenoa, Ia/ raphcace6n do los altos valores 6tcos y a/ emplo delns nguZoso instrumentalperodistico. los medios do pronsa centroameficanos hemos docidido adopt Ias 

PRIMERA Nuerara euimconia es 

ecquiscet editspensabl pAra e)mcr el 

pereuielmm h o%prnciplo,
cnlrme a 
iundiamcntrlcs de Inprulcion. es. 
aamcos, Ia uica marnra de responder 
arte el puice sbre nujesras 
Acluxeiones. Puts, Sololos meliois 
indcpetndi ntc pueden asumir Ia
reansbliedad de Io qu hacen Para 

curnplir con eta re xpensablidad, ms 

onilpwecIha.lCrnoao 

a) 	 poeutr Inmumibeoa lber 
del poder pubhico sobc Ia leriad deexpresdn y Ia de bisqucda ) ,.ifus6n 

de infor niornes y opinlones. 

b) ManierLna misma actitail repeco 

a Inapreseones ide o0 secto 0 

indisdeu. 


0 Actuar en funci n del ptiblico en Ia

buhqeucda tie Ia nlonrnaci6n y har 


len~lo Ix eeebe pari saltsfacer Ludcrc ih a cstar inlormado Abf 

asumaims inle'oial,
tic 

SE(;tNDA Los rsropiclarnos, 

e4iridin.he mrrr a.e nne'lim no 
idmhnnaranores de Io% mediononl , m~ti/ch n he wresc errseal menne.m i'.
 
all dc Io qu egitrnamcnte implican 


wiof5tnceones enplesaeealei0 

pefUCen'.d€vl. coe Ia inluencia uIal 


ce4ue lieia sea.cce' iAPller ti
decistion sbel ci eontcnildo 

prleiles o tic Ileemeiles.is 

eim c Fitt de antenct so 


nikpicrds ,slarc',pcIoa los aswus 

&c Inltre. pufitlmoa.Its persanas que 


tenin peelr tic inilencta cn los

medi"mde coneicac6 de Uern 


Sendeat2cnea 

furwienivi iXoa Cfr1n cqi0% dc
c 

riepeuishiledad politics. o de cualquie 

flte indteoc slewpucda a'ecar 
 a 

inlesn-lce del medi. 

TERCEIRA Lm medk tac r do 
mian,Ic y eeoc-usc por nucr cl 

eqtlhno enformavo, scr equalive 01 
centaclde Insper-,oraLa entetrea:sees. 
enl wInropulutee ciinajcsftctai c
cipn,1 LWdmsliuals pan volt rdasLen 
exprewn Luidosmi~t p~w' i., o.sr-&lLe.1f pd ine'lm irineo-y -. sienpc 
Ia esatnad en Lasmwinwrtracinm 
CLIA~rA Sin nnucxw a ns a 

aitnaeunia t/c decia'L y I i/crmh a 

DECLARACIONogukenle DE PRINCIPIOS sob.o el oeorcyco do nuestras lareas 

Lte" p Afts editonales icpidiecntei 
y dtefind s. acrp.taeos que pOe de 
m-,a msin 1 IaIsisxdL.idc L 
veerdndcs baser Io poeble pouue en 
menes de comuniecacu er cwxpmen 
punos dc vistadi ers ) hasa 
contrapumsos. 
QLUINTA Lot medic teenen el Lieber e ablccer Indifercrwi entre cl 

matrial infornnaivo. e laterial 

editorial y ei material con,-rcial o 


pubicitauo El lindero enire estos 
diversos lipoi dc contendo debt strclarnent perte iNe para el pibiw.-o 

Las dlecisione jinfomaisas y 
cditonules no dIcben ser aJec-adas por 
preseone o crilerio publecetalis. y Il 
pengdisus no dcben pa'licipar en iA 
redacciMn ic nuncios o materrl 
prmttekloaJ. 

SEXIA Los confliceon tic int r s 

deben l; a a ol.icsi. Pira ello. 

los mdios deen &,umirel co.o de Ia
cotlurieia% no:lla lo.I0 

eompAlern on las fuentcs solo dc 
mAncra .xcepsewnAl. a sorxihm ee csa cercun ax1a no impiqut e 

medializIain infortnaiva o diorial. 

y dic que sea expicila ante el piblico'


No t,as per nitir I personal de 


redat don lener olcas ectirmi/ades.lacrativa que menueschen ini.Ugidd 

o ridepnenocia. C,-lquicr en.ep.6n
dcera 'cr .t riaeja prcsvantcnc po 

les 	 ,upenorcs. 


Rm)mn.enoslu IJ au toridad 


porneu aminndz csa mcril cconmiilc, 
u na fenmuharoa'i n yen 

el d",.ello y manteniment e 
cund iineis dc Irabajo adcuada Paa 
cumpir teen islimo prapeito. es 
nece' preeeisCT Ia suprmcin 
tcnea. pre lTeoral a i /trcl 
pirsoul. 
SEFTIMA Debiemos rendir culi a Ia 

prectseit con que prescritameets Uas 
tnlformaLiran Cuando sc conectan 
etnrcs dcer/n %anrteificado conpreettild. Dk Ia fomnnacomo t 

acepen In r1plica y Ia rece ficacidn 
depers en gran medida su pmsiligO 
y ceelbihidad. 

O.TAVA En Ia N ,qurda de 1 
inlon laol%per.odisla., ejer it 
%u%ims de endc.gaisn y ele te 
con apcgo a pautts; profionales ) 
tzicas. sin &cudera prucedlicnihi 
Impropits Dkbcrtn ndeni,,s rseretmti 
peetodisus %alvoquc su arwerinrtot sea 
Ia tinia fonja de uxeintrdeierminatas entorereAcesencs 
empotanie sMA inform ., /cin
 
idctlheficat aimbin las fuenic, 'n ua.
 

sebasin; solo c cepcionalhnene" antc 
cordeiciones e-specils. %emanicrdra en resc"a Is identedad de esas ft.cnis.
 
en esle cas. Is decision delira
 
explicar putlicamen y e buss aran
 
armretii elemenimopaa.sctfi.ar cl
 

c.mtentioidodc las declnacioncs o
 
sermones brie/ekn
que se 


NOVENA Pan qut los time pri.ad,,
 

de las liguras puhiicas ) lo, t:tio de 
relesancia pu lica de ss%pr'r,onri 
prnadas C Lonsideren oiti obthi ticnolicia, d b fmedia caur.e legmtinij I 

inlcr, ptiblio 
[ic:CINIA El lengu. lvri,,Lo. ci,culquera tk s mo alidcJr, dcl

luir Ia ohbcerud jI la 'ulgaredel ta 
murtx)siidai cl ua te t'leimctei, qutC
ali enten pcjum ) etmiul it 

refuecenkiiltuicri tnia Icdehrmtnt Us 

DiIlM.IOPRIMIR, A IRI mtdit . i 
re'pentalmt, de Ia N hciol tke 'us 
inalnorenai nes. Si hs n.' Iee se 

detin c%olr lJe, que 
induican al engiKe l eie eriweitc 
no expreen Ia cretlad 
DECIMOE(; Ni) kLa 
ndepenticmxera es on 
nsrnmene pata ehisier Ia 

inpetndcnea perit UeaPr ele. 
los mcdiii no dtdn prourac 
pevilegte 0 faeotsr rees dc lh 

potdlres ;uiu h o petsalas. tichen 
conbaaer disinmirmaceaonc. cn so 
contra y rsfoe/ac peer realia unagcsie6r efecicenc ) transpare .l en lI 

fiancier y cmpec,,anal. 

.Nute a Orleaens. I ' deI penee Jr /9.1 
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Letter from President of Guatemala 

'PR IDENCIA DE LA REPUBLICA 
GJATD4ALAC A 

Guatemala,
 
4 de diciembre 1993
 

Dr. J. Arthur Heise
 
Director
 
Programa Latinoamericano de Periodismo

Escuela de Periodismo y Medios de Comunicaci6n
 
Universidad Internacional de la Florida
 
3000 N.E. 145th. Street
 
Miami, Florida 33181
 

EstJmado Doctor Heise:
 

Deseo referirme al informe especial "Los dias queestremecieron a Guatemala', en el cual la revista Pulso
hace un relato 
bien escrito y documentado sobre el
importante papel jugado por 
 la prensa guatemalteca
durante la crisis politica de mayo y junio/93, hecho que
consolid6 de manera irreversible la democracia del pals.
 

El trabajo publicado por Pulso ea 
 nueva muestra
del alto nivel 
una 


del Programa Centroamericano 
de Periodismo, 
cuyo efecto mfs importante es mejorar la calidad
profesional de los medios informativos y los periodistas

de Guatemala.
 

La prensa guatemalteca, como instituci6n, 
ha sido
factor importante para consolidar 
el sistema demncrhtico. 
 Los peri6dicos, 
a partir de la apertura
politica hace algunos aflos, 
han dado cabida a miles de
articulos firmados 
por ciudadanos de mbs
los diversos
criterios e ideas. Los periodistas han realizado mejor
su trabajo, con 
 mbs mistica, 
 como lo prueban las
actitudes de varios le ellos cuando Jorge Serrano trat6
infructuosamente de silenciar las 
voces contrarias a su

intento de establecev una dictadura.
 

Ful Procurador 
de los Derechos Humanos 
durante
cinco aflos. 
 Puedo decir que gracias a la actitud periodistica, 
el pueblo de Guatemala tiene enraizados en 
su
conciencia 
 esos derechos, asi como el 
 derecho de
denunciar la corrupci6n o de criticar al gobierno.
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IIUjd £)UIlil LU dUS. 

AlgunoL escdpticos comentaron al principio de mi 
gesti6n que habia un inconveniente acercamiento entre el
 
Presidente y la prensa, el cual se traduciria en una
 
p6rdida de la objetividad y el. profesionalismo
 
periodistico. No fue asi. Ahora, seis meses despu~s de
 
haber jurado como Presidente, puedo decir que la prensa

nuevamente ha dado muestras de su nivel profesional, pre

cisamente al criticaL al Gobierno y al Presidente.
 

Durante la crisis, la prensa abandon6 au papel de
 
observador para convertirse en acto'. -el drama politico.

Ahora, cumplido ese deber bis'Orico, ha regresddo a
 
realizar su tarea de inforrier, criticar y orientar.
 
Publica articulos, caricaturas y reportajcs criticos.
 
algunos con profundidad, unos con estilo mesurado, otros
 
agresivos. Como Presidente, soy objeto de critica
 
periodistica y eso lo considero un acicate para haccr
 
mejor las cosas, no una prueba de una conspiraci6n en mi
 
contra. Los acepto como lo que son: una forma vAlida de
 
hacerle llegar al Mandatario un recuento adecuado del
 
sentir de los diversos sectores sociales.
 

Estoy convencido que estas actitudes periodisticas
 
son en buena parte el resultado del excelente traba]o

realizado por PROCEPER. Como ciudadano guatemalteco,

agradezco a la Universidad Internacional de la Florida
 
el haber acogido con entusiasmo este programa, del cual
 
tengo conocimiento desde hace varios aflos. Les envio
 
mis parabienes para que este beneficioso progrma

continje con el mismo 6xito. Durante mi reciente visita
 
a Washington, le habld al Presidente Bill Clinton sobie

la fundamental necesidad de cimentar la democracia en 
la
 
regi6n centroamericana. Estoy convencido que una de las
 
mejores formas de lograrlo es a travs de cimentar,

estimular y mantener una prensa independiente y libre.
 

o e Le6n CarpoPr den de Guatemala 
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Translation of letter from President Ramiro de Len Carpio 

PRESIDENCY OF THE REPUBLIC 
Guatemala, Central America 

Guatemala 
D cember 4. 1993 

Dr. J. Arthur Heise
 
Director
 
Latin American Journalism Program
 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication
 
Plorida International University
 
3000 NE 145 Street
 
Miami, Florida 33181
 

Dear Doctor Heise: 

I want to make reflyrence to the special report "The 10 days that shook Guatemala," in 
which PLTLSO magazine has a well-written and documented report of the important role 
of the Guatemalan press during the political crisis of May and June 1993, a fact that 
irreversibly consolidated democracy in the country. 

The work published by PULSO is a new example of the high level of the Central 
American Journalism Program, whose most important effect is improving the professional
quality of the media and the journalists in Guatemala. 

The Guatemalan press, as an institution, has been an important factor in the consolidation 
of the democratic system. The newspapers, since the political opening of a few years
back, have given room to thousands of articles signed by citizens of the most diverse 
criteria and ideas. Journalists have done their jcb better, with more mysticism, as is 
proved by the attitudes of several of them when Jorge Serrano tried unfruitfully to silence 
the voices opposed to his attempt to establish a dictatorship. 

I was Human Rights Solicitor during five years. I can say that thanks to the attitude of the 
press, the people of Guatemala have rooted in their conscience these rights, as well as the 
right to denounce corruption or criticize government. 

Some skeptics commented, in the beginning of my tenure, that there was an inconvenient 
closeness between the President and the press, which would translate in a loss of 
jc.irnalisic objectivity and professionalism. This did not happen. Now, six months after 
having been sworn as President, I can say that the press has again given proof of their 
professionalism, precisely in criticizing the government and the President. 

During the crisis, the press abandoned its role as observer to become an actor in the
political drama. Now, having fulfilled this historical duty, the press has returned to its task 
of informing, criticizing and orienting. It publishes articles, caricatures and critical 
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reports, some with great depth, some with a measured style, others with an aggressive 
one. As President, Iam the object of journalistic criticism, which I consider a stimulus to 
improve, not as a proof of a conspiracy against me. I accept criticism for what i is: a 
valid form of delivering an adequate account of the feelings of diverse social sectors to 
the mandatary. 

I am convinced that these journalistic attitudes are in great part the result of the excellent 
work realized by PROCEPER. As a Guatemalan citizen, I thank Florida International 
Urliversity for its enthusiastic adoption of this program, which I have known for several 
years. Durng my recent visit to Washington, I spoke with Bill Clinton about the 
fundamental need to consolidate democracy in the Central American region. I am 
convinced that one of the best ways of achieving this is by consolidating, estimulating and 
maintaining a free and independent press. 

Sincerely, 

Ramiro de Le6n Carpio 
President of Guatemala 
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